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·, 

Rachel Onikosi 

Deputy Head, Legislative and International Policy Unit 

Department for Business, Innovation&Skills 

1, Victoria Street, London SWIH OET 

BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

Reply submitted by AIRBUS S.A.S on October 6, 2010 
-----

. Dear Ms. Onikosi 

This is a response to the above-identified Call for Evidence (the "CE'') in connection with the 
government's assessment of whether to ratify the Convention oa International Interests in 
Mobile Equipment (the "Convention" or "C") and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to 
Aircraft Equipment (the "Protocol" or "P',). The Convention and the Protocol will be referred 
to together as the "Cape Town Treaty" or "Treaty''). 

We have cut into this response the questions contained in Part ill of the CE,and have set out 
our replies thereto below each such question. 

To be clear at the outset, and as noted in reply to question 3.9, we strongly support 
ratification 0/ the Cape Town Treaty, and urge the government to do so as promptly as 
possible and with a high level 0/ priority. 

The Cape Town Treaty reflects, enhances, and internationally promotes basic con~_ found 
in English law. That should be expected given the central role played by the UK in 
negotiating and drafting the instruments. In fact, the drafting committee at every 
intergovernmental meeting that negotiated, and at the diplomatic conference that adopted, the 
Cape Town Treaty was chaired by a UK representative (either Sir Roy Goode (Oxford) or 
Bryan Welch (BIS». The Treaty will reduce legal risk. It will produce economic benefit. 

Importance of Protocol, art XI (Remedies on Insolvency) - Alternative A 

The CE does not ask a question about the economically most important provision, P, art Xl 
(remedies on insolvency). It is necessary to draw out the significance of applying Alternative 
A of this article ("Alternative A"). Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk 
reduction under the Treaty are predicated on the applicability of Alternative A (with a sixty 
(60) day waiting period). See Economic Benefits o/the Cape Town Treaty, 2009, by Professor 
Vadim Linetsky, a leading authority on the financial modeling of secured transactions. 



Regarding the basis for this provision in emerging legal thinking, see "Cape Town Treaty in 
the European Context: the case for Alternative A, Article XI of the Aircraft Protocol", by 
Jeffrey Wool! Andrew Littlejobns. These materials can be downloaded at www.awg.aero . 
Thus, it is essential that Alternative A apply in the UK though its inclusion in the UK's 
implementing legislation (that mode of application is required given agreements relating to 
EU competence). See Unidroit, ''The European Union and the Cape Town Convention", DC9 
! DEP, Doc. 8, June 2010 at Annex ill. 

We note the Department's willingness to meet to discuss these matters. We would like to do 
that. 
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QUESTIONS POSED AND REPLIES 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft fmancing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security 
interests. To what extent do you consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity ofthe transactions; 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

ReDly: The internationality of aircraft financing and leasing, and the consequent applicability 
of several non-harmonised laws, undqubted1y produce complex transactions. Legal outcomes 
are less predictable than they could and should be. As mentioned in CE, para 1.11, there is a 
particular level of uncertainty in English law due to the application of the lex situs rule 
regarding property rights in aircraft. The recent Blue Sky case has brought that problem into 
sharp focus. 

All else equal, greater complexity and less predictability result in higher transaction costs than 
would otherwise by the case. At some point on the continuum, these factors impact the 
availability of financing. The foregoing is axiomatic. It is a basic tenet of law and economic 
theory, which is now widely-accepted in policy-making relating to secured transactions. 

A prime example of such conflict of laws issues relates to rights in aircraft engines. Laws 
differ significantly regarding the legal effect of installing or removing engines, which, given 
operational requirements, could happen in any jurisdiction. In some jurisdictions, these 
actions impact core property rights. 

Beyond conflicts,· the cost and availability of financing are significantly impacted by the 
underlying substantive law, more specifically, any impediments caused by it affect the timely 
access to collateral value. Timely access to valuable collateral is the basis of secured 
transactions and defines the leasing modeL In financial terms, timely access to valuable 
collateral offsets loss (that is, reduces the risk of loss (to a creditor) notwithstanding the risk 
of default (by a debtor)), thus producing efficiencies. 

A prime example of such substantive law issues - as noted in CE para 1.11 - is delay 
occasioned by insolvency law. Beyond that delay, such laws may qualify or restrict 
contractual (and non-insolvency law) enforcement rights or impact property rights. These 
prospects are directly inconsistent with the core principles underlying asset-based financing 
and leasing. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties you have identified affect: . 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, andlor 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

ReDly: Sub-question 3.2(a) and (b) may be'answered with reference to objective and publicly 
available information. Sub-question (c) raises methodological and confidentiality issues, and, 
.thus, needs to be addressed based on general principles. 

Re 3.2(a): "Aircraft receivables", in the context of the Treaty (which excludes general 
receivables financing), must refer to the rating of aircraft-backed securities. The only source 
of publicly available information regarding their cost is public, capital markets. In the aviation 
industry, these securities / transactions are known as "enhanced equipment trust certificates" 
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("EETCs"). There have been few EETCs in Europe and none in the UK, given uncertainties 
caused by applicable underlying insolvency law. In those transactions, two major European 
airlines paid materially higher rates, and had materially more restrictive terms, than less 
creditworthy airlines (closing transactions in the same time frame) in the US. The sole reason 
for such preferential US financing terms was the existence and application of section 1110 of 
the US bankruptcy code, a functional equivalent to Alternative A. This follows from the 
policies of international rating agencies, which have, based on years of data, used a system of 
"enhanced" rating (rating upgrades) where timely recourse to valuable airCraft collateral can 
be safely assumed. Based on underlying law, including insolvency law, that has been the case 
in the US but not in Europe. 

Thus, the ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK airlines with enhanced access 
to international capital markets, thus diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it will 

. open public debt markets, providing UK airlines with another important option (in addition to 
bank debt and leasing, their traditional options) to help fund their capital-intensive aircraft 
acquisition requirements. For discussion of other commercial transactions, please see below. 

Re 3.20»: The cost of export credit is governed by the OECD's aircraft sector understanding 
(the "ASU"). Under the ASU, all OECD countries (the UK included) plus Brazil have agreed 
that ratification of the Treaty - with a set of "qualifying declarations" (see reply to question 
3.10) - justifies a material reduction in the fee charged.! That decision supports the 
proposition that transactions in legal systems that provide higher levels of predictability and 
reflect the principles underlying asset based financing should be priced lower than those 
systems that do not. As to quantification, the size of the "Cape Town Discount" depends on 
the credit standing of the borrower; the weaker the credit standing (the higher the risk of 
default), the larger the fee reduction. Under the current terms of the ASU, the range (for large 
aircraft) is 20 to 150 basis points on the upfront fee charged. To give an example, a 100 basis 
point reduction (a "B" rated airline would receive a 94 basis point reduction) on a USD 100m 
aircraft financing equals USD 1m. It is noteworthy that under the ASU the terms of export 
credit are not attractive for spare aircraft engines. That reflects concerns about the point noted 
above regarding the law applicable to rights in engines. 

Re 3.2(c): This question raises the general topic of the relationship between harmonised and 
(see reply to 3.1 above, more importantly) commercially-oriented secured financing and 
leasing law, on the one hand, and the cost (and terms) of such transactions, on the other. It is 
not possible to provide definitive and precise information on this question, for two reasons. 
First, many factors go into transaction pricing (and the availability of financing). These 
include - in iuldition to credit and legal risk - more general and macro considerations, such as 
(i) general liquidity in the financial sector and the liquidity position of a particular financial 
institution, (li) the impact of regulatory capital, (iii) comparative returns from other founs of 
lending, (iv) competitive issues that may lead a bank to consider longer-term and relationship 
issues in setting price, and (v) other sources of fees payable to a bank directly or indirectly 
linked to that transaction or related transactions. Secondly, confidentiality (and, possibly, 
competition law) considerations prevent the disclosure of terms in private fmancing 
transactions. 

That said, and as noted above, the direct link between reduced transactional risk and improved 
pricing and other terms - all else equal - is a foundation of law and economics. It is now 
taken as an established fact. Elements of this thinking are seen (beyond the positions of the 

The UK, France, Gennany, Spain and the US currently follow the ''home market rule", which 
prevents export credit into these countries. The ASU is currently under review. A number of home 
market airlines, including some in the UK, are seeking to have this restriction eased or removed. 
To the extent that is agreed, the points above will apply in respect of UK carriers. 
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international rating agencies and the OECD countries, noted above) in the tenns of BlS IT 
(rules for regulatory capital) and daily decisions made by credit committees of [mancial 
institutions. 

Finally, a specific word on the Treaty and "proof' of economic benefit. The extensive 
economic assessment and related academic work on the Cape Town Treaty has been without 
precedent in the field of commercial law reform. Two major studies were undertaken (see 
www.awg.aero ), each of which took into account available infonnation and research. The 
authors were of the highest possible caliber (in addition to Professor Linetsky, Northwestern 
University, they are Professors Anthony Saunders and Ingo Walters (INSEAD and NYU)). 
These academics are applied economists and finance specialists. If a higher standard than that 
undertaken in connection with the Treaty needs to be met, then question whether (i) any prior 
commercial treaty (or national law reform in this field) should ever have been adopted, or (ii) 
any future commercial law treaty (or national law reform in this field) will ever be adopted. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if 
at all, do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1? 

Reply: The terms of the Cape Town Treaty will significantly address all of the issues noted in 
3.1 above. First, it will sweep away the problems associated with the lex situs rule. Secondly, 
with Alternative A, it will sweep away problems associated with insolvency delay and 
impairment. That, in tum, will provide UK airlines with enhanced access to international 
capital markets, thus diversifying and increasing their sources of funding. Thirdly, it will 
eliminate the above-noted legal issues associated with engine financing, though that depends 
on adoption by many countries. On that last point, while the Treaty is rapidly being adopted 
internationally, there is no doubt that UK ratification would provide a leading example to and 
justification for others to ratify. That would also serve the objective of the UK export 
community. See reply to question 3.9 below. 

The Cape Town Treaty, unlike most other international legal instruments, was purposefully 
designed to facilitate a transaction type, thereby producing benefits to the industry sector. The 
core role that the aviation sector - lATA (airlines) and AWG (financiers and manufacturers) -
played in the process ensures that result. The Treaty elegantly solves the current legal issues 
in this field, and does so in a manner consistent with leading legal thought. There are no 
losers: the problems solved equally benefit debtors, creditors, and manufacturers. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
international interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with 
priority over unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please 
explain your answer. 

b) Do you [rod the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine 
separately from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: Re 3.4(a): The International Registry under the Treaty ("lR") is already recognised as 
both ground-breaking and well-established. Approximately half of the world's new aircraft 
transactions are registered in the IR. The system has run with virtually no problems since 
inception. There is strong supervision by ICAO. Users have direct input through an 
International Advisory Board. 
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· The IR (and the above-noted priority rules) is a significant improvement over current law and 
practice. First, the system is electronic and low cost. It is simple and effective. Closings are 
made easier: Interests may be registered in advance ("prospective interests"), which takes 
pressure off of (expensive) closing logistics. In international (and national) law refonn circles, 
the starting point for any discussion about registries systems is the IR. Secondly, the priority 
rules are clear and objective. In the context of aviation financing, clarity equals fairness. 
Parties can search the IR and determine exactly where they stand. Litigation relating to 
"knowledge" will be avoided. There will be no need for legal gymnastics (such as priority 
notices), which seek to address the issues handled directly by the Treaty. Thirdly, the IR 
(through the Treaty) establishes priorities on an international basis. Any other system would 
be limited to national priorities. That is inherently inefficient, and leaves risks in transactions 
which can be reduced only at significant expense. In short, the Treaty, through the IR and the 
priority rules, puts an efficient_international system in place to deal with international 
transactions and fact patterns. 

Re 3.4(b): The treatment of engines as separate property - and, correspondingly, the ability to 
separately register against them - is extremely useful. As noted in reply to question 3.1, the 
law applicable to rights in engines varies widely, and, in some jurisdictions, is potentially 
prejudicial to the right of property holders. That is exacerbated by the lex situs problem in the 
engine context. 

Engines are highly valuable equipment. They consistently maintain their value. They should 
therefore serve as excellent collateral, if the underlying law so permits. In addition, they are 
often separately financed (spare engines) and pooled and interchanged. From a commercial 
perspective, they are often hired out on a short-term basis, where strong property rights are 
particularly important. For all these reasons, the treatment of engines under the Cape Town 
Treaty - as separate property to which the Treaty's clear rules apply - is a vast improvement 
to current law around the world. It will support advanced engine financing and use. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as 
from the time of registration of the prospective international interest without the need 
for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

Reply: As mentioned above, this is a significant advantage without any corresponding 
disadvantage. The absence of a required time period, and the ability to make a prospective 
registration, takes pressure off of closing logistics. While the priority "relates back", there is 
no unfairness to any party - since the registration only has priority from the time it is 
searchable. There are no secret interests. Any searching party can easily self-protect: all it 
needs to do is search the IR. It is then on notice that an interest, actual or prospective, might 
have a higher priority. That searching party would not close its. financing transaction until the 
IR is cleared of any registration that could prevail over its interest. 

The priority notice concept under English law aims at the same objective, but achieves it 
using a heavier two-step, paper-based process. The Treaty simplifies and improves the 
process. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over 
such assets in a foreign country? If so, please give details. 

Reply; We do not understand the relevance of this question - unless it is driving at providing 
an example and justification for other countries to ratify. See response to question 3.9. This 
question - what is the position (of a UK-registered aircraft) under foreign (substantive and . 
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procedural) law would not be addressed by UK ratification. It would only be addressed by 
ratification by foreign countries (where the aircraft is located). And, if that is the optic, why 
limit the question to UK-registered aircraft. What about the position of a UK financier with a 
non-UK registered aircraft located elsewhere. Or a UK manufacturer who has problems 
financing sales given foreign law. These are all analytically the same: what is the position 
under foreign law. (N.B.: In many jurisdictions, there are significant repossession and 
enforcement problems.) UK ratification will not address these problems, save to the extent 
others are thereby encouraged to ratify. That encouragement, however, is important, given the 
wide range of material UK interests in international aviation. 

3.7 the Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence 
of default, to obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do 
you consider this useful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: This provision C, art 13 ("Relief Pending"), on which an opt-out is permitted (see C, 
art 55), and which is strengthened by an opt-in permitted under P, art X (see P, art XXX(2), 
was designed to provided countries opposed to non-judicial remedies with a court-based 
function equivalent thereof. 

The UK is not such a country. English law on non-judicial remedies is well-established and 
effective. The international financing community is comfortable with it. 

Thus, since the UK, reflecting its law, would be expected to permit non-judicial remedies 
through the mandatory declaration required by C, art 54(2)(permitting action ''without leave 
of the court'~, the Relief Pending provision is not necessary to reduce transactional risk: or 
increase economic benefit in the context of the UK. The aviation community should be 
largely indifferent as to whether the UK, when ratifying, makes these particular declarations. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export .. How 
useful do you consider these additional remedies to be? 

Reply: These remedies are essential. In light of the terms of the Chicago Convention of 1944, 
to effectively exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register that 
aircraft. The Treaty not only provides these remedies, but adds the extremely useful IDERA 
clause ("irrevocable deregistration and export authorization''), P, art XIll. Most countries have 
opted into the IDERA clause (see P, art XXX(l)). An international standard is rapidly 
developing in favor of the use of IDERAs. (Even countries with very efficient de-registration 
systems (like the US) have made the IDERA election.) Underscoring its importance, the 
IDERA clause is an ASU qualifying declaration. Importantly, the use of an IDERA is 
expressly without prejudice to safety laws and regulations. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

Reply: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of 
the aviation industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK 
proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Re 3.9(a): We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Treaty. 
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In connection with that ratification, it is essential that the UK implement the economically 
must important provision, P, art XI (remedies on insolvency) - Alternative A (witha sixty 
(60) day waiting period). Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction 
effected by the Cape Town Treaty is predicated on the applicability that provision. See 
materials by Linetsky and Wool / Littlejohns referred to above. See also reply to question 
3.1 0 re ASU qualifying declarations. 

Re 3.9(b): Ratification of the Cape Town Treaty (with P, art XI, Alternative A implemented 
through legislation) will reduce legal and transactional risk. It will produce economic benefit 
to airlines (by reducing cost and providing additional sources of financing), manufacturers 
(including through its impact on ratification by others, by promoting exports), and financial 
institutions (by reducing risk). Such direct benefits have important indirect benefits, including 
(from export enhancement) job creation and (from airline benefits) pass-through benefits to 
passengers. 

UK ratification will ensure that English law remains a preferred governing law of choice in 
aviation finance and leasing, and that London remains central in the aviation financing and 
leasing industry. 

Re 3.9(c): We urge the government to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of 
priority. The ratification by the UK has been delayed for a long time, given two matters 
unrelated to the core objectives of the Cape Town Treaty: EU competence issue and the 
Gibraltar-hold. These two items have finally been addressed. UK companies should start to 
benefit from the Treaty as promptly as possible. In addition, the recent strains on the 
financing sector coupled with demand for modern, environmentally friendly aircraft argue for 
swift action to help in these areas. Finally, while the UK has not yet ratified, many UK 
companies still need to comply with the Cape Town Treaty (e.g., register with the IR if they 
(i) buy aircraft equipment from a party located in a contracting state, or (ii) lease an aircraft 
from a financed lessor located in a Contracting State). In other words, aspects of compliance 
are already required; ratification will permit the corresponding benefit. 

3.1 0 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Reply: We make following additional comments: 

(i) The UK should make a set of "qualifying declarations" under the ASU. That would 
be as follows: (1) non-judicial remedies, C, art 54(2), (2) IDERA, P, art xm, and (3) 
Alternative A (60 calendar day waiting period, implemented through legislation). 

(ii) With respect to non-consensual rights and interests, the UK should align such rights 
with those customary in the international community. The UK "fleet lien" is seen as out-of
line with international norms, over-reaching, and potentially harmful to airlines (restricting 
credit) and financiers (increasing risk). The recent GKL litigation has drawn greater attention 
to the problem of the UK fleet lien. Thus, a tailored declaration under C, art 39 should be 
agreed after a policy assessment on this matter. 

(iii) We note the Department's current intent to have a second consultation on the 
declarations to be made and the content of the implementing legislation. We think that such is 
not necessary, given the clarity on what is needed to ensure the benefits of the Treaty, and the 
consistency thereof with leading legal thought. If it is necessary, we encourage the 
government to undertake and complete that second step as promptly as possible. 

END 
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Rachel Onikosi 
Deputy Head, Legislative and International Policy Unit 
Department for Business, Innovation & Skills 
1 Victoria Street, LondOn SWIH OET 

October 6th
, 2010 

Aircastle Advisor LLC 
300 First Stamford Place 

5TH Roor 

Stamford, cr 06902 
Tel: 203-504-1020 
Fax: 203-504-1021 

Re: BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 
Reply snbmitted by: Aircastle Advisor LLC 
Date: October 6111

, 2010 

Dear Ms. Onikosi, 

This is a response to the above-identified Call for Evidence (the "CE") in connection with the 
government's assessment of whether to ratifY the Convention on International Interests in Mobile 
Equipment (the "Convention" or "C") and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment 
(the "Protoco)" or 'T"). The Convention and the Protocol will be referred to together as the "Cape Town 
Treaty" or "Treaty''). 

Aircastle Limited ("AircastIe") is a global company that acquires and leases high-utility commercial jet 
aircraft to passenger and·cargo airlines throughout the world. As of 30 July 2010, Aircastle had acquired 
130 aircraft. While Aircastle does not have an office in the United Kingdom, it does business in the 
United Kingdom and currently leases aircraft to airlines incorporated and existing in England. Aircastle 
is listed on the New York Stock Exchange (A YR). AircastIe is sending this response in connection with 
the response sent on 16 August 2010 by the Aircraft Working Group (A WG), of which Aircastle is a 
member. This response is intended to be for information purposes only and reflects the opinion of 
Aircastle and is not intended to be interpreted as a statement of fact. 

'We have cut into this response the questions contained in Part III of the CE, and have set out our replies 
thereto below each such question. 

To be clear at the outset, and as noted in reply to question 3.9, we strongly support ratifICation of the 
Cape Town Treaty and urge the government to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of 
priority. 

The Cape Town Treaty reflects, enhances, and internationally promotes basic concepts found in English 
law. That should be expected given the central role played by the UK in negotiating and drafting the 
instruments. In fact, the drafting committee at every intergovernmental meeting that negotiated, and at the 
diplomatic conference that adopted, the Cape Town Treaty was chaired bya UK representative (either Sir 
Roy Goode (Oxford) or Bryan Welch (BIS». The Treaty will reduce legal risk. It will produce economic 
benefit. 
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Importance of Protocol, art XI (Remedies on Insolvency) - Alternative A 

The GE does not ask a question about the economically most important provision, P, art XI (remedies on 
insolvency). It is necessary to draw out the significance of applying Alternative A of this article 
("Alternative A"). Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction under the Treaty are 
predicated on the applicability of Alternative A (with a sixty (60) day waiting period). See Economic 
Benefits of the Cape Tawn Treaty, 2009, by Professor Vadim Linetsky, a leading authority on the 
financial modeling of secured transactions. Regarding the basis for this provision in emerging legal 
thinking, see "Cape Town Treaty in the European Context: the case for Alternative'A, Article XI of the 
Aircraft Protocol", by Jeffrey Wool/Andrew Littlejohns. These materials can be downloaded at 
www.awg.aero.Thus.itis essential that Alternative A apply in the UK through its inclusion in the UK's 
implementing legislation (that mode of application is required given agreements relating to EU 
competence). See Unidroit, "The European Union and the Cape Town Convention", DC9 / DEP, Doc. 8, 
June 2010 at Annex Ill. 

QUESTIONS POSED AND REPLIES 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different countries with 
differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security interests. To what extent do you 
consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity of the transactions; 
b) the predictability oflegal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

Reply: The internationality of aircraft financing and leasing, and the consequent applicability of several 
non-hannonised laws, undoubtedly produce complex transactions. Legal outcomes are less predictable 
than they could and should be. As mentioned in CE, para 1.11, there is a particular level of uncertainty in 
English law due to the application of the lex situs rule regarding propeJ1)' rights in aircraft. The recent 
Blue Sky case has brought that problem into sharp focus. 

All else equal, greater complexity and less predictability result in higher transaction costs than would 
otherwise by the case. At some point on the continuum, these factors impact the availability of financing. 
The foregoing is axiomatic. It is a basic tenet of law and economic theory, which is now widely-accepted 
in policy-making relating to secured transactions. 

A prime example of such conflict of laws issues relates to rights in aircraft engines. Laws differ 
significantly regarding the legal effect of installing or removing engines, which, given operational 
requirements, could happen in any jurisdiction. In some jurisdictions, these actions impact core property 
rights. 

Beyond conflicts, the cost and availability of financing are significantly impacted by the underlying 
substantive law, more specifically, any impediments caused by it affect the timely access to collateral 
value. Timely access to valuable collateral is the basis of secured transactions and defines the leasing 
model. In financial terms, timely access to valuable collateral offsets loss (that is, reduces the risk of loss 
(to a creditor) notwithstanding the risk of default (by a debtor», thus producing efficiencies. 

A prime example of such substantive law issues - as noted in CE para 1.11 - is delay occasioned by 
insolvency law. Beyond that delay, such laws may qualify or restrict contractual (and non-insolvency 
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law) enforcement rights or impact property rights. These prospects are directly inconsistent with the core 
principles underlying asset-based financing and leasing. 

·3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the difficulties you 
have identified affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or 
c) the cost offmancing or leasing aircraft? 

Bm!Y: Sub-question 3.2(a) and (b) may be answered with reference to objective and publicly available 
information. Sub-question (c) raises methodological and confidentiality issues, and, thus, needs to be 
addressed based on general principles. 

Re 3.2(a): "Aircraft receivables", in the context of the ·Treaty (which excludes general receivables 
financing), must refer to the rating of aircraft-backed securities. The only source of publicly available 
information regarding their cost is public, capital markets. In the aviation industry, these securities / 
transactions are known as "enhanced equipment trust certificates" ("EETCs"). There have been few 
EETCs in Europe and none in the UK. given uncertainties caused by applicable underlying insolvency 
law. In those transactions, two major European airlines paid materially higher rates, and had materially 
more restrictive terms, than less creditworthy airlines (closing transactions in the same time frame) in the 
US. The sole reason for such preferential US fmancing terms was the existence and application of section 
II J 0 of the US bankruptcy code, a functional equivalent to Alternative A. This follows from the policies 
of international rating agencies, which have, based on years of data, used a system of "enhanced" rating 
(rating upgrades) where timely recourse to valuable aircraft collateral can be safely assumed. Based on 
underlying law, inclUding insolvency law, that has been the case in the US but not in Europe. 

Thus, the ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK airlines with enhanced access to 
international capital markets, thus diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it will open public 
debt markets, providing UK airlines with another important option (in addition to bank debt and leasing, 
their traditional options) to help fund their capital-intensive aircraft acquisition requirements. For 
discussion of other commercial transactions, please see below. 

Re 3.2(b): The cost of export credit is governed by the OECD's aircraft sector understanding (the 
"ASU"). Under the ASU, all OECD countries (the UK included) plus Brazil have agreed that ratification 
of the Treaty - with a set of "qualifying declarations" (see reply to question 3.10) - justifies a material 
reduction in the fee charged. J That decision supports the proposition that transactions in legal systems 
that provide higher levels of predictability and reflect the principles underlying asset based financing 
should be priced lower than those systems that do not. As to quantification, the size of the "Cape Town 
Discount" depends on the credit standing of the borrower; the weaker the credit standing (the higher the 
risk of default), the larger the fee reduction. Under the current terms of the ASU, the range (for large 
aircraft) is 20 to 150 basis points on the upfront fee charged. To give an example, a 100 basis point 
reduction (a "B" rated airline would receive a 94 basis point reduction) on a USD 100m aircraft financing 

The UK, France, Germany, Spain and the US currently follow the "home market rule", 
which prevents export credit into these countries. The ASU is currently under review. A 
number of home market airlines, including some in the UK, are seeking to have this 
restriction eased or removed. To the extent that is agreed, the points above will apply in 
respect of UK carriers. 
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equals USD I ro. It is noteworthy that under the ASU the terms of export credit are not attractive for spare 
aircraft engines. That reflects concerns about the point noted above regarding the law applicable to rights 
in engines. 

Re 3.2(c); This question mises the general topic of the relationship between harrnonised and (see reply to 
3.1 above, more importantly) commerciaUy-oriented secured financing and leasing law, on the one hand, 
and the cost (and terms) of such transactions, on the other. It is not possible to provide defmitive and 
precise information on this question, for two reasons. First, many factors go into transaction pricing (and 
the availability of financing). These include - in addition to credit and legal risk - more general and 
maCro considemtions, such as (i) general liquidity in the fmancial sector and the liquidity position of a 
particular financial institution. (ii) the impact of regulatory capital, (iii) comparative returns from other 
forms of lending, (iv) competitive issues that may lead a bank to consider longer-term and relationship 
issues in setting price, and (v) other sources of fees payable to a bank directly or indirectly linked to that 
transaction or related transactions. Secondly, confidentiality (and, possibly, competition law) 
considemtions prevent the disclosure of terms in private financing transactions. 

That said, and as noted above, the direct link between reduced transactional risk and improved pricing and 
other terms - all else equal - is a foundation of law and economics. It is now taken as an established fact. 
Elements of this thinking are seen (beyond the positions of the international mting agencies and the 
OECD countries, noted above) in the terms of BIS II (rules for regulatory capital) and daily decisions 
made by credit committees of financial institutions. 

Finally, a specific word on the Treaty and "proof' of economic benefit. The extensive economic 
assessment and related academic work on the Cape Town Treaty has been without precedent in the field 
of commercial law reform. Two major studies were undertaken (see www.awg.aero ), each of which took 
into account available information and research. The authors were of the highest possible caliber (in 
addition to Professor Linetsky, Northwestern University, they are Professors Anthony Saunders and Ingo 
Walters (lNSEAD and NYU). These academics are applied economists and finance specialists. If a 
higher standard than that undertaken iIi connection with the Treaty needs to be met, then question whether 
(i) any prior commercial treaty (or national law reform in this field) should ever have been adopted, or (ii) 
any future commercial law treaty (or national law reform in this field) will ever be adopted. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, perfection 
and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at all, do you consider 
such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have identified in your answer to question 
3.1? 

&I!!!; The terms of the Cape Town Treaty will significantly address all of the issues noted in 3.1 above. 
First, it will sweep away the problems associated with the lex situs rule. Secondly, with Alternative A, it 
will sweep away problems associated with insolvency delay and impairment. That, in turn, will provide 
UK airlines with enhanced access to international capital markets, thus diversifying and.increasing their 
sources of funding. Thirdly, it will eliminate the above-noted legal issues associated with engine 
financing, though that depends on adoption by many countries. On that last point, while the Treaty is 
rapidly being adopted internationally, there is no doubt that UK mtification would provide a leading 
example to and justification for others to mtify. That would also serve the objective of the UK export 
community. See reply to question 3.9 below. 

The Cape Town Treaty, unlike most other international legal instruments, was purposefully designed to 
facilitate a transaction type, thereby producing benefits to the industry sector. The core role that the 
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aviation sector - lATA (airlines) and A WG (financiers and manufacturers)- played in the process 
ensures that result. The Treaty elegantly solves the current legal issues in this field, and does so in a 
manner consistent with leading legal thought. There are no losers: the problems solved equally benefit 
debtors, creditors, and manufacturers. 

3.4 Do you: 
a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of international 

interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with priority over unregistered 
national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please explain your answer. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine separately 
from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: Re 3.4{a): The International Registry under the Treaty ("IR") is already recognised as both 
ground-breaking and well-established. Approximately half of the world's new aircraft transactions are 
registered in the IR The system has run with virtually no problems since inception. There is strong 
supervision by ICAO. Users have direct input through an International Advisory Board. 

The IR (and the above-noted priority rules) is a significant improvement over current law and practice. 
First, the system is electronic and low cost. It is simple and effective. Closings are made easier. Interests 
may be registered in advance ("prospective interests"), which takes pressure off of (expensive) closing 
logistics. In international (and national) law reform circles, the starting point for any discussion about 
registries systems is the IR. Secondly, the priority rules are clear and objective. In the context of aviation 
financing, clarity equals fairness. Parties can search theIR and determine exactly where they stand. 
Litigation relating to "knowledge" will be avoided. There will be no need for legal gymnastics (such as 
priority notices), which seek to address the issues handled directly by the Treaty. Thirdly, the IR (through 
the Treaty) establishes priorities on an international basis. Any other system would be Ihnited to national 
priorities. That is inherently inefficient, and leaves risks in transactions which can be reduced only at 
significant expense. In short, the Treaty, through the IR and the priority rules, puts an efficient 
international system in place to deal with international transactions and fact patterns. 

Re 3.4(b): The treatment of engines as separate property -:- and, correspondingly, the ability to separately 
register against them - is extremely useful. As noted in reply to question 3.1, the law applicable to rights 
in engines varies widely, and, in some jurisdictions, is potentially prejudicial to the right of property 
holders. That is exacerbated by the lex situs problem in the engine context. 

Engines are highly valuable equipment. They consistently maintain their value. They should therefore 
serve as excellent collateral, if the underlying law so permits. In addition, they are often separately 
financed (spare engines) and pooled and interchanged. From a commercial perspective, they are often 
hired out on a short-term basis, where strong property rights are particularly important. For all these 
reasons, the treatment of engines under the Cape Town Treaty - as separate property to which the 
Treaty's clear rules apply - is a vast improvement to current law around the world. It will support 
advanced engine financing and use. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of transactions, 
and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as from the time of 
registration of the prospective international interest without the need for any additional 
registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 
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&.lili:: As mentioned above, this is a significant advantage without any corresponding disadvantage. The 
absence of a required time period, and the ability to make a prospective registration, takes pressure off of 
closing logistics. While the priority "relates back", there is no unfairness to any party - since the 
registration only has priority from the time it is searchable. There are no secret interests. Any searching 
party can easily self-protect: all it needs to do is search the IR. It is then on notice that an interest, actual 
or prospective, might have a higher priority. That searching party would not close its financing 
transaction until the IR is cleared of any registration that could prevail over its interest. 

The priority notice concept under English law aims at the same objective, but achieves it using a heavier 
tWo-step, paper-based process. The Treaty simplifies and improves the process. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or engines 
situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over such assets in a foreign 
country? If so, please give details. 

Reply: We do not understand the relevance of this question - unless it is driving at providing an example 
and justification for other countries to ratify. See response to question 3.9. This question - what is the 
position (of a UK-registered aircraft) under foreign (substantive and procedural) law would not be 
addressed by UK ratification. It would only be addressed by ratification by foreign countries (where the 
aircraft is located). And, if that is the optic, why limit the question to UK-registered aircraft. What about 
the position of a UK financier with a non-UK registered aircraft located elsewhere. Or a UK 
manufacturer who has problems financing sales given foreign law. These are all analytically the same: 
what is the position under foreign law. (N.B.: In many jurisdictions, there are significant repossession and 
enforcement problems.) UK ratification will not address these problems, save to the extent others are 
thereby encouraged to ratify. That encouragement, however, is important, given the wide range of 
material UK interests in international aviation. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing ev idence of default, to 
obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do you consider this useful? 
Please explain your answer. 

Reply: This provision C, art 13 ("Relief Pending"), on which an opt-out is permitted (see C, art 55), and 
which is strengthened by an opt-in permitted under P, art X (see P, art XXX(2), was designed to provided 
countries opposed to non-judicial remedies with a court-based function equivalent thereof. 

The UK is not such a country. English law on non-judicial remedies is well-established and effective. The 
international financing community is comfortable with it. 

Thus, since the UK, reflecting its law, would be expected to pennit non-judicial remedies through the 
mandatory declaration required by C, art 54(2)(permitting action ''without leave of the court"), the Relief 
Pending provision is not necessary to reduce transactional risk or increase economic benefit in the context 
of the UK. The aviation community should be largely indifferent as to whether the UK, when ratifying, 
makes these particular declarations. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de-registration 
(removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How useful do you consider these 
additional remedies to be? 
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Reply: These remedies are essential. In light of the terms of the Chicago Convention of 1944, to 
effectively exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register that aircraft. The 
Treaty not only provides these remedies, but adds the extremely useful IDERA clause ("irrevocable 
deregistration and export authorization"), P, art XIII. Most countries have opted into the IDERA clause 
(see P, art XXX.(l). An international standard is rapidly developing in favor of the use ofIDERAs. (Even 
countries with very efficient de-registration systems (like the US) have made the IDERA election.) 
Underscoring its importance, the IDERA clause is an ASU qualifying declaration. Importantly, the use of 
an IDERA is expressly without prejudice to safety laws and regulations. 

3.9· In light of your answers to the above questions: 

Bmb:: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 
b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of the aviation 

industry? 
c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK proceed to 

ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Re 3.9(a): We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Treaty. 
In connection with that ratification, it is essential that the UK implement the economically must important 
provision, P, art XI (remedies on insolvency) - Alternative A (with a sixty (60) day waiting period). 
Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction effected by the Cape Town Treaty is 
predicated on the applicability of that provision. See materials by Linetsky and Wool / Littlejohns 
referred to above. See also reply to question 3.10 re ASU qualifying declarations. 

Re 3.9(b): Ratification of the Cape Town Treaty (with P, art XI, Alternative A implemented through 
legislation) will reduce legal and transactional risk. It will produce economic benefit to airlines (by 
reducing cost and providing additional sources of financing), manufacturers (including through its impact 
on ratification by others, by promoting exports), and financial institutions (by reducing risk). Such direct 
benefits have important indirect benefits, including (from export enhancement) job creation and (from 
airline benefits) pass-through benefits to passengers. 

UK ratification will ensure that English law remains a preferred governing law of choice in aviation 
finance and leasing, and that London remains central in the aviation financing and leasing industry. 
Re 3.9(c): We urge the government to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of priority. 
The ratification by the UK has been delayed for a long time, given two matters unrelated to the core 
objectives of the Cape Town Treaty: EU competence issue and the Gibraltar-hold. These two items have 
finally been addressed. UK companies should start to benefit from the Treaty as promptly as possible. In 
addition, the recent strains on the fmancing sector coupled with demand for modem, environmentally 
friendly aircraft argue for swift action to help in these areas. Finally, while the UK has not yet ratified, 
many UK companies still need to comply with the Cape Town Treaty (e.g., register with the IR if they (i) 
buy aircraft equipment from a party located in a contracting state, or (ii) lease an aircraft from a financed 
lessor located in a Contracting State). In other words, aspects of compliance are already required; 
ratification will permit the corresponding benefit. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Reply: We make following additional comments: 
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(i) The UK should make a set of "qualifying declarations" under the ASU. That would be as follows: 
(I) non-judicial remedies, C, art 54(2), (2) IDERA, P, art XIII, and (3) Alternative A (60 calendar day 
waiting period, implemented through legislation). 
Oi) With respect to non-consensual rights and interests, the UK should align such rights with those 
customary in the international community. The UK "fleet lien" is seen as out-of-Iine with international 
norms, over-reaching, and potentially harmful to airlines (restricting credit) and ftnanciers (increasing 
risk). The recent GKL litigation has drawn greater attention to the problem of the UK fleet lien. Thus, a 
tailored declaration under C, art 39 should be agreed after a policy assessment on this matter. 
(iii) We note the Department's current intent to have a second consultation on the declarations to be 
made and the content of the implementing legislation. We think that such is not necessary, given the 
clarity on what is needed to ensure the beneftts of the Treaty, and the consistency thereof with leading 
legal thought. If it is necessary, we encourage the government to undertake and complete that second step 
as promptly as possible. 

Yours faithfully, 

£lP~~J/(J 
'l6avidWalton ~ 

Chief Operating Officer 
Aircastle Advisor LLC 
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Ms Rachel Onikosi 

AVIATION 
CAPITAL GROUP 

AI'o<iIk~~ 

Deputy Head, Legislative and International Policy Unit 
Department for Business, Innovation & Skills 
I Victoria Street, London SWlH OET 

20 August 2010 

Re: BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

Dear Ms. Onikosi, 

Attached is the response of the Aviation Capital Group Corp. ("ACG") in connection with your 
government's assessment of whether to ratify the Convention on International Interests in Mobile 
Equipment and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment. 

ACG is a global jet aircraft leasing and asset management company. Founded in 1989, we are 
actively engaged in aircraft acquisition and leasing to international airlines, and are a provider of 
advisory services for aircraft investors and institutional clients worldwide. 

ACG is a member of the Aviation Working Group ("A WG"), which is comprised of major 
aviation manufacturers, financial institutions, and leasing companies. Its members manufacture 
most of the world's large aircraft and engines, and lease and finance a substantial majority of 
them. 

We thank you for giving us this opportunity to comment. 

Yours sincerely, 

Donal Hanley 
Vice President, Legal 
Aviation Capital Group Corp. 

610 Newport Center Drive, 14" Floor, Newport Beach, California 92660, Tel: (949) 219-4600, Fax: (949) 759-5675 
www.aviationcapital.com 
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BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and Protocol 
thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

Reply SUbmitted by: 

Date: 

Aviatiou Capital Group Corp. 

20 August 2010 

This is a response to the above-identified Call for Evidence (the "CE") in connection with the 
government's assessment of whether to ratifY the Convention on International Interests in Mobile 
Equipment (the "Convention" or "C") and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment 
(the "Protocol" or "P"). The Convention and the Protocol will be referred to together as the "Cape Town 
Treaty" or "Treaty"). 

We have cut into this response the questions contained in Part ill of the CE, and have set out our replies 
thereto below each such question. 

To be clear at the outset, and as noted in reply to question 3.9, we strongly support ratification of the 
Cape Town Treaty and urge the government to do so as prompdy as possible and with a high level of 
priority. 

The Cape Town Treaty reflects, enhances, and internationally promotes basic concepts found in English 
law. That should be expected given the central role played by the UK in negotiating and drafting the 
instruments. In fact, the drafting committee at every intergovernmental meeting that negotiated, and at the 
diplomatic conference that adopted, the Cape Town Treaty was chaired by a UK representative (either Sir 
Roy Goode (Oxford) or Bryan Welch (BIS». The Treaty will reduce legal risk. It will produce economic 
benefit. 

Importance of Protocol, art XI (Remedies on Insolvency) - Alternative A 

The CE does not ask a question about the economically most important provision, P, art XI (remedies on 
insolvency). It is necessary to draw out the significance of applying Alternative A of this article 
("Alternative A"). Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction under the Treaty are 
predicated on the applicability of Alternative A (with a sixty (60) day waiting period). See Economic 
Benefits of the Cape Town Treaty, 2009, by Professor Vadim Linetsky, a leading authority on the 
fmancial modeling of secured transactions. Regarding the basis for this provision in emerging legal 
thinking, see "Cape Town Treaty in the European Context: the case for Alternative A, Article XI of the 
Aircraft Protocol", by Jeffrey Wool/Andrew Littlejohns. These materials can be downloaded at 
www.awg.aero.Thus.itis essential that Alternative A apply in the UK though its inclusion in the UK's 
implementing legislation (that mode of application is required given agreements relating to EU 
competence). See Unidroit, "The European Union and the Cape Town Convention", DC9 / DEP, Doc. 8, 
June 20 I 0 at Annex III. 

We note the Department's willingness to meet to discuss these matters. We would like to do that. 
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QUESTIONS POSED AND REPLIES 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft fInancing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different countries with 
differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security interests. To what extent do you 
consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity of the transactions; 
b) the predictability oflegal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

Reply: The internationality of aircraft fmancing and leasing, and the consequent applicability of several 
non-harmomsed laws, undoubtedly produce complex transactions. Legal outcomes are less predictable 
than they could and should be. As mentioned in CE, para 1.11, there is a particular level of uncertainty in 
English law due to the application of the lex situs rule regarding property rights in aircraft. The recent 
Blue Sky case has brought that problem into sharp focus. 

All else equal, greater complexity and less predictability result in higher transaction costs than would 
otherwise by the case. At some point on the continuum, these factors impact the availability of fInancing. 
The foregoing is axiomatic. It is a basic tenet oflaw and economic theory, which is now widely-accepted 
in policy-making relating to secured transactions. 

A prime example of such conflict of laws issues relates to rights in aircraft engines. Laws differ 
signifIcantly regarding the legal effect of installing or removing engines, which, given operational 
requirements, could happen in any jurisdiction. In some jurisdictions, these actions impact core property 
rights. 

Beyond conflicts, the cost and availability of fInancing are signifIcantly impllcted by the underlying 
substantive law, more specifIcally, any impediments caused by it affect the timely access to collateral 
value. Timely access to valuable collateral is the basis of secured transactions and defInes the leasing 
model. In financial terms, timely access to valuable collateral offsets loss (that is, reduces the risk ofloss 
(to a creditor) notwithstanding the .risk of default (by a debtor)), thus producing efficiencies. 

A prime example of such substantive law issues - as noted in CE para 1.11 - is delay occasioned by 
insolvency law. Beyond that delay, such laws may qualify or restrict contractual (and non-insolvency 
law) enforcement rights or impact property rights. These prospects are directly inconsistent with the core 
principles underlying asset-based fmancing and leasing. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the difficulties you 
have identifIed affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or 
c) the cost of fmancing or leasing aircraft? 

Reply: Sub-question 3.2(a) and (b) may be answered with reference to objective and publicly available 
information. Sub-question ( c) raises methodological and confIdentiality issues, and, thus, needs to be 
addressed based on general principles. 

Re 3.2(a): "Aircraft receivables", in the context of the Treaty (which excludes general receivables 
fmancing), must refer to the rating of aircraft-backed securities. The only source of publicly available 
information regarding their cost is public, capital markets. In the aviation industry, these securities / 
transactions are known as "enhanced equipment trust certifIcates" ("EETCs"). There have been few 
EETCs in Europe and none in the UK, given uncertainties caused by applicable underlying insolvency 
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law. In those transactions, two major European airlines paid materially higher rates, and had materially 
more restrictive terms, than less creditworthy airlines (closing transactions in the same time frame) in the 
US. The sole reason for such preferential US' financing tenns was the existence and application of section 
1110 of the US bankruptcy code, a functional equivalent to Alternative A. This follows from the policies 
of international rating agencies, which have, based on years of data, used a system of "enhanced" rating 
(rating upgrades) where timely recourse to valuable aircraft collateral can be safely assumed. Based on 
underlying law, including insolvency law, that has been the case in the US but not in Europe. 

Thus, the ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK.airlines with enhanced access to 
international capital markets, thus diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it will open public 
debt markets, providing UK airlines with another important option (in addition to bank debt and leasing, 
their traditional options) to help fund their capital-intensive aircraft acquisition requirements. For 
discussion of other commercial transactions, please see below. 

Re 3.2(bl: The cost of export credit is governed by the OECD's aircraft sector understanding (the 
"ASU''). Under the ASU, all OECD countries (the UK included) plus Brazil have agreed that ratification 
of the Treaty - with a set of "qualifying declarations" (see reply to question 3.10) - justifies a material 
reduction in the fee charged. I That decision supports the proposition that transactions in legal systems 
that provide higher levels of predictability and reflect the principles underlying asset based financing 
should be priced lower than those systems that do not. As to quantification, the size of the "Cape Town 
Discount" depends on the credit standing of the borrower; the weaker the credit standing (the higher the 
risk of default), the larger the fee reduction. Under the current terms of the ASU, the range (for large 
aircraft) is 20 to 150 basis points on the upfront fee charged. To give an example, a 100 basis point 
reduction (a "B" rated airline would receive a 94 basis point reduction) on a USD 100m aircraft fmancing 
equals USD 1m. It is noteworthy that under the ASU the terms of export credit are not attractive for spare 
aircraft engines. That reflects concerns about the point noted above regarding the law applicable to rights 
in engines. 

Re 3.2(c): This question raises the general topic of the relationship between hannonised and (see reply to 
3.1 above, more importantly) commercially-oriented secured fmancing and leasing law, on the one hand, 
and the cost (and terms) of such transactions, on the other. It is not possible to provide definitive and 
precise information on this question, for two reasons. First, many factors go into transaction, pricing (and 
the availability of financing). These include - in addition to credit and legal risk - more general and 
macro considerations, such as (i) general liquidity in the financial sector and the liquidity position of a 
particular financial institution, (U) the impact of regulatory capital, (iii) comparative returns from other 
forms of lending, (iv) competitive issues that may lead a bank to consider longer-term and relationship 
issues in setting price, and (v) other sources offees payable to a bank directly or indirectly linked to that 
transaction or related transactions. Secondly, confidentiality (and, possibly, competition law) 
considerations prevent the disclosure of terms in private fmancing transactions. 

That said, and as noted above, the direct link between reduced transactional risk and improved pricing and 
other terms - all else equal- is a foundation of law and economics. It is now taken as an established fact. 
Elements of this thinking are seen (beyond the positions of the international rating agencies and the 

The UK, France, Gennany, Spain and the US currently follow the "home market rule", which prevents 
export credit into these countries. The ASU is currently under review. A number of home market airlines, including 
some in the UK, are seeking to have this restriction eased or removed. To the extent that is agreed, the points above 
will apply in respect of UK carriers. 
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OECD countries, noted above) in the tenns ofBIS II (rules for regulatory capital) and daily decisions 
made by credit committees of fmancial institutions. 

Finally, a specific word on the Treaty and "proof' of economic benefit. The extensive economic 
assessment and related academic work on the Cape Town Treaty has been without precedent in the field 
of commercial law refonn. Two major studies were undertaken (see www.awg.aero ), each of which took 
into account available infonnation and research. The authors were of the highest possible caliber (in 
addition to Professor Linetsky, Northwestern University, they are Professors Anthony Saunderslllld lngo 
Walters (INSEAD and NYU». These academics are applied economists and fmance specialists. Ifa 
higher standard than that undertaken in connection with the Treaty needs to be met, then question whether 
(i) any prior commercial treaty (or national law reform in this field) should ever have been adopted, or (ii) 
any future commercial law treaty (or national law refonn in this field) will ever be adopted. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, perfection 
and priority of international interests 8.!ld outright sales. To what extent, if at all, do you consider 
such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have identified in your answer to question 
3.1? 

Reply: The terms of the Cape Town Treaty will significantly address all of the issues noted in 3.I.above. 
First, it will sweep away the problems associated with the lex situs rule. Secondly, with Alternative A, it 
will sweep away problems associated with insolvency delay and impairment. That, in tum, will provide 
UK airlines with enhanced access to international capital markets, thus diversifying and increasing their 
sources offunding. Thirdly, it will eliminate the above-noted legal issues associated with engine 
fmancing, though that depends on adoption by many countries. On that last point, while the Treaty is 
rapidly being adopted internationally, there is no doubt that UK ratification would provide a leading 
example to and justification for others to ratify. That would also serve the objective of the UK export 
community. See reply to question 3.9 below. 

The Cape Town Treaty, unlike most other international legal instruments, was purposefully designed to 
facilitate a transaction type, thereby producing benefits to the industry sector. The core role that the 
aviation sector- lATA (airlines) and AWG (fmanciers and manufacturers) - played in the process 
ensures that result. The Treaty elegantly solves the current legal issues in this field, and does so in a 
manner consistent with leading legal thought. There are no losers: the problems solved equally benefit 
debtors, creditors, and manufacturers. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of international 
interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with priority over unregistered 
national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please explain your answer. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine separately 
from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: Re 3.4(a): The International Registry under the Treaty ("IR") is already recognised as both 
ground-breaking and well-established. Approximately half of the world's new aircraft transactions are 
registered in the IR. The system has run with virtoally no problems since inception. There is strong 
supervision by ICAO. Users have direct input through an International Advisory Board. 

The IR (and the above-noted priority rules) is a significant improvement over current law and practice. 
First, the system is electronic and low cost. It is simple and effective. Closings are made easier. Interests 
may be registered in advance ("prospective interests"), which takes pressure off of (expensive) closing 
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logistics. In international (and national) law refonn circles, the starting point for any discussion about 
registries systems is the IR. Secondly, the priority rules are clear and objective. In the context of aviation 
financing, clarity equals fairness. Parties can search the IR and detennine exactly where they stand. 
Litigation relating to "knowledge" will be avoided. There will be no need for legal gymnastics (such as 
priority notices), which seek to address the issues handled directly by the Treaty. Thirdly, the IR (through 
the Treaty) establishes priorities on an international basis. Any other system would be limited to national 
priorities. That is inherently inefficient, and leaves risks in transactions which can be reduced only at 
significant expense. In short, the Treaty, through the IR and the priority rules, puts an efficient 
international system in place to deal with international transactions and fact patterns. 

Re 3 .4(b): The treatment of engines as separate property - and, correspandingly, the ability to separately 
register against them - is extremely useful. As noted in reply to question 3.1, the law applicable to rights 
in engines varies widely, and, in some jurisdictions, is potentially prejudicial to the right of property 
holders. That is exacerbated by the lex situs problem in the engine context. 

Engines are highly valuable equipment. They consistently maintain their value. They should therefore 
serve as excellent collateral, if the underlying law so permits. In addition, they are often separately 
financed (spare engines) and pooled and interchanged. From a commercial perspective, they are often 
hired out on a short-tenn basis, where strong property rights are particularly important. For all these 
reasons, the treatment of engines under the Cape Town Treaty - as separate property to which the 
Treaty's clear rules apply - is a vast improvement to current law around the world. It will support 
advanced engine financing and use. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of transactions, 
and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as from the time of 
registration of the prospective international interest without the need for any additional 
registration. Do you, consider this to be advantageous? 

Reply: As mentioned above, this is a significant advantage without any corresponding disadvantage. The 
absence of a required time period, and the ability to make a prospective registration, takes pressure off of 
closing logistics. While the priority "relates back", there is no unfairness to any party - since the 
registration only has priority from the time it is searchable. There are no secret interests. Any searching. 
party can easily self-protect: all it needs to do is search the IR. It is then on notice that an interest, actual 
or prospective, might have a higher priority. That searching party would not close its financing 
transaction until the IR is cleared of any registration that could prevail over its interest. 

The priority notice concept under English law aims at the same objective, but achieves it using a heavier 
two-step, paper-based process. The Treaty simplifies and improves the process. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or engines 
situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over such assets in a foreign 
country? If so, please give details. 

Reply: We do not understand the relevance of this question - unless it is driving at providing an example 
and justification for other countries to ratifY. See response to question 3.9. This question - what is the 
position (of a UK-registered aircraft) under foreign (substantive and procedural) law would not be 
addressed by UK ratification. It would only be addressed by ratification by foreign countries (where the 
aircraft is located). And, if that is the optic, why limit the question to UK-registered aircraft. What about 
the position of aUK financier with a non-UK registered aircraft located elsewhere. Or a UK 
manufacturer who has problems financing sales given foreign law. These are all analytically the same: 
what is the position under foreign law. (N.B.: In many jurisdictions, there are significant repossession and 
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enforcement problems.) UK. ratification will not address these problems, save to the extent others are 
thereby encouraged to ratify. That encouragement, however, is important, given the wide range of 
material UK. interests in international aviation. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence of default, to 
obtain early judicial relief pending fmal determination of the case. Do you consider this useful? 
Please explain your answer. 

Reply: This provision C, art 13 ("Relief Pending"), on which an opt-out is permitted (see C, art 55), and 
which is strengthened by an opt-in permitted under P, art X (see P, art XXX(2), was designed to provided 
countries opposed to non-judicial remedies with a court-based function equivalent thereof. 

The UK is not such a country. English law on non-judicial remedies is well-established and effective. The 
international fmancing community is comfortable with it. 

Thus, since the UK, reflecting its law, would be expected to permit non-judicial remedies through the 
mandatory declaration required by C, art 54(2)(permitting action "without leave of the court"), the Relief 
Pending provision is not necessary to reduce transactional risk or increase economic benefit in the context 
of the UK. The aviation community should be largely indifferent as to whether the UK, when ratifying, 
makes these particular declarations. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de-registration 
(removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How useful do you consider these 
additional remedies to be? 

Reply: These remedies are essential. In light of the terms of the Chicago Convention of 1944, to 
effectively exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register that aircraft. The 
Treaty not only provides these remedies, but adds the extremely useful IDERA clause ("irrevocable 
deregistration and export authorization"), P, art XlII. Most countries have opted into the IDERA clause 
(see P, art XXX(l)). An international standard is rapidly developing in favor of the use ofIDERAs. (Even 
countries with very efficient de-registration systems (like the US) have made the IDERA election.) 
Underscoring its importance, the IDERA clause is an ASU qualifying declaration. Importantly, the use of 
an IDERA is expressly without prejudice to safety laws and regulations. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

Reply: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of the aviation 
industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK proceed to 
ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Re 3.9(a): We strongly support ratification o/the Cape Town Treaty. 

In connection with that ratification, it is essential that the UK implement the economically must important 
provision, P, art XI (remedies on insolvency) - Alternative A (with a sixty (60) day waiting period). 
Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction effected by the Cape Town Treaty is 
predicated on the applicability that provision. See materials by Linetsky and Wool / Littlejohns referred 
to above. See also reply to question 3.10 re ASU qualifying declarations. 
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Re 3.9(bl: Ratification of the Cape Town Treaty (with P, art XI, Alternative A implemented through 
,legislation) will reduce legal and transactional risk. It will produce economic benefit to airlines (by 
reducing cost and providing additional sources of fmancing), manufacturers (including through its impact 
on ratification by others, by promoting exports), and financial institutions (by reducing risk). Such direct 
benefits have important indirect benefits, including (from export enhancement) job creation and (from 
airline benefits) pass-through benefits to passengers. 

UK ratification will ensure that English law remains a preferred governing law of choice in aviation 
finance and leasing, and that London remains central in the aviation fmancing and leasing industry. 

Re 3.9(c): We urge the government to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of priority. 
The ratification by the UK has been delayed for a long time, given two matters unrelated to the core 
objectives of the Cape Town Treaty: EU competence issue and the Gibraltar-hold. These two items have 
fmally been addressed. UK companies should start to benefit frQm the Treaty as promptly as possible. In 
addition, the recent strains on the financing sector coupled with demand for modem, environmentally 
friendly aircraft argue for swift action to help in these areas. Finally, while the UK has not yet ratified, 
many UK companies still need to comply with the Cape Town Treaty (e.g., register with the IR if they (i) 
buy aircraft equipment from a party located in a contracting state, or (ii) lease an aircraft from a financed 
lessor located in a Contracting State). In other words, aspects of compliance are already required; 
ratification will permit the corresponding benefit. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Reply: We make following additional comments: 

(i) The UK should make a set of "qualifying declarations" under the ASU. That would be as follows: 
(1) non-judicial remedies, C, art 54(2), (2) IDERA, P, art XIII, and (3) Alternative A (60 calendar day 
waiting period, implemented through legislation). 

(ii) With respect to non-consensual rights and interests, the UK should aligu such rights with those 
customary in the international community. The UK "fleet lien" is seen as out-of-line with international 
norms, over-reaching, and potentially harmful to airlines (restricting credit) and financiers (increasing 
risk). The recent GKL litigation has drawn greater attention to the problem of the UK fleet lien. Thus, a 
tailored declaration under C, art 39 should be agreed after a policy assessment on this matter. 

(iii) We note the Department's current intent to have a second consultation on the declarations to be 
made and the content of the implementing legislation. We think that such is not necessary, given the 
clarity on what is needed to ensure the benefits of the Treaty, and the consistency thereof with leading 
legal thought. If it is necessary, we encourage the government to undertake and complete that second step 
as promptly as possible. 

END 
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16 August 2010 

Rachel Onikosi 
Deputy Head, Legislative and International Policy Unit 
Department for Business, Innovation & Skills 
1 Victoria Street, London SWlH OET 

Re: BIS Call for Evidence - O:lDvention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment auly 2010) 

Dear Ms. Onikosi, 

This is a response of the Aviation Working Group (the "AWG") to the above-identified Call for Evidence 
(the "CE") in connection with the government's assessment of whether to ratify the O:mventi6n on 
International Interests in Mobile Equipment (the "O:lDvention" or "C") and the Protocol thereto on.Matters 
Specific to Aircraft Equipment (the "Protocol" or "P"). The Convention and the Protocol will be referred to 
together as the "Cape Town Treaty" or "Treaty"). 

The A WG is comprised of major aviation manufacturers, financial institutions, and leasing company. Its 
merubeIS manufacturer most of the world's large aircraft and engines, and lease and finance a substantial 
majority of them. AWG works closely with the world's airlines, and, in particular, has taken joint positions 
on the Treaty with lATA, a representative of the world's airlines. AWG includes several UK-based merubeIS, 
and most A WG merubeIS do a substantial amount of business in the UK. 

We have cut into this response the questions contained in Part III of the CE, and have set out our replies 
thereto below each such question. 

To be clear at the outset, and as noted in reply to question 3.9, we strongly support ratification of the 
Cape Town Treaty and urge the goremment to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level 
of priority. 

The Cape Town Treaty reflects, enhances, and intemationallypromotes basic concepts found in English law. 
That should be expected given the central role played by the UK in negotiating and drafting the instrutnents. 
In fact, the drafting committee at every intergovernmental meeting that negotiated, and at the diplomatic 
conference that adopted, the Cape Town Treatywas chaired bya UK representative (either Sir Roy Goode 
(Oxford) or Bryan Welch (BIS)). The Treatywill reduce legal risk. It will produce economic benefit. 

Importance of Protocol, art XI (Remedies on Insolvency) - Alternative A 

The CEdoes not ask a question about the economically most important provision, P, art XI (remedies on 
insolvenq1.1t is necessary to draw out the significance of applying Alternative A of this article ("Alternative 
A"). Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction under the Treaty are predicated on the 
applicability of Alternative A (with a sixty (60) day waiting period). See ECIJrXJricBenfos rftheCape Toon Tnmy, 
2009, by Professor Vadim Linetsky, a leading authority on the financial modeling of secured transactions. 
Regarding the basis for this provision in emerging legal thinking, see "Cape Town Treaty in the European 
Context: the case for Alternative A, Article XI of the Aircraft Protocol", by Jeffrey Wool! Andrew 
Littlejohns. These materials can be downloaded at www.aw.g.aero.Thus.itis essential that Alternative A 



apply in the UK though its inclusion in the UK's implementing legislation (that mode of application is 
required given agreements relating to EU competence). See Unidroit, "The European Union and the Cape 
Town Omvention", DC9 / DEP, Doc. 8, June 2010 at Annex III. 

We note the Department's willingness to meet to discuss these matteIs. We would like to do that. 

QUESTIONS POSED AND REPLIES 

3.1 Ooss-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different countries with 
differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security interests. To what extent do you 
consider that this affects: 
~ thecompkrio/clthe~actions; 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

~ The intem.ationality of aircraft financing and leasing, and the consequent applicability of several non
hannonised laws, undoubtedly produce complex ~actions. Legal outcomes are less predictable than they 
could and should be. As mentioned in CE, para 1.11, there is a particular level of uncenaintyin English law 
due to the application of the lex situs rule regarding propeny rights in aircraft. The recent Blue Sk;y case has 
brought that problem into. sharp focus. 

All else equal, greater compkrio/and less predictabilityresult in higher transaction costs than would 
otherwise by the case. At some point on the continuum, these factors impact the availability of financing. The 
foregoing is axiomatic. It is a basic tenet of law and economic theory, which is now widely-accepted in policy
making relating to secured transactions. 

A prime example of such conflict of laws issues relates to rights in aircraft engines. Laws differ significandy 
regarding the legal effect of installing or removing engines, which, given operational requirements, could 
happen in any jurisdiction. In some jurisdictions, these actions impact core property rights. 

Beyond conflicts, the cost and availability of financing are significantly impacted by the underlying substantive 
law, more specifically, any impediments caused by it affect the timely access to collateral value. Timely access 
to valuable collateral is the basis of secured transactions and defines the leasing model In financial terms, 
timely access to valuable collateral offsets loss (that is, reduces the risk of loss (to a creditor) notwithstanding 
the risk of default (by a debtor)), thus producing efficiencies. 

A prime example of such substantive law issues - as noted in CE para 1.11 - is delay occasioned by 
insolvency law. Beyond that delay, such laws may qualify or restrict cont:ractu:il (and non-insolvency la~ 
enforcement rights or impact propeny rights. These prospects are direCi:Iy inconsistent with the core 
principles underlying asset-based financing and leasing. . 

3.2 If any cl the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the difficulties you 
have identified affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and! or 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

~ Sub-question 3.2 (a) and (b) may be answered with reference to objective and publicly available 
infonnation. Sub-question (c) raises methodological and confidentiality issues, and, thus, needs to be 
addressed based on general principles. 

Re 32(a): "Aircraft receivables", in the context of the Treaty (which excludes general receivables financing), 
must refer tothe rating of aircraft-backed securities. The only source of publicly available infortnation 
regarding their cost is public, capital markets. In the aviation industry, these securities / transactions are 
known as "enhanced equipment trust certifIcates" ("EETCs"). There have been few EETCs in Europe and 
none in the UK, given uncertainties caused by applicable underlying ins()lvency' law. In those transactions, 
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two major European airlines paid materially higher rates, and had materially more restrictive terms, than less 
creclitworthyairlines (closing transactions in the same time frame) in the US. The sole reason for such 
preferential US financing terms was the existence and application of section 1110 of the US bankruptcy code, 
a functional equivalent to Alternative A This follows from the policies of international rating agencies, which 
have, based on years of data, used a system of • enhanced" rating (rating upgrades) where timely recourse to 
valuable aircraft collateral can be safelyasstuned. Based on underlying law, including insolvency law, that has 
been the case in the US but not in Europe. . 

Thus, the ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK airlines with enhanced access to international 
capital markets, thus diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it will open public debt markets, 
providing UK airlines with another important option (in addition to bank debt and leasing, their traditional 
options) to help fund their capital-intensive aircraft acquisition requirements. For discussion of other 
commercial transactions, please see below. 

Be 3.2(b): The cost of export credit is governed by the OEm's aircraft sector understanding (the «ASU"). 
Under the ASU, all OEm countries (the UK included) plus Brazil have agreed that ratification of the Treaty 
- with a set of "qualifying declarations" (see reply to question 3.10) - justifies a material reduction in the fee 
charged.! That decision supports the proposition that transactions in legal systems that provide higher levels 
of predictability and reflect the principles underlying asset based financing should be priced lower than those 
systems that do not. As to quantification, the size of the "Cape Town Discount" depends on the credit 
standing of the bonuwer; the weaker the credit standing (the higher the risk of defauh), the larger the fee 
reduction. Under the current terms of the ASU, the range (for large aircraft) is 20 to 150 basis points on the 
upfrom fee charged. To give an example, a 100 basis point reduction (a "B" rated airline would receive a 94 
basis point reduction) on a USD 100m aircraft financing equals USD 1m It is noteworthy that under the 
ASU the terms of export credit are not attractive for spare aircraft engines. That reflectS concerns about the 
point noted above regarding the law applicable to rights in engines. 

Re 32(c): This question raises the general topic of the relationship between harmonised and (see reply to 3.1 
above, more importaI11:lJ? commercially-oriented secured financing and leasing law, on the one hand, and the 
cost (and terms) of such transactions, on the other. It is not possible to provide definitive and precise 
information on this question, for two reasons. First, many factors go into transaction pricing (and the 
availability of financing). These include - in addition to credit and legal risk - more general and macro 
considerations, such as (~ general liquidity in the financial sector and the liquidity position of a particular 
financial institution, (it) the impact of regulatory capital, (Ui) comparative returns from other forms of lending, 
(iv) competitive issues that may lead a bank to consider longer-term and relationship issues in setting price, 
and (v) other sources of fees payable to a bank directly or indirectly linked to that transaction or related 
transactions. Secondly, confidentiality (and, possibly, competition la~ considerations prevem the disclosure 
of terms in private financing transactions. 

That said, and as noted above, the direct link between reduced transactional risk and improved pricing and 
other terms - all else equaI- is a foundation of law and economics. It is now taken as an established fact. 
Elements of this thinking are seen (beyond the positions of the international rating agencies and the OEm 
countries, noted above) in the terms of BIS II (rules for regulatory capital) and daily decisions made by credit 
committees of financial institutions. 

Finally, a specific word on the Treaty and "proof" of economic benefIt. The extensive economic assessmem 
and related academic work on the Cape Town Treaty has been without precedem in the field of commercial 
law reform Two major studies were undertaken (see www.awg.aero ), each of which took into accoum 
available information and research. The authors were of the highest possible caliber (in addition to Professor 
Linetsky; Northwestern University, they are Professors AnthonySaunders and Ingo Walters (INSEAD and 

The UK, France, Gennany, Spain and the US currently follow the "home ma&t rule", which prevents export 
credit into these countries. The ASU is currently under review. A number of home market airlines, including some 
in the UK, are seeking to have this restriction eased or removed To the extent that is agreed, the points above will 
apply in respect of UK camers. 
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NYU)). These academics are applied economists and finance specialists. If a higher standanl than that 
undertaken in connection with the Treaty needs to be met, then question whether (~ any prior commercial 
treaty (or national law reform in this field) should ever have been adopted, or (it) any future commen:ia1law 
treaty (or national law reform in this field) will ever be adopted. 

3.3 The OmvenUon and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, perfection and 
priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at all, do you consider such a 
regime would help to reduce any problems you have identified in your answer to question 3.1? 

~: The terms of the Cape Town Treatywill significantly address all of the issues noted in 3.1 above. 
First, it will sweep a-waythe problems associated with the lex situs rule. Secondly, with Alternative A, it will 
sweep a-way problems associated with insolvency delay and impairment. That, in turn, will provide UK 
airlines with enhanced access to international capital markets, thus diversifying and increasing their sources of 
funding. Thirdly, it will eliminate the above-noted legal issues associated with engine financing, though that 
depends on adoption by many countries. On that last point, while the Treaty is rapidly being adopted 
internationally, there is no doubt that UK. ratification would provide a leading example to and justification for 
others to ratify. That would also serve the objective of the UK. export community. See reply to question 3.9 
below. 

The Cape Town Treaty, unlike most other intemationallegal instruments, -was pwposefully designed to 
facilitate a transaction type, thereby producing benefits to the industry sector. The core role that the aviation 
sector - lATA (airlines) and A WG (financiers and manufacturers) - played in the process ensures that result. 
The Treaty elegantly solves the current legal issues in this field, and does so in a manner consistent with 
leading legal thought. There are no losers: the problems solved equally benefit debtors, creditors, and 
manufacturers. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which· provides for registration of international 
interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with priority over unregistered 
national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please explain your answer. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine separately from 
the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: Re 3.4(a): The International Registry under the Treaty ("IR") is already recognised as both ground
breaking and well-established. Approximately half of the world's new aircraft transactiOns are registered in the 
IR The S}'Stemhas run with virtually no problems since inception. There is strong supervision by lCAO. 
Users have direct input through an International Advisory Board. 

The IR (and the above-noted priority rules ) is a significant improvement over current law and practice. First, 
the system is electronic and low cost. It is simple and effective. Qosings are made easier. Interests may be 
registered in advance ("prospective interests"), which takes pressure off of (expensive) closing logistics. In 
international (and national) law reform circles, the starting point for any discussion about registries S}'Stems is 
the IR Secondly, the priority rules are clear and objective. In the context of aviation financing, clarity equals 
fairness. Parties can search the IR and determine exactlywhere they stand.l:.itigation relating to "knowledge" 
will be avoided There will be no need for legal gymnastics (such as priority notices), which seek to address 
the issues handled directly by the Treaty. Thin:Ily, the IR (through the TreatY) establishes priorities on an 
international basis. Any other system would be limited to national priorities. That is inherently inefficient, 
and leaves risks in transactions which can be reduced only at significant expense. In short, the Treaty, through 
the IR and the priorityrules, puts an efficient international system in place to deal with international 
transactions and fact patterns. 

Re 3.4(b): The treatment of engines as separate property - and, correspondingly, the ability to separately 
register against them- is extremely useful As noted in reply to question 3.1, the law applicable to rights in 
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engines varies widely, and, in some jurisdictions, ~ potentially prejudicial to the right of property holders. 
That ~ exacerbated by the lex situs problem in the engine context. 

Engines are highlyvaluable equipment. They cons~tently maintain their value. They should therefore selVe 
as excellent collateral, if the under¥ng law so pennits. In addition, they are often separately financed (spare 
engines) and pooled and interchanged. From a commercial perspective, theyare often hired out on a short
term bas~, where strong property rights are particularly important. For all these reasons, the treatment of 
engines under the Cape Town Treaty-.as separate property to which the Treaty's clear rules apply- ~ a vast 
improvement to current law around the world. It will support advanced engine financing and use. 

3.5 The Cape Town OJnvenUon sets no time limit for the completion and registration of transactions, 
and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as from the rime of registration 
of the prospective international interest without the need for any additional registration. Do you 
consider~ to be advantageous? 

~ As mentioned above, ~ ~ a signifIcant advantage without any corresponding wadvantage. The 
absence of a required rime period, and the ability-to make a prospective registration, takes pressure off of 
closing logistics. While the priority" relates back", there ~ no unfairness to. any party - since the registration 
only has priority from the time it ~ searchable. There are no secret interests. Any searching party can easily 
self-protect: all it needs to do ~ search the IR It ~ then on notice that an interest, actual or prospective, 
might have a higher priority. That searching party would not close its financing transaction until the IR~ 
cleared of any registration that could prevail over its interest. 

The priority notice concept under Engmh law aims at the same objective, but achieves it using a heavier two
step, paper-based process. The Treaty simplifies and improves the process. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or engines situated 
in a foreign countty or (b), exerc~ing other default remedies over such assets in a foreign country? If 
so, please give details. 

~: We do not understand the relevance of ~ question - unless it ~ driving at providing an example 
and justification for other countries to ratify. See response to question 3.9. ~ question - what ~ the 
position (of a UK-registered aircraft) under foreign (substantive and procedural) law would not be addressed 
by UK ratifICation. It would only be addressed by ratifICation by foreign countries (where the aircraft ~ 
located). And, if that ~ the optic, why limit the question to UK-registered aircraft. What about the position of 
a UK financier with a non-UK registered aircraft located elsewhere. Or a UK manufacturer who has 
problems financing sales given foreign law. These are all analycicallythe same: what ~ the position under 
foreign law. (N.B.: In many jurisdictions, there are significant repossession and enforcement problems.) UK 
ratification will not address these problems, save to the extent others are thereby encouraged to ratify. That 
encouragement, however, ~ important, given the wide range of material UK interests in international aviation. 

3.7 The Cape Town OJnvention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence of default, to 
obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do you consider ~ useful? Please 
explain your answer. . 

~: ~ pro~ion Co art 13 ("ReliefPeruling"), on which an opt-out ~ permitted (see Co art 55), and 
which ~ strengthened by an opt-in permitted under P, art X (see P, art XXX(2), was designed to provided 
countries opposed to non-judicial remedies with a court-based function equivalent thereof. 

The UK ~ not such a countty. Engmh law on non-judicial remedies ~ well-estabmhed and effective. The 
international financing community ~ comfortable with it. 

Thus, since the UK, reflecting its law, would be expected to permit non-judicial remedies through the 
mandatory declaration required by Co art 54(2)(permitting action "without leave of the court"), the Relief 
Pending pro~ion ~ not necessary to reduce transactional risk or increase economic benefit in the context of 
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the UK. The aviation coIIlIllllIlit}r should be largely indifferent as to whether the UK, when ratifying, makes 
these particular declarations. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de-registration 
(removal of an aircraft from a nationality registeJ), and export. How useful do you consider these 
additional remedies to be? 

~: These remedies are essential In light of the tenns of the Chicago Gmvention of 1944, to effectively 
exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register that aircraft. The Treatynot only 
provides these remedies, but adds the extremely useful IDERA clause ("irrevocable deregistration and export 
authorization"), P, art XIII. Most countries have opted into the IDERA clause (see P, art XXX(1». An 
international standard is rapidly developing in favor of the use of IDERAs. (Even countries with very 
efficient de-registration systems (like the US) have made the IDERA election.) Underscoring its importance, 
the IDERA clause is an ASU qualifying declaration. Importantly, the use of an IDERA is expressly without 
prejudice to safety laws and regulations. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

a) do you favour ratifICation of the CDnvention and Protoco~ if so 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of the aviation 
industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK proceed to 
ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Be 3&(a): ~ strongly support ratification of the Cape ToWll Treaty. 

In connection with that ratification, it is essential that the UK implement the economically must important 
provision, P, art XI (remedies on insolvencY) - Alternative A (with a sixty (60) daywaiting period). Most of 
the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction effected by the Cape Town Trearyis predicated on the 
applicability that provision. See materials byLinetsky and Wool / Littlejohns referred to above. See also reply 
to question 3.10 re ASU qualifying declarations. 

Be 3.9(b): RatifICation of the Cape Town Treaty (with P, art XI, Alternative A implemented through 
legislation) will reduce legal and transactional risk It will produce economic benefit to airlines (by reducing 
cost and providing additional sources of financing), manufacturers (including through its impact on 
ratification byothers, by promoting exports), and financial institutions (by reducing risk). Such direct benefits 
have important indirect benefits, including (from export enhancement) job creation and (from airline 
benefits) pass-through benefits to passengers. 

UK ratification will ensure that English law remains a preferred governing law of choice in aviation finance 
and leasing, and that London remains central in the aviation fmancing and leasing industry. 

Be 3.9 (c): ~ urge the govemment to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of priority. 
The ratification by the UK has been delayed for a long time, given two matters unrelated to the core 
objectives of the Cape Town Treaty: EU competence issue and the Gibraltar-hold These two items have 
finally been addressed UK companies should start to benefit from the Treaty as promptly as possible. In 
addition, the recent strains on the financing sector coupled with demand for modem, environmentally 
friendly aircraft argue for swift action to help in these areas. Finally, while the UK has not yet ratified, many 
UK companies still need to complywith the Cape Town Treaty (e.g., register with the IR if they (~ buy 
airt::raft equipment from a party located in a contracting state, or (it) lease an airt::raft from a financed lessor 
located in a CDntracting State). In other words, aspects of compliance are already required; ratification will 
permit the corresponding benefit. 
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3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

!kph: We make following additional comments: 

(i) The UK should make a set of "qualifying declarations" under the ASU That would be as follows: (1) 
non-judicial remedies, C, art 54(2), (2) IDERA, P, art XIII, and (3) Alternative A (60 calendar daywaiting 
period, implemented through legislation)~ 

(ii) WIth respect to non-consensual rights and interests, the UK should align such rights with those 
customuy in the international coIIllIlUlli:ty. The UK "fleet lien" is seen as out-of-line with international 
norms, over-reaclllng, and potentially harmful to airlines (restricting credit) and financiers (increasing risk). 
The recent QKL.litigation has drawn greater attention to the problem of the UK fleet lien. Thus, a tailored 
declaration under C, art 39 should be agreed after a policy assessment on this matter. 

(iii) We note the Department's current intent to have a second consultation on the declarations to be 
made and the content of the implementing legislation. We think that such is not necessary, given the clarity 
on what is needed to ensure the benefits of the Treaty, and the consistency thereof with leading legal thought. 
If it is necessary, we encourage the government to undertake and complete that second step as promptly as 
possible. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 

Finally, as noted above, representatives of A WG would welcome the opportunity to meet with the 
Department to discuss these matteIS. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jeffrey Wool 

Secretary General 
Aviation Worlcing Group 

co Claude BRANDES, OrChainnan, AWG 

CO Scott Sa-IERER, OrChainnan, A WG 
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BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on Intemationallnterests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

. Reply submitted by: Bermuda Department of Civil Aviation ("BOCA") 
Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited 
Appleby 

Date: 7 October,2010 

This is a response to the above-identified Call for Evidence in connection with the UK government's 
assessment of whether to ratify the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment (the 
"Convention") and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (the "Protocol"). 
The Convention and the Protocol will be referred to together as the "Cape Town Treaty" or 
"Treaty"). 

The Call for Evidence was also forwarded by the Aviation Working Group ("AWG") to Conyers Dill 
& '~an Limited with a request to respond. The A WG bas a long history with Bermuda and 
recoghises that Bermuda plays an important role in international aircraft financing transactions, 
especially those involving Russian operators. This re$Onse is provided on behalf of the ·BOCA, 
Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited and Appleby, the latter two named being the two largest law finns 
in Bermuda which, on a combined basis, are involved in a significant majority of aircraft transactions 
involving Bermuda registered aircraft and/or Bermuda registered companies. 

We have included in this response the questions contained in Part m of the Call for Evidence, and 
have set out our replies thereto below each such question. 

OUESTIONS POSED AND REPLIES 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security 
interests. To what extent do you consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity afthe transactions; 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
c) the availability affinance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

.Rmb:: 

(a) Aircraft financing by its nature results in numerous international legal systems being 
involved. The parties are usually located in a multitude of jurisdictions and the physical location of 
the aircraft itself, as a tangible moveable asset, together with the jurisdiction of the aircraft's 
registration, . serve to create complex legal issues surrounding the creation, validity and priority of 
security over aircraft. As a result, the parties need to take into consideration and draft documents 
under appropriate proper law (often, more than one) after taking into account different legal concepts 
and consequences, especially as regards the eventual enforcement of security .. Ifthere is a default 
and enforcement of the security is sought, additional complexities then arise from this multi
jurisdictional component as to re-possession and de-registration of the aircraft. 

(b) These issues were highlighted in the recent Blue Sky One (Blue Sky One Ltd. v Mahan [2010] All 
ER (D) 02) decision and the lex situs issues discussed therein; such decision will be considered as 
being persuasive by a Bermuda court.' The decision has highlighted areas of PQtelrtial difficulty 
relating to the validity of mortgages granted over aircraft due to such lex situs issues. lThe resulting 
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lack of certainty and predictability (centred on whether the security granted will be recognised by the 
courts) will result in lenders having to reflect this additional risk in the cost of borrowing. 

(c) With the recent banking and financial crisis, there bas already been less private bank financing 
available. Borrowers have been looking to export credit agencies such Eximbank and the ECAs for 
financing. Operators from poorer countries may not be able to afford the higher rates charged by 
such export credit agencies. However,please see 3.2(b) below where such export credit agencies 
offer discounted fees for borrowers who are in jurisdictions signed up to the Treaty. 

(d) Quite simply. the complexity of international financing structures and lack of predictability of 
effectiveness of security taken equates to much greater transaction cost. Being able to rely on the 
Treaty will significantly reduce the complexities while at the same time increase the predictability of 
outcome. This in tum should significantly reduce the costs. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties yoo have identified affect: . 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insuranee, and/or 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

(a) By "aircraft receivables" we refer to the rating of aircraft-backed security. Such capital 
market instruments are "enhanced equipment trust certificates" or "EETCs" which are rated on the 
value of the aircraft itself rather than the credit of the issuer. These have traditionally been used by 
US airlines rather than UK airlines due to the price differential arising from the uncertainty caused by 
applicable underlying insolvency laws. In the US, there is inote predictability under section 1110 of 
the US Bankruptcy Code. Adopting the Treaty with Alternative A would remove such uncertainty for 
the UK and the Overseas Territories and permit borrowers in such jurisdictions to access more 
affordable funding. 

(b) Under the OECD's aircraft sector understanding ("ASU',), we understand that all OECD 
countries (including the UK) plus Brazil have agreed that ratification of. the Treaty with certain 
"qualifying declarations" justifies a material reduction of the fees charged by export credit agencies. 
This can result in huge savings to the borrowers. The size of such "Cape Town Reduction" varies 
depending on the credit standing of the borrower but under the current terms of the ASU, the range of 
discount (for large aircrafts) is 20 - 150 basis points on the upfront fee charged. The required 
"qualifYing declarations" are set out in the attached Extract from the Sector Understanding on Export 
Credits for Civil Aircraft July 2007 (taken from http://www.awg.aeroJpdt7extractasu.pdO. Please note 
that these are conditional upon the contracting state declaring that it will apply the entirety of 
Alternative A under Article XI of the Protocol. 

As such, we would only request having the Treaty extended to Bermuda on the basis that the UK also 
make such "qualifying declarations" for Bermuda even if the UK decides not to make any or only 
some of such declarations for itsel f. 

(c) As many factors go into transaction pricing (including the availability of credit in the market), 
this is difficult to quantify. However, as a matter of natural consequence, it is reasonable to conclude 
that, if the complexity of a tninsaction is reduced and the predictability of outcome and right to 
repossess increased (as discussed in 3.1 above), overall costs of financing and leasing of aircraft can 
be expected to decrease. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority ofintemational interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at 
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. Reply: 

all, do you c:onsider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1 '! 

The terms of the Treaty would resolve the "lex situs" issues as discussed in 3.1 above and would also, 
provided that Alternative A is elected, eliminate (or at least, significantly reduce) the uncertainty 
associated with local insolvency laws in multiple jurisdictions, in the context of the enforcement of 
security over aircraft. 

3.4 Doyon: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
international Interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with 
priority over unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please 
explain your answer. 

b) Do you rmd the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine 
separately from the airframe helpfnl or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

(a) We consider the registration system and subsequent priority afforded by the International 
Registry ("IR") to offer a range of practical, commercial and legal advantages in aircraft transactions, 
for the following reasons: 

(i) Legal advantages: The priority rules are clear and objective and establish priority on an 
international basis. This removes the ·need to rely on and plan for national priority rules. 
In the event of litigation, there would be no question of notice or knowledge as priority is 
based on first to register, regardless of actual notice. 

(ii) Practical and commercial advantages: These appear to be widely recognised on the basis 
of the high volume of aircraft transactions which have already been registered in the IR 
and include the following: 

the entry system is electronic and low cost; 
interests can be registered in advance, making closings less complex and less 
expensive to arrange; 
the IR is available and accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

It should be noted that the Bermuda Department of Civil Aviation currently maintains a Register of 
Aircraft Mortgages and a Register of Aircraft Engine Mortgages. The Mortgaging of Aircraft and 
Aircraft Engines Act 1999 and related regulations have been in place since 1 July 1999. Under this 
legislation, a Register of Aircraft Mortgages and a Register of Aircraft Engine Mortgages is 
maintained to assist in the registration of security interests in both aircraft and aircraft engines (with 
certain minimum thrust or horsepower levels) and owned by or otherwise in the lawful possession of a 
company incorporated in Bermuda. In both instances, the priority of a mortgage can be fixed by filing 
of a priority notice at the BOCA pursuant to which the priority of a yet to be executed mortgage can 
be fixed for a 14 day renewable period. Fees relating to the filing of mortgages are presently set on a 
sliding scale up to a maximum of US$800. The Register of Aircraft Mortgages can be searched by 
lodging with the BOCA a request for a Transcript of the Register of Aircraft Mortgages as against a 
particular aircraft (citing the name of the Bermuda registrant and/or MSN and/or registration mark.) 
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In the event that the Convention is ratified by the UK government, our view, based on our 
understanding of the practice in jurisdictions that have so far ratified the Treatyl, is that lenders will 
continue to require that local mortgage filings are made. However, such a filing will only grant 
priority to the mortgagee to the extent that Bermuda law governs the priority, unlike an IR registration 
which would be deemed to be an international interest. The principal reasons for continuing to make 
local filings, based on our understanding, include the following: 

lenders may perceive there to be a benefit to have local filings made where the 
aircraft is owned and/or registered in a Contracting State, but operated in a non
Contracting State; 
as above, in some circumstances there may be doubt as to whether or not a particular 
transaction is within the scope of the Convention, notwithstanding that a Contracting 
State is involved; 
IR registrations are relatively new and it may take time for lenders to rely solely on a 
new system; 
local filings are relatively inexpensive and lenders habitually take all available steps 
to protect their security interests. 

(b) As the law and treatment applicable to aircraft engines varies significantly between 
jurisdictions - particularly where engines are separated from the airframe or used on a different 
airframe - a number of advantages flow from providing the certainty afforded by the ability to register 
an aircraft engine separately from the airframe, including the following: 

provides certainty of retaining secure property rights in aircraft engines, even when 
removed from an airframe; 
lowers the risk (and costs) of financing or leasing structures which involve aircraft 
engines only; 
simplifies the structure of such transactions and removes the need to attempt to ensure 
recovery of aircraft engines through complex contractual arrangements and other 
devices; 
removes uncertainty and disadvantages currently in place through engine 
fmanciers/lessorshaving to resort to contractual arrangements (as opposed to reliance 
on statutory law) in order to attempt to preserve security - often in the face of 
conflicting local/national laws which may or may not consider an engine attached to 
an airframe to be indistinguishable from the airframe. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for tbe completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as 
from the time of registration of the prospective international interest without tbe need 
for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

Rmb::: 

As many aircraft transactions are multi-jurisdictional, spanning a number of time zones, we consider 
this to be very helpful in providing flexibility and in relation to facilitating closings and reducing cost. 
As interests only have priority from such time as they are searchable no party is disadvantaged. 

Both Bermuda and English law recognizes the need for some type of protection of prospective 
interests through the utilization of priority notices for mortgages over aircraft; which are registered in 
each respective jurisdiction. However, in Bermuda at least, this involves a two-step. paper-based 
approach rather than the simpler process that the Treaty establishes. 

I For example; we note that the practice in the US is to make FAA filings, in conjunction with lR registrations. 
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The absence of any prescribed time limits within which registration may be made, combined with an 
ability to make registrations with respect to prospective international interests, allows any interested 
person to search the International Registry in order to determine if an aircraft object is subject to a 
filing. . 

3.6 Do you know of diffic:ulties experienc:ed in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign c:ountry or (b), exercising other default remedies over suc:h 
assets in a foreign c:ountry? If so, please give details. 

We cannot speak to difficulties in connection with repossessing UK registered aircraft. Although the 
Bennuda law finns have received enquiries recently as to repossession of Bermuda registered aircraft, 
to date none of such enquiries has progressed to the state where repossession needed to be effected, or 
has not been realized on a consensual basis. Practically speaking though, although the lender could 
obtain a Bermuda court order, there are still potential issues with having the jurisdiction in which such 
aircraft is located actually enforce the Bennuda order. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adduc:ing evidence of 
default, to obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the c:ase. Do you 
consider this ulleful? Please explain your answer. 

B!nII: 

We understand from other commentators that this provision was included in the Convention in order 
to provide countries oppo~ to non-judicial remedies with a court based, functional equivalent 
thereof. 

Neither Bennuda nor the U.K. is such a country and English and Bermuda law (which closely follows 
English law), on non-judicial remedies is well-established and effective; therefore the aviation 
community should be largely indifferent as to whether the U.K., when ratifying, makes these 
particular declarations. We would however expect that the declaration required by the Convention, 
part 54(2) (pennitting action "without leave of the court"), would be applied to the Treaty as extended 
to Bermuda. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protoc:ol confers on the c:reditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How nseful 
do you c:onsider these additional remedies to be? 

B!nII: 

The ability to de-register the aircraft is an essential remedy for creditors. The Chicago Convention of 
1944, requires that in order to effectively exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able 
to de-register that aircraft. We would also support the IDERA clause in Part XIII of the Treaty: 
"irrevocable deregistration and export authorization". Most countries have opted into the IDERA 
clause (see P, art XXX(l». We understand that even countries with very efficient de-registration 
systems (like the US) have made the IDERA election and that the IDERA clause is a further ASU 
qualifying declaration with respect to obtaining the Cape Town Discount. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

a) do you favour ratific:ation of the Convention and Proioc:ol; if so 
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b) wbat impact do YOII consider these instruments will have on your sedor of the 
aviation industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time Sl:8le should the UK 
proceed to ratifiation? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Bmh,: 

(a) We are strongly in favour of the UK ratifying both the Convention and the Protocol and in 
addition strongly urge that ratification and extension of the Treaty to Bennuda include the "qualifying 
declarations" as set out in the ASU (see 3.2(b) above). Without such qualifying declarations, 
Bennuda entities would not be able to eqjoy the "Cape Town Discount" which is an important 
positive factor in achieving the full benefits of signing up to the Treaty. 

Should the UK decide not to ratifY for itself, we would nonetheless urge HM Government to agree to 
ratify for Bermuda and other Overseas Territories who wish to be party to the Treaty, similar to what 
we understand the Netherlands has done in relation to Aruba. 

(b) Bermuda's main pillar of economy is the use of Bermuda incorporated exempted companies 
in the use of international business. The use of Bern1uda special purpose companies ("SPCs") in 
aviation finance structures is well known and being party to the Treaty wOllld make Bermuda more 
attractive as a jurisdiction for borrowers wishing to arrange aircraft financing. As an overseas 
territory, Bermuda is dependent on the UK ratifying the Treaty before Bermuda can be a party to it. 

(c) We would strongly urge ratification and extension of the Treaty to Bermuda as soon as 
possible. Ratification will support the use of English law and Bermllda SPCs in aviation finance 
structures. A number of potential clients have been approaching us for some time wanting to know 
when the Treaty would apply to Bermuda and have advised they would need to seek a Treaty 
compliant jurisdiction if this issue continues to stall. Not being party to the Treaty puts Bermuda at a 
competitive disadvantage to other jurisdictions such as Ireland and Delaware. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would Db to make? 

Ratification and extension of the Treaty to Bermuda can increasingly be viewed as an essential 
development to keeping Bennuda competitive with those other jurisdictions which have already 
ratified the Treaty and adopted it as law. As with all such legal developments, it is important to stay 
abreast of legal developments - the number of countries which have now ratified the Treaty 
demonstrates that it is no longer considered favourably by only a marginal few; it is rapidly becoming 
the international nonn by which aircraft financing transactions are measured and absence of an ability 
to be party to the Treaty will increasingly become a competitive disadvantage for the jurisdiction .. 

If you wish to discuss anY of the above, please do not hesitate to contact anyone ofus as follows: 

Bermuda Department of Civil Aviation 
Channel House 
12 Longfield Road 
Southside 
St.Georges DD 03 
Bermuda 
Tel: 441-293-1640 
Fax: 293-2417 
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Julie Mclean 
Director 
Conyers Dill a Pearman Limited 
Oarendon House, 2 Church Street 
PO BOX HM 666, Hamilton HM CX, Bermuda 
Tel: +1 (441) 299 4925 
Fax: +1 (441) 292 4720 

Timothy Counsell 
Partner 
Appleby 
Canon's Court, 22 Victoria Street 
Hamilton HM 12, Bermuda 
Tel: +1 (441) 298 3212 
Fax: +1 (441) 298 3414 
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Extract from the Sector Undentanding on Export Credits for Civil Aircraft 
July 2007 

ANNEX 1: QUALIFYING DECLARATIONS 

I. The tenn "qualifYing declarations" for the purpose of Section 2 of Appendix III, and 
aU other references thereto in this Sector Understanding, means that a Contracting party to the 
Cape Town Convention (Contracting Party): 

a) has made the declarations in Article 2 of this Annex, and 

b) has not made the declarations in Article 3 of this Annex. 

2. The declarations referred to in Article 1 a) of this Annex are the following, provided 
that, while both of the declarations specified in Article 2 d) and e) of this Annex shall be 
encouraged, the making of either one of them (together with the making of the declarations in 
Article 2 a) to c) of this Annex and the non-declarations under Article 3 of this Annex) may 
pennit application of the Cape Town Convention discount: 

a) Insolvency: State Party declares that it will apply the entirety of Alternative A under 
Article Xl of the Aircraft Protocol to all types of insolvency proceeding and that the 
waiting period for the purposes of Article Xl (3) of that Alternative shall be no more 
than 60 calendar days. 

b) Deregistration: State Party declares that it will apply Article XIII of the Aircraft 
Protocol. 

c) Choice of Law: State Party declares that it will apply Article VIII of the Aircraft 
Protocol. 

d) Method for Exercising Remedies: State Party declares under Convention Article 54 
(2) that any remedies available to the creditor under any provision of the Convention 
which are not expressed under the relevant provisions thereof to require application 
to a court may be exercised without leave of the court (the insertion "without court 
action and" to be recommended (but not required) before the words "leave of the 
court''). 

e) Timely Remedies: State Party declares that it w!l\ apply Article X of the Aircraft 
Protocol in its entirety and that the number of working days to be used for the 
purposes of the time-limit laid down in Article X (2) of the Aircraft Protocol shall be 
in respect of: 

1) the remedies specified in Articles 13 (1) (a), (b) and (c) of the Convention 
(preservation of the aircraft objects and their value; possession, control or custody 
of the aircraft objects; and immobilisation of the aircraft objects), not more than 
that equal to ten calendar days, and 

2) the remedies specified in Articles 13 (1) (d) and (e) of the Convention (lease or 
management of the aircraft objects and the income thereof and sale and 
application of proceeds from the aircraft equipment), not more than that equal to 
30 calendar days. 
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3. The declarations referred to in Article I b) of this Annex are the following: 

a) Relief Pending Final Determination: State Party shall not have made a declaration 
under Article 55 of the Convention opting out of Article 13 or Article 43 of the 
Convention; provided, however, that, if State Party made the declarations set out 
under Article 2 d) of this Annex, the making of a declaration under Article 55 of the 
Convention shall not prevent application of the Cape Town Convention discount. 

b) Rome Convention: State Party shaJl not have made a declaration under Article 
XXXII of the Aircraft Protocol opting out of Article XXIV of the Aircraft Protocol. 

c) Lease Remedy: State Party shall not have made a declaration under Article 54 (1) oi
the Convention preventing lease as a remedy. 

4. Regarding Article XI of the Aircraft Protocol, for Member States of the European 
Community, the qualifYing declaration set out in Article 2 a) of this Annex shan be deemed 
made by a Member State, for purposes hereof, if the national law of such Member State was 
amended to reflect the terms of Alternative A under Article XI of the Aircraft Protocol (with a 
maximum 60 calendar days waiting period). As regards the qualifying declarations set out in 
Article 2 c) and d) of this Annex, these shall be deemed satisfied, for the purpose of this 
Sector Understanding, if the laws of the European Community or the relevant Member State.!; 
are substantiaJly similar to that set out in such Articles of this Annex. 
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BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Moblle Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

Reply submitted by: Bombardier, Inc. 

Date: October 8, 2010 

llis is a response to the above-identified Call for Evidence (the "CE'') in connection with the 
government's assessment of whether to ratify the Convention on International Interests in 
Mobile Equipment (the "Convention" or "c'') and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to 

, Aircraft Equipment (the "Protocol" or "P"). The Convention and the Protocol will be referred 
to together as the "Cape Town Treaty" or ''Treaty''). 

We have cut into this response the questions contained in Part III of the CE, and have set out 
our replies thereto below each such question. 

To be clear at the outset, and as noted in reply to question 3.9, we strongly support 
ratification of the Cape Town Treaty and urge the government to do so as promptly as 
possible and with a high level of priority. 

The Cape Town Treaty reflects, enhances, and internationally promotes basic concepts found 
in English law. That should be expected given the central role played by the UK in 
negotiating and drafting the instruments. In fact, the drafting committee at every 
intergovernmental meeting that negotiated, and at the diplomatic conference that adopted, the 
Cape Town Treaty was chaired by a UK representative (either Sir Roy Goode (Oxford) or 
Bryan Welch (BIS». The Treaty will reduce legal risk. It will produce economic benefit. 

Importance of Protocol, art XI (Remedies on Insolvency) - Alternative A 

The CE does not ask a question about the economically most important provision, P, art XI 
(remedies on insolvency). It is necessary to draw out the significance of applying Alternative 
A of this article ("Alternative An). Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk 
reduction under the Treaty are predicated on the applicability of Alternative A (with a sixty 
(60) day waiting period). See Economic Benefits of the Cape Town Treaty, 2009, by Professor 
Vadim Linetsky, a leading authority on the financial modeling of secured transactions. 
Regarding the basis for this provision in emerging legal thinking, see "Cape Town Treaty in 
the European Context: the case for Alternative A, Article XI of the Aircraft Protocol", by 
Jeffrey Wool/Andrew Littlejohns. These materials can be downloaded at www.awg.aero . 
Thus, it is essential that Alternative A apply in the UK through its inclusion in the UK's 
implementing legislation (that mode of application is required given agreements relating to 
EU competence). See Unidroit, "The European Union and the Cape Town Convention", DC9 
/ DEP, Doc. 8, June 2010 at Annex III. 

We note the Department's willingness to meet to discuss these matters. We would like to do 
that. 



QUESTIONS POSED AND REPLIES 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security 
interests. To what extent do you consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity of the transactions; 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

Reply: The internationality of aircraft financing and leasing, and the consequent applicability 
of several non-harmonised laws, undoubtedly produce complex transactions. Legal outcomes 
are less predictable than they could and should be. As mentioned in CE, para 1.11, there is a 
particular level of uncertainty in English law due to the application of the lex situs rule 
regarding property rights in aircraft. The recent Blue Sky case has brought that problem into 
sharp focus. 

All else equal, greater complexity and less predictability result in higher transaction costs than 
would otherwise be the case. At some point on the continuum, these factors impact the 
availability of financing. The foregoing is axiomatic. It is a basic tenet of law and economic 
theory, which is now widely-accepted in policy-making relating to secured transactions. 

A prime example of such conflict of laws issues relates to rights in. aircraft engines: Laws 
differ significantly regarding the legal effect of installing or removing engines, which, given 
operational requirements, could happen in any jurisdiction. In some jurisdictions, these 
actions impact core property rights. 

Beyond conflicts, the cost and availability of financing are significantly impacted by the 
underlying substantive law, more specifically, any impediments caused by it affect the timely 
access to collateral value. Timely access to valuable collateral is the basis of secured 
transactions and defines the leasing model. In financial terms, timely access to valuable 
collateral offsets loss (that is, reduces the risk of loss (to a creditor) notwithstanding the risk 
of default (by a debtor)), thus producing efficiencies. 

A prime example of such substantive law issues - as noted in CE para 1.11 - is delay 
occasioned by insolvency law. Beyond that delay, such laws may qualify or restrict 
contractual (and non-insolvency law) enforcement rights or impact property rights. These 
prospects are directly inconsistent with the core principles underlying asset-based financing 
and leasing. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties you have identified affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

Reply: Sub-question 3.2(a) and (b) may be answered with reference to objective and publicly 
available information. Sub-question (c) raises methodological and confidentiality issues, and, 
thus, needs to be addressed based on general principles. 

Re 3.2(a): "Aircraft receivables", in the context of the Treaty (which excludes general . 
receivables financing), must refer to the rating of aircraft-backed securities. The only source 
of publicly available information regarding their cost is public, capital markets. In the aviation 
industry, these securities / transactions are known as "enhanced equipment trust certificates" 
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("EETCs''). There have been few EETCs in Europe and none in the UK, given uncertainties 
caused by applicable underlying insolvency law. In those transactions, two major European 
airlines paid materially higher rates, and had materially more restrictive terms, than less 
creditworthy airlines (closing transactions in the same time frame) in the US. The sole reason 
for such preferential US financing terms was the existence and application of section 1110 of 
the US bankruptcy code, a functional equivalent to Alternative A. This follows from the 
policies of international rating agencies, which have, based on years of data, used a system of 
"enhanced" rating (rating upgrades) where timely recourse to valuable aircraft collateral can 
be safely assumed. Based on underlying law, including insolvency law, that has been the case 
in the US but not in Europe. 

Thus, the ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK airlines with enhanced access 
to international capital markets, thus diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it will 
open public debt markets, providing UK airlines with another important option (in addition to 
bank debt and leasing, their traditional options) to help fund their capital-intensive aircraft 
acquisition requirements. For discussion of other commercial transactions,please see below. 

Re 3.2M: The cost of export credit is governed by the OECD's aircraft sector understanding 
(the "ASU"). Under the ASU, all OECD countries (the UK included) plus Brazil have agreed 
that ratification of the Treaty - with a set of "qualifying declarations" (see reply to question 
3.10) - justifies a material reduction in the fee charged.! That decision supports the 
proposition that transactions in legal systems that provide higher levels of predictability and 
reflect the principles. underlying asset based financing should be priced lower than those 
systems that do not. As to quantification, the size of the "Cape Town Discount" depends on 
the credit standing of the borrower; the weaker the credit standing (the higher the risk of 
default), the larger the fee reduction. Under the current terms of the ASU, the range (for large 
aircraft) is 20 to 150 basis points on the upfront fee charged. To give an example, a 100 basis 
point reduction (a ''B'' rated airHnewould receive a 94 basis point reduction) on a USD 100m 
aircraft financing equals USD 1m. It is. noteworthy that under the ASU the terms of export 
credit are not attractive for spare aircraft engines. That reflects concerns about the point noted 
above regarding the law applicable to rights in engines. 

Re 3.2(c): This question raises the general topic of the relationship between harmonised and 
(see reply to 3.1 above, more importantly) commercially-oriented secured financing and 
leasing law, on the one hand, and the cost (and terms) of such transactions, on the other. It is 
not possible to provide definitive and precise information on this question, for two reasons. 
First, many factors go into transaction pricing (and the availability of financing). These 
include - in addition to credit and legal risk - more general and macro considerations, such as 
(i) general liquidity in the financial sector and the liquidity position of a particular financial 
institution, (ii) the impact of regulatory capital, (iii) comparative returns from other forms of 
lending, (iv) competitive issues that may lead a bank to consider longer-term and relationship 
issues in setting price, and (v) other sources of fees payable to a bank directly or indirectly 
linked to that transaction or related transactions. Secondly, confidentiality (and, possibly, 
competition law) considerations prevent the disclosure of terms in private financing 
·transactions. 

That said, and as noted above, the direct link between reduced transactional risk and improved 
pricing and other terms - all else equal - is a foundation of law and economics. It is now 
taken as an established fact. Elements of this thinking are seen (beyond the positions of the 

The UK, France, Gennany, Spain and the US currently follow the "home market rule", which 
prevents export credit into these countries. The ASU is currently under review. A number of home 
market airlines, including some in the UK, are seeking to have this restriction eased or removed. 
To the extent that is agreed, the points above will apply in respect of UK carriers. 
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international rating agencies and the OECD countries, noted above) in the terms of BlS II 
(rules for regulatory capital) and daily decisions made by credit committees of financial 
institutions. 

Finally, a specific word on the Treaty and "proof' of economic benefit. The extensive 
economic assessment and related academic work on the Cape Town Treaty has been without 
precedent in the field of commercial law reform. Two major studies were undertaken (see 
www.awg.aero ), each of which took into account available information and research. The 
authors were of the highest possible caliber (in addition to Professor Linetsky, Northwestern 
University, they are Professors Anthony Saunders and Ingo Walters (lNSEAD and NYU). 
These academics are applied economists and finance specialists. If a higher standard than that 
undertaken in connection with the Treaty needs to be met, then question whether (i) any prior 
commercial treaty (or national law reform in this field) should ever have been adopted, or (ii) 
any future commercial law treaty (or national law reform in this field) will ever be adopted. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if 
at all, do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1? 

Reply: The terms of the Cape Town Treaty will significantly address all of the issues noted in 
3.1 above. First, it will sweep away the problems associated with the lex situs rule. Secondly, 
with Alternative A, it will sweep away problems associated with insolvency delay and 
impairment. That, in turn, will provide UK airlines with enhanced access to international 
capital markets, thus diversifying and increasing their sources of funding. Thirdly, it will 
eliminate the above-noted legal issues associated with engine financing, though that depends 
on adoption by many countries. On that last point, while the Treaty is rapidly being adopted 
internationally, there is no doubt that UK ratification would provide a leading example to and 
justification for others to ratify. That would also serve the objective of the UK export 
community. See reply to question 3.9 below. 

The Cape Town Treaty, unlike most other international legal instruments, was purposefully 
designed to facilitate a transaction type, thereby producing benefits to the industry sector. The 
core role that the aviation sector - lATA (airlines) and AWG (financiers and manufacturers) -
played in the process ensures that result. The Treaty elegantly solves the current legal issues 
in this field, and does so in a manner consistent with leading legal thought. There are no 
losers; the problems solved equally benefit debtors, creditors, and manufacturers. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
international interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with 
priority over unregistered national interests, is an.advantage or a disadvantage? Please 
explain your answer. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine 
separately from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: Re 3.4(a): The International Registry under the Treaty ("IR") is already recognised as 
both ground-breaking and well-established. Approximately half of the world's new aircraft 
transactions are registered in the IR. The system has run with virtually no problems since 
inception. There is strong supervision by lCAO. Users have direct input through an 
International Advisory Board. 
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The IR (and the above-noted priority rules) is a significant improvement over current law and 
practice. First, the system is electronic and low cost. It is simple and effective. Closings are 
made easier. Interests may be registered in advance (''prospective interests"), which takes 
pressure off of (expensive) closing logistics. In international (and national) law reform circles, 
the starting point for any discussion about registries systems is the IR. Secondly, the priority 
rules are clear and objective. In the context of aviation financing, clarity equals fairness. 
Parties can search the IR and detennine exactly where they stand. Litigation relating to 
"knowledge" will be avoided. There will be no need for legal gymnastics (such as priority 
notices), which seek to address the issues handled directly by the Treaty. Thirdly, the IR 
(through the Treaty) establishes priorities on an international basis. Any other system would 
be limited to national priorities. That is inherently inefficient, and leaves risks in transactions 
which can be reduced only at significant expense. In short, the Treaty, through the IR and the 
priority rules, puts an efficient international system in place to deal with international 
transactions and fact patterns. 

Re 3.4(b): The treatment of engines as separate property - and, correspondingly, the ability to 
separately register against them - is extremely useful. As noted in reply to question 3.1, the 
law applicable to rights in engines varies widely, and, in some jurisdictions, is potentially 
prejudicial to the right of property holders. That is exacerbated by the lex situs problem in the 
engine context. 

Engines are highly valuable equipment. They consistently maintain their value. They should 
therefore serve as excellent collateral, if the underlying law so permits. In addition, they are 
often separately financed (spare engines) and pooled and interchanged. From a commercial 
perspective, they are often hired out on a short-term basis, where strong property rights are 
particularly important. For all these reasons, the treatment of engines under the Cape Town 
Treaty - as separate property to which the Treaty's clear rules apply - is a vast improvement 
to current law around the world. It will support advanced engine financing and use. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as 
from the time of registration of the prospective international interest without the need 
for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

Reply: As mentioned above, this is a significant advantage without any corresponding 
disadvantage. The absence of a required time period, and the ability to make a prospective 
registration, takes pressure off of closing logistics. While the priority ''relates back", there is 
no unfairness to any party - since the registration only has priority from the time it is 
searchable. There are no secret interests. Any searching party can easily self-protect: all it 
needs to do is search the IR. It is then on notice that an interest, actual or prospective, might 
have a higher priority. That searching party would not close its financing transaction until the 
IR is cleared of any registration that could prevail over its interest. 

The priority notice concept under English law aims at the same objective, but achieves it 
using a heavier two-step, paper-based process. The Treaty simplifies and improves the 
process. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over 
such assets in a.foreign country? If so, please give details. 

B&oh:: We do not understand the relevance of this question - unless it is driving at providing 
an example and justification for other countries to ratify. See response to question 3.9. This 
question - what is the position (of a UK-registered aircraft) under foreign (substantive and 
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procedural) law would not be addressed by UK. ratification. It would only be addressed by 
ratification by foreign countries (where the aircraft is located). And, if that is the optic, why 
limit the question to UK-registered aircraft. What about the position of a UK financier with a 
non-UK registered aircraft located elsewhere. Or a UK manufacturer who has problems 
financing sales given foreign law. These are all analytically the same: what is the position 
under foreign law. (N.B.: In many jurisdictions, there are significant repossession and 
enforcement problems.) UK ratification will not address these problems, save to the extent 
others are thereby encouraged to ratify. That encoUragement, however, is important, given the 
wide range of material UK interests in international aviation. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence 
of default, to obtain early judicial relief pending final detennination of the case. Do 
you consider this useful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: This provision C, art 13 ("Relief Pending,,), on which an opt-out is permitted (see C, 
art 55), and which is strengthened by an opt-in permitted under P, art X (see P, art XXX(2), 
was designed to provided countries opposed to non-judicial remedies with a co.urt-based 
function equivalent thereof. 

The UK is not such a country. English law on non-judicial remedies is well-established and 
effective. The international financing community is comfortable with it. 

Thus, since the UK., reflecting its law, would be expected to permit non-judicial remedies 
through the mandatory declaration required by C, art 54(2)(Permitting action "without leave 
of the court',), the Relief Pending provision is not necessary to reduce transactional risk or 
increase economic benefit in the context of the UK. The aviation community should be 
largely indifferent as to whether the UK., when ratifying, makes these particular declarations. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How 
useful do you consider these additional remedies to be? 

Reply: These remedies are essential. In light of the terms of the Chicago Convention of 1944, 
to effectively exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register that 
aircraft. The Treaty not only provides these remedies, but adds the extremely useful IDERA 
clause ("irrevocable deregistration and export authorization''), P, art XIll. Most countries have 
opted into the IDERA clause (see P, art XXX(1)). An international standard is rapidly 
developing in favor of the use of IDERAs. (Even countries with very efficient de-registration 
systems (like the US) have made the IDERA election.) Underscoring its importance, the 
IDERA clause is an ASU qualifying declaration. Importantly, the use of an IDERA is 
expressly without prejudice to safety laws and regulations. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

Reply: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of 
the aviation industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK 
proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Re 3.9(a): We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Treaty. 
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In connection with that ratification, it is essential that the UK implement the economically 
must important provision, P, art XI (remedies on insolvency) - Alternative A (with a sixty 
(60) day waiting period). Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction 
effected by the Cape Town Treaty is predicated on the applicability that provision. See 
materials by Linetsky and Wool I Littlejolms referred to above. See also reply to question 
3.10 re ASU qualifying declarations. 

Re 3.9(b): Ratification of the Cape Town Treaty (with P, art XI, Alternative A implemented 
through legislation) will reduce legal and transactional risk. It will produce economic benefit 
to airlines (by reducing cost and providing additional sources of financing), manufacturers 
(including through its impact on ratification by others, by promoting exports), and financial 
institutions (by reducing risk). Such direct benefits have important indirect benefits, including 
(from export enhancement) job creation and (from airline benefits) pass-through benefits to 
passengers. 

UK ratification will ensure that English law remains a preferred governing law of choice in 
aviation [mance and leasing, and that London remains central in the aviation financing and 
leasing industry. 

Re 3.9(c): We urge the government to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of 
priority. The ratification by the UK has been delayed for a long time, given two matters 
unrelated to the core objectives of the Cape Town Treaty: EU. competence issue and the 
Gibraltar-hold. These two items have finally been addressed. UK companies should start to 
benefit from the Treaty as promptly as possible. In addition, the recent strains on the 
financing sector coupled with demand for modern, environmentally friendly aircraft argue for 
swift action to help in these areas. Finally, while the UK has not yet ratified, many UK 
companies still need to comply with the Cape Town Treaty (e.g., register with the IR if they 
(i) buy aircraft equipment from a party located in a contracting state, or (li) lease an aircraft 
from a financed lessor located in a Contracting State). In other words, aspects of compliance 
are already required; ratification will permit the corresponding benefit. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Reply: We make following additional comments: 

(i) The UK should make a set of "qualifying declarations" under the ASU. That would 
be as follows: (1) non-judicial remedies, C, art 54(2), (2) IDERA, P, art XIII, and (3) 
Alternative A (60 calendar day waiting period, implemented through legislation). 

(li) With respect to non-consensual rights and interests, the UK should align such rights 
with those customary in the international community. The UK "fleet lien" is seen as out-of
line with international norms, over-reaching, and potentially harmful to airlines (restricting 
credit) and financiers (increasing risk). The recent GKL litigation has drawn greater attention 
to the problem of the UK fleet lien. Thus, a tailored declaration under C, art 39 should be 
agreed after a policy assessment on this matter. 

(iii) We note the Department's current intent to have a second consultation on the 
declarations to be made and the content of the implementing legislation. We think that such is 
not necessary, given the clarity on what is needed to ensure the benefits of the Treaty, and the 
consistency thereof with leading legal thought. If it is necessary, we encourage the 
government to undertake and complete that second step as promptly as possible. 

END 
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Our Ref: NG/am/NGL1t 

7 October 2010 

Ms Rachel Onikosi 
6th Floor, Abbey 2 
Legislation and International Policy Unit 
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills 
1 Victoria Street 
London SWl H OET 

Dear Rachel 

BRITISH AIRWAYS ~ 

Call For Evidence - Treaty On International Interests In Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol Thereto On Matters Specific To Aircraft Equipment 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the UK adoption of the Treaty On 
International Interests In Mobile Equipment and Protocol Thereto On Matters 
Specific To Aircraft Equipment (Cape Town Treaty). I hope you find our responses 
to the questionnaire useful, we have tried to comment only on the areas directly 
impacting British Airways. 

British Airways'largest source of debt financing is secured aircraft financing which is 
achieved through a variety of structures from simple mortgages over the aircraft 
through to more complex cross border finance leases. British Airways also has a 
number of aircraft under operating leases. Financiers and operating lessors find the 
English legal system, in partic.ular their security over the aircraft asset, to be strong 
and as a result can generally offer us competitive rates that fully reflect the value of 
the security offered. British Airways is also a lessor of surplus aircraft, generally to 
foreign airlines in lessor friendly jurisdictions. 

Summary 

British Airways supports the UK ratification ofthe Cape Town Treaty as: 

• the harmonisation of UK and US law on aircraft security will support British 
Airways' access to the US EETC debt financing market 

• Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) offer discounts to airlines based in countries 
that have ratified the Cape Town Treaty 

member 

British Airways Pic 
Registered Office, Waterskle PO Box 365 Harmondsworth UB7 OGB 

Registered in England No. 1777777 
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• 

-2-

UK ratification will promote worldwide adoption which would significantly 
enhance our ability to lease surplus aircraft 

worldwide harmonisation ofthe legal framework will, over time, attract banks 
to the aircraft financing market and reduce transaction fees in cross border 
transactions 

There is an additional administrative burden in adoption ofthe Cape Town Treaty 
and it is important that this is kept to a minimum by the scope of the CAA register 
being reduced to eliminate duplication. Given that the advantages set out above, we 
believe that the Cape Town Treaty should be ratified as soon as possible. 

Questionnaire 

3.1 a There are well established cross border transactions where the financing 
providers and airlines have become used to operating under each other's legal 
framework. As such we do not see a "day one" reduction in the complexity of 
transactions but, over time, the introduction of new sources of financing and 
new structures will be simplified. As a lessor we see substantial benefits in 
other countries ratifying the Cape Town Treaty as it simplifies the risk analysis 
that w~ carry out when leasing out surplus aircraft. 

3.1 b No additional comment. 

3.1c Following ratification of the Cape Town Treaty by the USA, we predict that 
financial markets will increasingly consider the Cape Town Treaty to be the 
market standard legal framework and will add a risk premium to other countries 
even where the local legal system is lender / lessor friendly. This will be 
particularly true when we try to access new markets previously untapped by 
British Airways such as the EETC market whi,ch is a substantial aircraft 
financing bond market in the USA. 

3.1 d Ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will lead to a lower cost of financing. The 
most direct impact will be through ECA financing where British Airways has 
access to financing on non European and non US manufactured aircraft. The 
GECD aircraft sector understanding encourages ECAs to charge higher 
premiums to countries that have not ratified the Cape Town Treaty. 

3.2 Any initiatives that encourage finance into the market and simplify the 
execution of transactions will reduce financing costs. 

3.3 No additional comments. 

3.4a The CAA register in the UK works perfectly well so we are indifferent to 
, replacing it with the, international registry for UK registered aircraft other then 
the simplicity brought about by worldwide harmonization set outin 3.1a. It is 
however essential that charges and legal ownership are only recorded on one 
register. 
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3.4b Spare aircraft engines can cost over $25 million so are often subject to separate 
financing transactions. As such we see the ability to register charges over 
individual engines as an advantage. 

3.5 British Airways acts primarily as a borrower or lessee and does not have a 
preference here. 

3.6 British Airways, as an airline, has no experience of repossessing aS$ets .. 
---~-" _. --3.7 British Airways is largely indifferent here. 

3.8 British Airways acts primarily as a borrower or lessee and does not have a 
preference here. 

3.9 Please see Summary above. 

Please do not hesitate to call me on 020 8738 6797 should you have any questions 
on our responses. 

Yours sincerely 

Nick Goddard 
TREASURER 

Tel: +44 20 8738 6797 
Fax: +44 20 8738 9618 



BRITISH EXPORTERS ASSOCIATION 

Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment 
and Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft 
Equipment 
BIS CALL FOR EVIDENCE JULY 2010 

Response to: Rachel Onikosi 6th Floor, Abbey 2 Legislation and Intemational 
Policy Unit Department for Business, Innovation and Skills 1 Victoria Street 
London SW1 H OET racheLonikosj@bis.gsLgov.uk 

BExA is responding to the Business Innovation and Skills consultation concerning the 
Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment, known as the Cape Town 
Convention. 
http://www.bis.gov.uklassets/biscore/corporate/docs/cl1 0-1 032-call-for -evidence
mobile-aircraft-eguipment.pdf 

BExA members are drawn from the exporting community including -exporters and 
their advisors, financiers and insurers. Aerospace, including aero engines and 
components including wings, is a key export for the UK. Airbus reports that its export 
of wings supports 10,000 jobs at Airbus UK and 135,000 in the supply chain. This 
is a very competitive market and the d~mand for aircraft finance is increasing, as can 
be seen from ECGD's most recent (2009-10) results. 

Commercial aircraft sales almost invariably involve careful financial engineering to 
enable payments to be made according to the expected cash-flow generated by the 
investment in the asset. The Cape Town Convention provides a legal framework that 
allows a financier to rely on the security of an aircraft and repossession in a timely 
manner in the event of default. 

Without it, financiers take a larger risk on the credit worthiness of the customer 
because the value of their security may be eroded without certainty of repossession. 
The certainty given by the Cape Town Convention will increase the availability of 
funding and reduce costs. 

The UK should ratify the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment 
and its Aircraft Protocol (the Cape Town Convention) without delay since it will show 
leadership to other nations and, once the Convention is widely ratified, lead to 
increased availability of financing for aircraft and engines. This will benefit the main 
UK suppliers and have a knock-on effect of increased sales for component 
manufacturers. Ratification will not result in any increase in cost to the UK taxpayer. 

BExA Council 
October 2010 

B . Page 1 of 1 
Broadway House, TothUl Street, London SW1H 9NQ 

www.bexa.co.uk 
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Rachel Onikosi 
6th FloCir, Ab1:i$Y 2 
LegislatlQnsndmtetlll,ttional, Poliey Unit 
Departtnent f9t Business. Inna\"~tion and Skills 
1 Victoria Street 
London 8WlIt VET 
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Ca~an Islands vt:hi~l~are oj'len. utiJjsed f'Ql' aircraft fulaneing stnletures. This istheref'ore a ttIatt~ of 
panicuiarconunflrclal and economic importancef'ol' the Cayman ISlands. However, heGause of our 
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sigriificantad¥antage overcompetingjurlsdictionssuclt as the . Cayman Islands. 
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aircraft and ~sset i1nanciJ).S tran,samiol1$. T:bey have l.lmIl1imotlSlyand unequivocally supported the 
position ol:ltlinedbyMapl~ an4 Calder intheir.teply to mSand share the conc.entthat this ratification 
occur as promptly as possible and with a high level ofprl~ty. 

TheteisQnlyoDl'lfutther reeommendation wllicIt .W'a$. not corttainel1in the response from· ~les and 
Calder. For the purpos~of Artl.¢le J a{td C1Japt~xn of the Convention, the Cayman Islands wQu14seek 
to declare that all courts with oolllpetentjurisdicti9D under tlletaws QftbeCayman J.slands are the relevant 
courtS. 

This ~ditionalreeQnun.endation hQSthesllPpqn pf1he Cayman Mh1hds Oovertrtnehtan9 the panel of law 
finns poIUd on the subject (which incll:lCies Maples and GaIdet). 

In cl~ing, lbeCayntan Islands Government. would welCome the ap1;l0rl:unlty to ~termto further dialogne 
with BISwitb ~gatdsto this ConveIl6oli.andPtQtocol. ltl$ recognisedtba~PtiQ1' to. at)y extensiollolthe 
Convention, ·tbe ~1i!J:l lslanq;s wUll:re ~1;fir~ to~tl1onstrate tht ability tQ meet aU tetm$ an4 
onligati@tlS which it contains. A~weput fmwardtnat thereisa,cleatooJMlitmeDt on om part w pm 
in place anyenacting.legislatioD that may he required. 

Should yQl:lllave /ilIlyquesuQllS orco:tt:ltllents please 00 not hesitate t(j co.ntact SaxnueI.R(}se. Deputy Chief 
Offi~r in .theMipist:ry of Finance, T~ & Ilev¢!:opmellt aisa:muelrose@smv,ky who is QSsigIled to 
this .matter. 

I thanlt you for th.iSOppOrtUnitytb t:~J'101.14 to this ~11 futEviden:ee 011 behatfof the Cayman ISlands 
OovtIDrtIlenj. 

~t.h,Jdtf~liJP 
Finaneil)1~~ 
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Corporate Centre 
Aircraft Registration 

Rachel Onikosi 
6th Floor, Abbey 2 
Legislation and Intemational Policy Unit 
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills 
1 Victoria Street 
London 
SW1H OET 

14 October 2010 
Ref 

Dear Rachel 

CAPE TOWN CONVENTION CALL FOR EVIDENCE 

Thank you for your letter of 30 July and the Call for Evidence in relation to the Convention on 
Intemational Interests in Mobile Equipment and Protocol on Matters Specific to the Aircraft 
Equipment. 

The CAA is the UK's specialist aviation regulator responsible for air safety, economic 
regulation, airspace regulation, and consumer protection. In the context of this call for 
Evidence, the CAA is responsible for maintaining the UK Register of Civil Aircraft and the UK 
Register of Aircraft Mortgages. 

The questions from part 3 of the Call for Evidence and the CAA responses are as follows: 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security interests. To 
what extent do you consider that this affects: 

a) the complexity of the transactions; 

No comment. 

b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 

No comment. 

c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

No comment. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties you have identified affect: 

Civil Aviation Authority 
Aircraft Registration CM House 45-59 Kingsway london WC2B 6TE www.caa.co.ukiaircraftregister 

Telephone (020) 7453 6666 Fax (020) 7453 6670 aircraft.reg@caa.co.uk 



a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

Not applicable 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an intemationallegal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of intemational interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at a/l, do 
you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have identified in your 
answer to question 3.1? 

Not applicable 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the Intemational Registry system, which provides for registration of 
intemational interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with priority 
over unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please explain your 
answer. 

The eM generally supported the aims of the Convention and Protocol at the time of 
Signing, and therefore we consider that the proposal to utilise the Intemational Registry 
System would be advantageous. The method of recording interests on the Intemational 
Registry under the Convention has been reported as working satisfactorily for those 
countries that have already ratified the convention. Additionally, the Intemational Registry 
is available 24 hours a day and 7 days a week, which makes searching and filing interests 
more efficient than being required to deal with various different National Aviation 
Authorities. 

However, the existing method of recording mortgages on the UK Register of Aircraft 
Mortgages offers the lender the protection that an aircraft cannot be removed from the UK 
Register of Civil Aircraft without the lenders written consent. In practical terms, this is 
currently one of the most powerful protections provided to the lender, since without this 
<;onsent the aircraft cannot be re-registered to another owner within the UK or removed 
from the UK Register and thus be re-registered anywhere else. The Intemational Registry 
system does not offer this specific protection to lenders. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an intemational interest against an aircraft engine 
separately from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

There is currently no provision to register an engine separately from the airframe on 
the UKRegister of Aircraft Mortgages. Although not possible under current UK law, 
the ability to register an interest against an engine separately from an aircraft has 
been requested from time to time. Therefore it would appear that the ability to do so 
would be helpful to prospective lenders. 

3.5 The CapeTown Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as from the 
time of registration of the prospective international interest without the need for any additional 
registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

No comment. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over such 
assets in a foreign country? If so, please give details. 

No comment. 



3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence of 
default, to obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do you consider 
this useful? Please explain your answer. 

No comment. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How useful do you 
consider these additional remedies to be? 

This could be considered useful by creditors, but in practice creditors with a mortgage 
entered on the UK Register of Aircraft Mortgages are able to effect prompt de
registration from the UK Register of Civil Aircraft in cases of default. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 
a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

As we noted in our original response to the consultation in 2001, the CM generally 
supports the aims of the Convention and Protocol; therefore we favour ratification 
subject to an analysis of the various implementation options and the points raised 
below in 3.10. 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of the aviation 
industry? 

Depending on the approach taken at ratification, changes may result in the way 
mortgages are registered on the UK Register of Aircraft Mortgages in order to 
accommodate the legislative changes required by ratification. This could have an 
impact on those lenders that specialise in lending over aircraft that are not covered by 
the Convention and Protocol. 

Similarly, depending on the approach taken at ratification, changes to the current 
method of recording mortgages in the UK would al~;o have a detrimental impact upon 
the income of the CM. 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK proceed to 
ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Given that the UK was a Signatory to the Convention and that 40 states have now 
ratified there is a danger that the UK may be perceived as uncommitted unless 
ratification occurs within the next five years. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

The CM has previously raised concerns regarding its powers of detention and sale of 
aircraft following ratification; these concerns and the other potential implications 
require a fuller analysis in due course. 

I would be happy to discuss any of these matters in more depth if that would be helpful. 

Yours Sincerely 

(YwS:v--

Robert Ferris 
Head of Aircraft Registration 



By email 
Confidential 

Rachel Onikosi 
Deputy Head 
Legislation and International Policy Unit 
Department for Business, Innovation and 
Skills 
(rachel.onikosi@bis.gsLgov.uk) 

Dear Rachel 

CLIFFORD CHANCE LLP 

10 UPPER BANK STREET 
LONDON 
E145JJ 

TEL +4420 7006 1000 
FAX +44 20 7006 5555 
OX 149120 CANARY WHARF 3 

www.clifforclc:hanca.com 

Yourref: [ 1 
Our ref: WJG/MHLC 

Direct Dial: #4 207006 4135 

E-mail: marisa.cban@cHffordchance.com 

5 October 2010 

BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment 
and Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment 

In reply to the above Call for Evidence, we should be grateful if you would note that, while 

we have reviewed the paper with great iJit~st, at this stage~we shall not be submitting a 

response to the questions posed in Part III of the Call for Evidence. 

However, we nnderstand that if the decision is made to move towards ratification by the UK 
of the Convention and Protocol, BIS expects a further consultation to take place on the detail 

of the legal options and changes that would be required to UK law. We respectfully request 

that you keep this finn on your contact list for any such consultation or further 

communications, if this matter proceeds. 

Many thanks. 

Yours sincerely 

MarisaChan 

UK.2S61900-vl OFFICE 

CLIFFORD CHANCE LLP IS A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP REGISTERED IN ENGLAND AND WALES UNDER NUMBER 
OC323571. THE FIRM'S REGISTERED OFFICE AND PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS IS AT 10 UPPER BANK STREET, 
LONOON, E14 5JJ, A LIST OF THE NAMES OF THE MEMBERS AND THEIR PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS IS OPEN TO 
INSPECTION AT THIS OFFICE, THE FIRM USES THE WORD "PARTNER" TO REFER TO A MEMBER OF CLIFFORD CHANCE 
LLP DR AN EMPLOYEE OR CONSULTANT WITH EQUIVALENT STANDING AND QUALIFICATIONS, THE FIRM IS REGULATED 
BY THE SOLICITORS REGULATION AUTHORITY, 
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Deutsche Bank 

Qeuis'Ci'le Bank AGLoncion 
Winehester House 
1 GreafWlnchester Street 
L()rrclqr:IEC2N zDB 
Tel +44207545 8000 

Re; Bt$.CaU for ElIldenc;e- Convention on International fnterests Tn Mobile Equipment 
and PI'Ofot()1 thef'et!> QntVl<:ltters$pe~ifjc;toAI~6qlJipment(July 20'10') 

Thj.s.ls a r\2sponse ta the aoove4dentrfled carl for Evlaenee (the liCE"} in connection. with the 
gQvemment~s assessmenfof whetMr to ratify theC<Jnventionon Inrematlonallnteres.ts in 
Mo.J:>lIe~qJJ;Pment {tbe I~CQn\lellt"on"or "e'land th.e Protocq./ theret60n Matters. Specific to 
Ajrcfaft· EqlJ;pment (the "Ptotoc.ol" or liP"); Tile COJwentlon arW the P(Qtocol will be referred 
totogetJlet as the "(aPe TownTrE:aty'lnr ''Treaty',. 

t~M wrltll1~ ooQeI)9IfQ:fl)~utschftB~I)II..A<1 ("fi)eutsc.he Bank"}. DeutJiche Banklsa leading 
global Jr'lVe$tn1ent .bartkwftb O1Iei7()POQemplQye~ fn12.cQulltrtes,,!)eutsche Bank has 
!)e:enCj1ea(.'ler tn prg\(iQfngbothfi~llcll)~and advisory saNicestQ aitl1nes aM aircraft leasing 
companiesaro1;llltithe world. We currently IiQIQanalt~aft~a~ed:Joim boOk Qfover$l,S 
bntiol'l.F(lrtl'lermore, Deu~t;~ Bankpro\liclesattiVe ttacHng marketSln a wide· range of 
lIircraft;.ba~kedse(;urit4esaspa/tofltsgfobalcredrntc!dlngactN.lt~s.forlnstiMianal 
investors, 

We have wtil'\to'l1t~.rasP()llsethe~l!e~Qn$f:ontainetFiIlPart III althe C~; and bave set Q.ut 
Qurrepne.s·therelabelowceClcb·suCh.QUestf&h. 

ttl bE: cl~rat.thlil Qt:I_~ianda$tI.0"t~.djnr:EipJy·tQ qv~~i~tiMj, wtstr9ngfV$f.!f'Pf,lrf 
riJtljlalti0tf.olffil!;~p:e·t~Vtl!ft'~tttM9r¢flrgethl!,rtQj$mntentt(N;fosotiSpr6mptlY9s 
PQs.sib.1e f!.nd<wtih:ahiglr1ewitllJptlortty. . 



ole;gotiatingand dr~ftingthelnstrt,lments. In.fact, the draftingcomtnittee at every 
intergovernmental meetlngt1:l~t negpHated, and atthe diplomatic cQnference that adopted, 
the Cape Town Treaty was chaired by a UK representative lelther Sir Roy Goode (Oxford) or 
Bryan Welch (BIS)}. The Treaty wiU reduce lagal risk. It willproduce economIc; benefit. 

Importance ofProtoc;ol, art XI (ttemedl$$ol'!lll$olven(;y)- Alternative A 
TheCEdoesnot ask a question about the economicaUymost important provision, P, art Xl 
(remedies on Insolvency). ltis neces$ary to draw out the significance of applying Alternative 
A of this anicle ("AJterl'lativeA"); .M(}st oUhe etonomicbenefits and transaction risk 
redLictionunder the Treatyar~Pt.edk:ated on the applicabliltyof Alternative A (with a sixty 
/60ldaywalting perkld). See EconomJeBenejits ofthe.(';cj)f1town Treaty, 2009, by Professor 
VadlinLinetsky,a leading aVthprl.Won theftnancialmodeUngofsecufed transactions. 
Regarding the b<l:;is for this prOVision Inemetging legal thinking, seE! "Cape Town Treaty in 
the European Context: thecasefQr Alternative A Article XI of the Aircraft Protocol", by 
JeffreY Wooll Andrew Llttlejohns. These materials can be downloaded at www.awg.aero . 
Thus, it Is essential that Altema.tllle AI'tPply in the UKthroughits inclusion in the UK's 
implementing legislation !that mode of application is required given agreements relating to 
EU competence). See Unldtoit, "The EUfqpean Union and tne Cape Town Convention", OC91 
PEP, Do~ .. 8. June201Q at Annex m. 

3.1 CrQss~torder aircraft fj.(I~ncing and leasmg PQtentially attract the laws of different 
cQuntries with differing l'llies on creditors' rights and the protection of Security 
intereSts. To whatextoot1!l6ypllcon~lder thClt tllJsa'ffects, 
a) thecqmplexlty ohhetra.nsa(tions; 
b) the predlctabllity of r~al outcprnes; 
c) theavaiiablUty of finance or leasing fa.cilities; Qr 
dl theoost? 

~: The internationality ohlrCfaft ffn~ncing and leasing, andthe·wnsequent applicability 
of seve ralnon-rn..rmonised taws,I.IO(tout:rtedly.proc1l.Jcecomple", transactions. Legal 
outcomes are less predIctable than they could and should be.Asmentlotn~d IneE, para 1.11, 
therelsapai1;lcufa r level of IIncertalntyin.E;ngllsh law d lie to the application of the lex situs 
ru.lerega rdfng propertyrigntsinafrGt.~ft. The recent Slue $V .case has .tirought that problem 
InW sharp focus. . 

All else fi!;fUi.!I, graatef comp/exityand le$spredict<lbilfty.result In higher transaction costs 
than woukl otnerwlseby the case. Atscme point onthe continWrn,tnesefactors impact the 
aV<lllabiJityof fin:aJlCltlg~ The foregoing is .axiornatlc •. ~ Is a basic tenet of law and economlc 
theory, which fs 'now widely accepted In poIlCY~fnak.ingtelattngtQsetured transaqions. 

A prime example .of.l$uchconfllct ofiaWS !ssl.lesrel;ttes to tlg"tSIJ'l~ih::raft engines. Li!!ws 
dlffetsigf\lflC~l'\t1Yregafding·thla. ~gat.¢(fe¢p$}nstaln~ crramp!lingengines, which, given 
operatlQ~trequlremel'lt&jcOuldllapllen inatl¥jutlSdictron.ln someJl,lrisdjctlon~, theSe 
actions Impa.ct <!Qrippr.Qperty:r!gbt~. 

aeY6IWoonfljtt$,ttI~.eo~t~1l4~v~l~~ltyp~ fj,n~nclng~re<slgnm¢antlylmpacted by the 
u.I'IQ~I~til'lg SU~$tifAJ1~IaWimorespedflt:ally,any impeWments.causea py it aff~Qt th.e limely 
aooeS$t~ltbtla$i:9lV:alij;~.~lY~qQe~to 'lIm.l.\a~ccQllt!teralis:the .baslsofsecured 

I 



transattlP,!1s and deftnesth,e~ teaslffgcmot:lel. In finantialtermsi 'tlmeryaccess t9 va lua I?le 
tqll~t~r~I~1ff$~~sI9$s(t!;lafts, t~.ct\.fli~s.tllerls~Q~IQssftQ.acrer;llt{}ilnotwlth~ancljl}gtheriS~ 
of defat!l·t 'b¥a.de~tG/'nf"hus prbdudne,:effitiffiicies, 

Aprlm'e.exa:mpie:6fsut!tsubstantivelalAiis$Ues -a:snoted Iff ~para I.it-is delay 
PCc(lsfo!'ie~b'{ In$9jvenw la!tOl.,. J$eYPtldtha~dcllly,sllj;:hlaws may Clualifyor reslrict 
contractual (and rton.;lnkJlvency Iaw)enforcerrlehtrlg1lts.orfmpactpropel'ty tights. These 
ProsP,~m:sa.r~'($ifectlyrocQnsl$tent Withtlte ¢ore,p~rnciPlescl.mderlying· asset-based ·fjrralldng 
;lndJeaSlI1S· . 

3,2 rfMvof thefatrors lrtquestw:n 3.1apply,to Wilill exmnt doYo1JtGl'lsiderthat the 
cllffl.culttes·yq!Jh~eldel'l't~d ll'fi'eJ;:t; 
a)tha tatil'!gofmrcra~recervab!~i 
l>c) thec~Qf~port creclEtlnsufanCe, and/or 
c) theeGst<lffi~aMmg 6rieaslng cairctaft? 

Bel1I~:Sub-quastion.3.2(a) andtb} may beal'lswetedwitnrefererrce to objective and publlcly 
~vqfl<lbJeinfo!'m~t:iol'l. Sub-q:@S.tiOl'l t~)raises methotlologlcalaf:.ld£Onfidentlality issues, and, 
thus,neads to be addre·ssedbased anigeneral printlples, 

6e3.;tal:<'Aircraftreceivables", i1tthecol"ltext oHlle l'reaty(whIChexcludes sanera I 
~l;li!iva1:ll~flI:);iI;"itrn~),~MSt:refet ·$oJhe fj;tiIlg.Qclca,il'qai't-ba€kflcl se,CI.I dtles.Theonly source 
of tmblk:lyavaifabfe fnfol'ffiat((ln teiardtll~'iheirt:dst is pUolic:capftal markets. tnlhe aviation 
!nclust~~t~~ seCl.l'tltle~ltransattionSl'!reknowl'I·asl'eflhanced equipmeflttrust 
certifiQ~eBi'I'Ofl. Theta hl'lve:beetrfew EET€S;m Europe and flone. In the UK,given 
U!'l~rt<il~lJ~s~j!t~se;l\lWap~l~p(e ·~ffrWb)gfp,sotv;etlC.Yfaw; Inthos~tral'ls~i6nsltwo 
maJ~f~Qtl;J!~1'I s,lrtinesP<lidl$lettallVhigher:rates,alldhad ml'lterially more. restrictive 
tel'l'T'{~,'ll.~.l~J~¢j'~_W~ ~lrlll'\~sft'Q$iilgtt<tns~iQl)sJn ~heS?me time frame} In the US. 
Tflesole 1'eaS:QJliol'~udl prefere.n:t:i<itV&finan:clngterms w:as the i:005tence and application 
(if Si!4tiQJl 11l,Q(j'Tth:e.VS baqkru~l~ .. CQqe,.~"f,LJ.~l<mal eq~ival~nno AlternatiVeA. This 
followsfrQWrtbe p<:llidesofilltl!rllational rating ll'8ende$,whichhavet oased ohyearsof 
tW~.~~~~$TIof"efjl}al'ltrejlf" l''ltlftg(rittinS ~g~~~esl Wller:etll11slY recourse to 
va~~ta..·iWctiit:l\t·'olblteral canb:esafel¥,assurne:d .. Based on u!1d:elWfng. law, indud!n~ 
1.!l$cillle"~lbW~th~t h~SJ.l~e~the¢~~.lh tnel$p~ tlptlrlEurope. 

lnotitr~~rdi$cU5~tOil$Wfth m~f9np'$titWIPnllllnye$l()r~wlio /iayeactlvely bwestedin . 
~T~s:dJJdl'l~thepa$t l.S.years, ithas~:4Q~·deaftha'ttheptesetlc:eof Section 1110 
prQte~fOt! ftlr l!tt~j$$~ed by O$~Jrli~~'$ is!! ~y:e~m~~ In tlieirinvestment4ectsior). The 
~u:eof~el:tlolll:tlQ;tQSecuredJendersWl1ls borne!1lutdUdngase(ies.of bankruptli:ies. of US 
Ciltltrte$ll'! tlYt;fi~a:stef~w(f~"ilidttqif'lgt~se ofrilajO(i9"ti1ers Stlth,;¥De!ta Airlln~$, 
NQrt/'lW¢5tA!rlirJe~, Q:nltettAtrllfl&s.al'!!:I1)5Alrwavs •. in wtlich1bese;inv.est.ors·wereable·to 
re~f!tallf)f$4;ttis~nt~ll\IiHI~ft:n~tr mVe$t(Odiprfll~l~m In <!iime'" !1fiinnenColi\le.r:se~y,the 
<lbse~I;\.~$e(1ttan:t~lPol' tt.$'fUJ'I.QtlQ~leql;.lhl<ilenr8asd:~eel') J ~jp(bjJrdle .tothese same 
rll\l$$t~is'ilWestlrl~in~El'~1r&m i'l9rH'SattT[I'I~j ~~~ne'{;J~-p~$~d ~ltltne$, Pricing 
icQdt~t~~~9vid.e";byth¢5fa Invflstor$.deml)nS~rate··thatt~teWl)uk:l·l?'e··<.I.meaS\lrab]e 
eCofiomi~l:fsnefttYtt;l tS$I,i~~lrlii'le:$ tri~\.ir'tl:r~tllatflav~ l'atifltiqthe:.c;ape T$wn ·Wi?aty, 

ThtJ$;lihe.rattfiCatlofiOfttd!!·~plfTOViln TreatY Will. j;ltOVk:l~ UK~irfinflswll;hennancedate.ess 
.~ ~tem~It;!~'~:W~lro~Jk$,.~h~~r~~ifY\ogtbeirsQj;I~~sQ.HMdlng. fn pafticul.ar,it 
walo~tlj;ltlbt1C.tlebt.Maf~ets.l. (:ltf}l1l(ilns L1KamltTe$Wfth~tlj)tt.erllli~·t.t~nt.Ol?tij)~ {in 
·1il~·j;ll)fQ/;1.~~n:~·d@t1iln4 ~gcSiflg.,.*hel:i:lr~ditfo.t'lal·!:lfltloD$)·tq h?Jpfund .fneir·qapltal-



intensive all1lf'aft·aequislt~on f'a'Quirements. ·FotdisclIssiQn.bfo.tllej' tommeh:ial t~ansClctionst 
plga~:e$ee'b~QW. 

Re,~2(6).iThs. C;Qst 01'~lI~rtcfnl:ftt IsgfilVemed by the orcD's aIrcraft sector understapding 
tthelfASU!iJ.UlideftheASU,aIlOEal:lcdtintries (the UI( tfic(ude(j.)p1tis Brazil have agreed 
th;,it r~tifi~tion~fthe t~ellt,v -withas~tlf. hqJ;tatifylngQeClarattonsl' {see reply to qu.estlon 
3.:l;01- iVStifiesam,aterlalredtittiool'Hntbe feechar~ed} Tftat:(tee~~lonSuppo.rt$the 

. PfltPJ:'!~Ii>Jl~~tt1',,~dlo~slnleg<lISystelT\sthatp(ovi!ie·higher4e\1elsofpredlCtabllity ·arid 
refle~the.Pl'il'lclple$; ufi'daf'lylng,assetbased fifiahCflig sh~uldbe pr'icedlower than those 
·sy$t~t\latl:fQ nQt·1\$tllquap~~tion, tb:esi~eQftheH'ape ·10Wtl {)15£ount" depends on 
the~edltstamll(jg'oftlte borrWJer; 1 he ,weaRer the¢ret:!jtst!tnctI!jg(llf1~hlg~~r the risk of 
l:,Iefttult),fbe "'rge;'lfIe{ee~(i~tkIJJ, Umiertbe ~rrentterms of tne.ASU, the range (for 
Iatgea$rtl'aft) jS20t(>,t5ebasi$pp:mt~1)ntfieupfr6rltfeex;'hlfiEeq; T6$ive ,alleKample.l a 100 
QCI'.·poil1tre~tlQn (a ·~rateda[dtne~I,J\d receWea 9:4 P!ts\s.polnt redu.ctfon} on a USD 
100m afi'tl'afifi.fiancitfg.sqllal$ USf;}"1.fI'l.. tt l~rnitewortl1lJitl:tcitWl~f't}jeA$U the ~rmsof 
exPOl't ~reqJt .. are not'attractl\iator $~raaircraftengines, That reflects com::ems aboutthe 
p.ointrteted snow te~):Irdll'1Stha lawal'iPlicabte' to rights.ll'let}gll'les. 

ftIJ,tI't\:This queslionralses the'$Sfieraltoplcof un'! feiatlonShlp between harmonised and 
~See.r~ply to 3.1 abpve, more imPlO!'t~m:tYlcoll1merctally·oriellted~curedfinancing and 
leasf~law; otrtMonehand,and.,tbecbSt (andtenns)ofsutfl mnsactions, ontne other. It 
l$.nt;)tpl\l$~~E! to ~t~ltiede;fillitili,E!alldprem$elnformat!ononthisquestfon, fOftwo 
re~.<m$, firSt, mal1tyf$Cte'fg,g~m'lrarl$atti(jil"prleinglafld ti':!e.av!llabftlty of flrtandn~, 

in~tfdrtl~nt~el!ed'Jt..;rl!ftSJ~g~·risl< - mcre gener'liti and maerowllsl!ieratioilS, 
iqUidityll'lt1'lefinartclal Sa.ttO( aild theJiquldltypOSitionofa·partlcular 

firiat!~itf~n.~itll)lfI~ Imp~tQf~~u.t~tQry ~<lpital,tlitloomp9'!'~tive· retyf'I)$ frQlllothlilF 

fO'F~m'f~~ .. fMl~l:t1petlti~~I.I.~·~ffl<r,!~ad'<l.ba'tlk tot(jrt$kferlon~ef"tetm and 
j:~~~~hipJ~e$lfl$e'ftlO$41ljil~i~!)\lp.f)oth~r $olJreesof~s'~yablf! toa b~1< tJ.frectly or 
il'ldif~t$!.rfinked t'l)thattransacttonorrela~edtransacr«.ms. Secondly) confidentia1ity(and, 
Pc)$$~~;eQrt'I~etltic)n fa)N) cC;lOsleJarlltlQ.llsprelientt.\'le (lJselosureoftermsinprNate 
fmanf;fl!i$ tfal"lSactlol\s; . 

That ~tO..afldiJ$ no:ted.~(iPleltlledlr:el;t llftktletweenteducedtransactlonaL risk< and 
ilT1pj'~etJ.Prl¢[l'Ig,a'j)d oth~fte~ -~1I~$e~q!1i!I.,-,;~·~{pl;lru49~ign9fIi!Wal1d ecg.f\OI'!'i[CS: It 
I$:IlOW ~e'l~·a;n'e$bl'i$hedlact.EIe~rtt$ofthl$ thinking are seen (beyond the pos1tions 
ottWl!ll'fte:t~ijoflalF8!!~~~i\ti~sti.Od.:the.~e¢:l;)t~wn.t{I~J1Q~~c:f~llo~lln. ttl~tei"fi:\sbfBI$ 
II(rut.es~;r ~gtllat~ ~<rPftall aru:.lda~yde~iSiolrsm<Jde byt:r1!dlt(ammittees oHinantial 
instltjJt~s, 

Ftliall¥~"a'$f>~ffitWt>r!i9ri$he 1~~~ .. til1l· "pro/clf"'¢f~l;p\ll)l'JiiCf:rel'l~1it .• The eli'E!~lVe 
el;Ol)Qmic;~essfflen,ti.iru:.l r:eJ~tei:l.af;~mkW:(.lrkonthelta1m TQWt11reaty llasheen 
withoo:f:·ent~nl'l \ .' of . .. (creta etcI'm; TWQi:!taJ.Qfsftl<fieswere 
~~~{se~'WMlWlMS;@ieI12)j WhQf . . .. ... ......... a~nta\lalll1b1e .. jnformat!()nand 
rese'areh •. ~atlWh9r$ we;t~;~ftfije Illj~e$tp~i~te.~atit:re.r.(i~a¢i:llti()ntoPr9fe.$5tlrUtr~t$kY, 
~Q~m.Uni~~;theyareprof~l¢r5Ant~V$<funnersand Ing.a·Walters(JNSEAD 
·al!ld,NfI:J,~l. The.~tifdeml~.ar.eappliei:l ~tdriom~~~fill~t~~p~ilia~ts,JfgNgMr 

SJl<ut}a~q .~~. ~~'~~~ly f914rw tile "'h(lme~~t~f~",~~\)h 
~M:Q is>~b'~~~w" A;nlllJl~riOf~~ 
'i '.@l'Il, .. ~ ... ~~~l! .. ~~ 1'~~{;~i()If'~~ IlJ' retn!lv~d. 

·9;y~~ru~pJl'.m~~~.Qf.~~~im; 



standa¥o than tnatut'iOeitaken ,jn¢(jnfi¢ctlon WltJ1th¢Tt~!lW)f):ef:tlS}O bernet then gliestio Ii 
\l\(ne~r{!}an~pri/ilr~Qm,ml;r~~1 t~a'tY~Qr natlonalfalMretQrm in tl:'iisfie1d)snoukl ever 
haVebeaf'iad61!ll~~():r lltlany'ftJWt'.e'\:lQmm~rtiaII~treil'tY(Qr llatjoh/ll JaW ref/ill'f'tl Iii this 
n~d)Wi1I·ev~rbe·a!iop'l:l;.d. 

3,3 Th~,Co.!,I:\"emlqfVall€tJ')rQtpClQ.ernQqcly an 'i11~mati<m;aJlegalregime for the creatlcHI, 
pelfettlon and pl'torlW.cflrttemationalirtterests<l1'Id Qutright sales. TO what extent, 
tfati!l.l,Qo:yol;l;am~lder .. ~l'I;a,~egll"llew.ouldtl$lptQrecll.lce any probJemsyou have 
icte'l'ittffedlh yOvf aWswer~'CfjJl:istlooa.l7 

~; The'tetmsQfthe~~·towWTfei;f~Winsi811Ifj~O~ya~dress·anof theissues.noteO In 
3.i,aPove. Flrst,.itwill sw.eepawaythe prpblel"llsassoc:tated with fhelexsit/Jsrule, Sec:ondl~J 
~itJ:i Attefnat~eAtltWtllsweep<IW~ycp(61:1Iem$~SSqd~t~dwith lnsolvetlq delaYi!lnd 
impairment. Tha~,lrJ:turni/winp"QVtde UKtllrtil'll;;>witbcenhal1l:e(i.i!lcl:ess to international 
!=~p~l~rk~tSt·tb.~div~~tfY:iflg<i~d iijete<i~ngtl't'ir:$Qurct;!Sofful'l4ing. TtJirOlVi. it ·will 
e!lrniJ1atetl:teabow~~Et'egi!l'l i~s~S'asso.clatec!wf'henginefinaru:ing,thaugh that 
depelltf$o!'l~omiQfI!'v ~ti'1It<:1UOFi~s, ():l"Itl'lat l~p6mti woile too Treaty is rapidly being 
a~eO lntern(l~onalfyjthere lSnodQubrthat\..l«, ~tifk;a.tIQnwould provide a leading 
e~mpleb):'lndI!.!:$tifi~tion tOI't;t~rs;tQratify' 1Mt Would also serve the objective of the 
\..IK expol'tc:ornrnooit;y.$eel"l}ply··U/:· q~qn ~;9below, 

Tlle<Cafllr TownTreaW,·l,Inlik~.m~tofMrintemaijg!l<!lI\08al instruments, WaS P\Jrpo~fuUv 
I;\tfsl$ned to fatftjtateatraMaaiGl'ft\'pe,thetebv:p.todutl~ benefltSto the Industry. sector. 
The~(;!re rQ'le$b~tth.eav.i~iOn~()r"IATMj'lir!ines) al"!d AWt!, €floanciers and 
itti3:tfufaetqret-sj-playedirrtlfe'ptote"·ailSurestHatml1lt,1OOlreaty.etegantly solves the 
£.ur:fent!~1 i$w~~'fnthls~I4,~lld/APe$,,ro In a mal1fWr~onsi~~nt with leacllng leg<!t 
tllougfit. 'I'lle'm.3re ooJtJSets!thepr6blell'iS .50lv.e.d t?t':tuaUYben:efitdebt))f$,credltors, and 
man~a~ture~i 

Qpyo.u., 
cO,rlslde.fthatfhe'intetmttiona<fRegl$try system! Whlthprovides for registration of 
IDter4'¥atlp~l.irile~~flliing~l¢s'of$ji'ftliJmeSi air~ft engines and heJitopWs, 
wtthlilti6rlty oyerull'te~isterednatrcmaUl'lter:estS, is 'an advantage or a 
d~aclvafJtpgeJitle~~'ex~t~f~i'tQur$~sWer, 
n()·.~ol.lfindtWe:a.l:m.tWtP;r~tster>an'lnternatl£)nal.interest<lgainst an aircraft·engine 
'separ.atlely f~bm\h~~a~ll"pfutQt ncijhellif911Please explain ~otJri!lIi5w~r. 

fteL1t¥ •.. ~e~-4(a):,Thetnterna~~~lRe~!Strv~jll:;lef~rre<l~("Ii~r''is·alreacly·recognlseda$ 
b{)t:h:$rou.mMlrufd~andwe~establisMd:~pproxitnatelyhalf4:1f the>world'snew. aircraft 
~.ransa~J~al'e ~l~e\1.!nth~lt~Hh~,s;Y~~rn~$r:ul1 \¥(th vlrtWdlyno problems since 
tMe.ption, There IS.!ftrm:l.gt!l~ervts:iOl;lby ICAO.Users have cllrectJnputthr:C)I..Igh an 
lij.terf:lt!t~lt!qVI~ca~tq, 

Th¢·I~f~I;I.~~ ali)~~n9te.~ prt9~t~rij~J.is~$lgnlfi~l1tlmprf$y.ell1el'ltove.t currenflawand. 
~lce. fil"st/tbe$Y$~I"Il·i$;E1tetlroolc.a.nd 10W;ClOSt, It JssJt'nple a1'ld·effective. Ctosings.a!'e 
~~d~ea$~r; ·[~~rt$~ltI~.·~~.·f~S~fe·I"~,~Jn·~v~~e{"f!r~~C~Tve·.flltereSIS~), Whltlltakes 
w~e~ff(1f~e~penslVe)laiPStng togtstlc:$,lnll1¢ernatlPf)a'l·(and national) law reforrn cirdes, 
'~Il~' SJ~~i!1gp~fnt~r;.~~.~~~~~liii1~(yti~:r~~tl~.~msrS~l1ent.$eGondIY! .the. priority 
rutesc.2ite .¢leatiiIDd$l~tive. III ~COl'\text.()f;~iallol1·fI.nan¢lng,.clarity equal$ fairness. 
f>al'tl~~~l1;~~il;it~t~· tJ\~~ ~~r!lil~i~1i.a'ctttw~~l'~tl'ieyst:and.Llti$atibn . telatlrtg to 
11t<.noWJedg.el!';wll!.:We.a¥ot~d,. 'l'herew!llbe ""Aetld ff1.l' legaJ gy;t'Ol'lastiGS (suehasprlQrity 



llotic~sJ, w"l¢hse~~t.o",ddreS!ithe Jssues hantll~ddjrecl!ly f>ythe Tteaty, Thirdly, the IR 
{tl'f~~hithe rrel\M~~~bn$l'lesptlorltles{),rH!oll'lternl\tIQlWlbasts. Any other system would 
beJimitfl.dto l'IiItlQna[f)'rlorlties .• That Islnhe.rehtlylnefficjen~,.and leaVeS riskS 'In transtt¢tlons 
whid(cln be rej;\(.Ic:eqOrll¥cetsigomc~te>elll.ens.e, InshQt'\:, theTreaty,tbroughthe 1ft arid 
theP:tiorttyr!:lle$,putS'al'leffie~erttll'lternationa! .system In pJaceto ~eat .wlth rntel'na;tiona! 
ttansa«tiQns arilifal;t P~t~~$c. 

Ita a.4(15,.11iett~tt1lent (If e;"glli~a!,~»aratelm:)perty -al'ld, corre$pondlngJy, the ability 
tosepara~lyregfsteraaamstt~tn'"'ls.extreml.flyus~fLlt AS hpied in reply to: .q\Jesth:m3.1, 
the lawap~II~~let9tlgh~S inengi~sV<lrjes widefy,!!'nd,{n romejurisdlctlons, is potentially 
prejud1ci'sltottle d~tofproperty Woiders. That is 19x(lcerbatedby tll'e lex sftlls. probh~m in 
the ~nslne.cqnte'Kt, 

Etlpsllre~l1lyvalullbt.e,eql;l!P~l1t.n~YCQnsl.Swn~lymalntaln their value, Tney should 
the~t()'e.5el"(eas¢~l!ehtcollatera'?lftbe ·uftdel'l¥ing,taw solXerlrrits. tn lIcldlfio!),they are 
often $epar~.ell' fil'l1.ln'q(f1::l (Spare:eng!~) .$Illi pooled and i.Awrcba~ged. From a commerdai 
per5pectlv~.theyate (J:fienhil'ed ~Iltcma·shnrt.term basi$)wh~e~roflgp(pl)ert.v rights "re 
partlCt.lJarIYin'lpCJ.!1ant.Fotfl111tleserealiQOs, ·thetfe'atment·ofengines undertM~ape Town 
Treatv.-as$epara~PIbPertyjP1WhICh ~hE! Treaty'IU:learrules'apply -i$ a.vast .Improvement 
tocUfitenl laWi.at®ftl.tt~\'! world,. !twj\lsrr/lPortarAv~mcedengine.ftnancingalld use, 

3.5 The£apeTfJW~CQnve:nt!6.n$~~OOtrlheli)\l}itforlhe COfTlPJetionand reglSttationof 
tr'if:l$agtio~andcll)\l}ptetlonglves prlority!o theregiSteted InternatiOhidllltE!rest!!'s 
frO'filtM';t1m.e·or(.e~istt~~flll'lQf'tbepl'O$~tve,l!iterm:ttIQnalipterest without the 
,,~ejj~.raJlV<I'dliJ;jt~I'l<ltfE!gistraflon, Do. I/ott caltslder this t0beadvanta~O\:l$.? 

8eg1X1.M m~.l'ltf{,lned ~J:tqve,.'tbIslsasig.l'!if~nt;adWintageWithoutany corresponding 
djsad.,t~ntage,ne ai)senseaf ar~"~'tlTl~~~tI;.<llJd.tttea~mtv to 'm<l~eapro$pecttve 
r~gi!¢r~t.fQPl ~.~.~ pre~sJJf'S.offof dQ$ingloglstits.; \'Vtfile tha priQrlty 1I relates back", there Is 
00 unfairness to a.nv:part¥-stncetheteglstr<il~.l9nQnly has .prlority from the timeitls: 
se~r¢fl~~.~, Th«e<ilte~'$e.l,!ret~rests.Any searchIng patty can easily self-protect; all it 
needs~d'rts Sl!!atch'thl:! tR.· /tIs tMnon hoticeth<lt aii iflt£.!resta~ual o'PfO$pet~ve, 
miglit~,~ ~j~e.f prlprity.tbats~t¢hI1'!gpartvwo~dI"lOlC:lpSe ftSftl'lancingtraMactton 
uotil tn.efR l$cleaoted nlEiny teglS-t1mionthat~l#q.p:revallpve.tits:ll1~rest, 

The Prfo.r1wnotiGet(mteptundetE~liShl$wa®~~tt~s~fhE! f?~j(lA'tiveiblJta£;hleves it 
uSfnga!l~vle-t \WO"sf¢P, pl!p~'Qas:e4p:rote~,Therf:eaW~ltlplifies ana Improve.sthe 
prpCElSS, 

3.Q IZJ.oY~Ufal~&f.difftcuftiE!s exp'erretr~~d in(~)ffl>Cl~~ 1:Jf( r~giStfl.r~d:alrcl'aft.Gr 
~)'igil'!~s ~1t.~~~fna'fQ~~jgn ~{),vnlrvPlitb}t ~~6i~'o:tIWd:efaultremedlesover 
su;e:hgssets.inaf.otel~n ·(6."'ntI¥11fs~ ple'a~eaWed{:~~ifs., 

~l WerlJ~ nQt un!;i~t$taAdtllereJeVailCaof'thjsq!1e~i9f}-ulil~ssit isqdving .a~ 
pr6\tl~m~:~ ~~~ft\~:~Jl4J~~lfl@~iQI1 fPfG~t<;Quntrie$(w)ratlfv,$ee re~pol'lse to 
qo,e$tf~j'ta.,~. TniS, ~E!st~n-What:~tlfs·.posman!6fa~q~~I~~e~ a./r<;l'1litl !,Ujdef J9relgll 
(sulls(a. . ~~~",,!d·~.be~;C!ife~sed :by.U'Kr:.ati'flcatlOO, It would ollly 

"l'il~o:tilRtrlJE!sCJI~lIJE!~jttleajrti''aftlSJoC'at~)iA~,!rtn~t 
1stlJeo'fi1tfq'iWhv~mlt~~Q.~~tt~fl~ti~I<"reflSte~da'l~~lJ.fl. What abOut tMPp$~joJri)f'!i,.UK 
ft!l'S{nc~r;~tfta)l'f~U~ ~~t:ed'a~cr:aft'loc:atedelS'e~e.or a • .uKma\'lllf¥t~.4rerWho 
lla:sp'6~msfln!!'nc~l'i~;:tgf{~~l'ff:()"lll:rgl1llllW, ~e.~re,all~anl!'l~~HY the.!Ssm.e: w'hatls 



tl1e~PQ$ltJpl'IU,'''iIcI~rf!l!r~lll~w.IN,ai~ In;m~n}llUTlsdittlb:ilS; therearesigriificantreposs~sslon 
and.enfoteen1ElM'ptdbfems.} UK ratlfi¢atf6ij wiflJ.'lqla .• dqr~s t .• ·.tl.ElsePfobl!!!ms, .saveJoJhe 
e~i'lt6t/'ler$~t~~Iie.~~YEl'flt;py,-aged~Q· ratifv.Th~t:enooura~ement, however. Is important, 
given thewldet'al'lg:e of lrlliter$af 1J~.ll1tet¢sts inl !T:i:e~lJ<!fiQMII aviation. 

3;{ 'The CapeTowtiCi:lnventioll¢,piifets on~el:~dftprthe.rigbt 00 acJducing evidence 
@f~fa!jlt t,qobtalne~rlV.~ffdi'lat.fe(ief pel1dlngflhal determihation of thecas!:1~ Do 
'tOti eonsidertlllsuseflJttPle(jse expla;ihvoura;1lSwer. 

~1tiI:SpfOIilSIOl\YG.att:13 ("Rellef:R6i1~ing"kon whi,nanopt·()utis pel'mittedtsee C, 
art~S),#IdwhithissV:engthenf#i1 ovan opHnpetmJtted IiInder.P,artX(see P,art Xl(X(21, 
was deslgned to pf6vldecoi,./ntries oppqse;:j ttl nqn·)udJcial reme4les with acourt~pased 
funqlpn ;a.gWlta'$nt~l)ereol. 

~e UK 1~rt.Q~~.or,;h9~(lul'lby. English lilwon 8on;'j\;Idlciairemedfes is. well·establf~!'Ieda nd 
effe.(:fiye\ The lntert:l~flo·rlalffilaridng corrrrnuJ'lftyj~.c4ll'lfortaql~ with it. 

ThtJs~,$hice.tl'le(jK, l'e~Mtll"Ig·lts taw, WOl,llt.f~ ~P!39teQtoPermit noo·jJ.ldiciai remedies 
throqgh t!'l!l!ma~a:totytfedar~ti9nrequll'edbyC, art 54(2){pennitting action "without leave 
~ftl1er;ovrt'}I. ttteAeltefPem:lin~.ptoVlsfol'ljs J'iot.l\e~~rv to redu~tran$actiona frisk or 
ih(l'ea$'af!¢Of\Qtni¢ l!1e~~jnthec?nteJ!.t:(lflhe UK. 'theavlatloncommunityshQUld be 
largeiyImil#erentasto whefher the UK, wheo ratifViflSlPlljnes·.t~e p(!:rtic;ulardeclarations. 

~,&' 1'.beAItCfaftPr~c:teol:$F\feFs6nthe ·crem(ottOe~MitlonaldefalJlt remedies of de· 
rests,tt~~f!~~.(l~I(lf<tli}aifO'<lftfromanatio:rl<ltit¥ rewstel'), and export. How 

·lJ,$.l;);.ful®'yoVto!l$:ide:ttheseaddltl()nal (emedteJttj be.? 

~. The$e l'em@iesareeSSenttal,lnllght ofthetiilrrnS()f tne:ClliCiC\go Conl/amlQo of 1944, 
tt) eff.e£tl.ve,yexeT¢ls.e£:~tnl:lpi~(jg~instan aircraft,a cre<litPrl')1ustQe able to de-register 
tll<!t.C!It~tt,fh.e !re~tYfl~ ('mrprOllfdesthese femedlesiPIJt~a;cls,theextremely useful 
IE>ERAd~use(flkrevQ.¢ll1:iJ¢p~reg~trC!tfon andexpo¢auth.Q.I'iz:C!tloif), P, art Kith MctSt 
C;PY"~t.ePhC!v:e Q'pted IM'otbeID~B:'\ dause·( seeP,art XXXI'l}). An il1t.etnatll;lnalstan;:jar(j is 
raf.),tdl)t~~efoPlflgtil favl1lt' MtQ.e i.fse oflt;£R:A$.leveJl~vntri~With\lerv·efflcieht .de~ 
rMt$~t~;~n SY$tlill:lls.tlf~E!' the l,lS}have mad.ethe 11l1eRAe.leption~}tJnttetsc;o ring. ft? 
Impo~.eJthe ID!RAe~I.ls4!$~fl ~qftaJifylngdeC~r:atron,lmpt'l1:antly,theuse ·6tan 
fD;:AA ts~pr!!!sslyw~l1:l1ytpreJ\;jdlc.e tQ safety law£and~gutatlbns, 

~.$ \~ Ilg.ht.p:f~ijr .a;Ils.wm to the above questiolls. 
a) do. yO.l1favl;)ufr4tifi¢~tlqll,Qftbe$l~nti!l'n.and.P~col;ifso 
l»wf\C!t ImP!!tQtctG·yoo~side"'tnesemstrl.lmentswifltiave on y9urs~.ctot of 

me .aVIation fijlif~l'I'Y~ 
c} If.U:!l:!an&.w~tto~ion3:,9{ajis "es.wJthiAWha~~tne$cale sb()~ldthe UK 

pl'oceetflo.ratlft~ti9nr?Pf~a~~gl,,~ .~~~~.Tl$Jpryo~ranswef. 

Blfpll.t 

)R!.$,~l!·fWest(i:JIt,t,$iJpPOrt'rdtffl~'#1J(JfJ·f)ff"~'t_To.wtJttflpnr. 

ffl~~Qnwitlftbat r~lfi¢ar«;)~ •. ltl$e~~nt~lth~~Jh~I.Il<'mp~lJ,l~nt th~ec0nomically 
mQ~tf"j~~~I'I~p!t;'?"i$i(>JJ,P~~I'tX!tr~mec:l;f!:1s<onJns(jlv.ent¥l,..Altel'mttive A {\l(itha· ~I~ty(GPj 
da¥m'~l'lB,rj~, .Ml)$t>oHhll..et:'~nOttri~beri~t$~liJd tta~a~ipo risk. redlWtloneffected 



~yJbe C~lte fown Trti!<!itv ispredje,atE!'l.'Qoth~ap.pljtabjlitYtbattirtQVlSiOri. See. materials by 
linetSkyand Woat/lfttlejblfnsl'eferte{:ltoaJ)bve, Se.efJls6teply tp.questic)I1 3.10 I'e A$u 
4lJ<!1IMt}s !1e¢lafat10;ns. 

RsM/b): RaUficatiQ.tl oHt)~.tapeTOll,ln 1'I'eaty (w!th P, art Xl, Alternative A Implemented 
tbrough re~f$rationlwill (~d~~{!lltl'\!1va,I1~~lo~1 ri$~ .I~willp!oduc.eeconomic benefft 
·t().aifll~~{hYF~dl!c~n~costiand.providl':lgadditRmal$Ourcesof financing}, manufactl,l rers 
(Including tbrbugl'l Jtsimpam:tmr-ttJ'ff¢~trgl) \:lyother$,bV prpmotingeJiCPQrts}, and financial 
Inst~~~IQns .(pvre!.\J;lClngrl$kl •.. Strdl·Qtrf!ct be;nefitshave impoi'tahtlndirect benefits, 
Inc!udIn~.'l'om·~~enbati~R\~M)~crti!a~OtJ ~(1(fJ'OI'l'l alrUne benefits) palis~thrQugh 
l:!·eaef1.ts·tq .. ·passgngers, 

UKratlfl~~1QnwfU.ensllrethatEnanshlaWl'emaiTiSapreferredgwetninglawof choice· in 
aviatit),fi ilMnce ttnd!ea'$liig,antJthllit.t.onpol'l·l'etrj~il'l$t:jm~lltJ .tn theaviatlonfinafH;1ng. and 
~~iQg~~, . 

F\e·a~9{i(;J;. WefJlTleJl1egOVl$mmentfud(t~cQ$prtmfptiytisl'(J$$lbte antI wit#tahigh lellel 
dtpt/oti1yilhe ratrflca:ti6l'ibV ttre~/l:a.s~eeJl.ctel~yedf6r~JOJlgtlme,givenJwlJmauers 
Pf1re:~~d'lQtfle £oreo~tv~oftheC~ TownTreaty:EUeompetenceissue and the 
dlbtaltat..nold, TlfeselWOitems~Yeffl'\'iI.Ily~:etl a~tJtl?~~4, VlStqrnpa.flies s/louldstqrt tQ 
l,l~~lllt<l.j.'tl the t~~atYas PfQ:MptIYai'posstbte.tn additT01li thereCElntstrainstmthe 
flna~g $ec:~or~~led witIl·d~maOO.fol'mO(fqroriieJwtr601nMt~lYfnetldly alrcraftargl.l6 
fQt'~i~a~nto~pin~afl\las,;RnallY, whjJe~e.OK.hasflQtyet ratified, many UK 
companies $tIllne$d.tO;cornplyWitftthe.GalYeT..own 'freai'Y(!,:,s,ifsgistervvlth tbe lRif they 

ft*,,~iap~rtvllo.~·1ted iniitC;M'Itrading'state, or{iijlease an aircraft 
from "·.fiflaf!t{J.d. .... .. .. ... . .... ed[tlaCo.fltt~ctillgStatlil.}.lh'l;>merWqrd~~~$pe¢tSofPompllance 
~r~·~lfte~~y;'@.~~\'tl·~~i:f;t~~nw'!U ·permit·the ~Qr:respPl'Jding~nefit. 

3,19 Pt:l~~ lla~a.nY9~b~tPof'JI~l'tfs'fQu WqUlcllJ~tQtna~el 

~;w~ m~~~fqIIoVliIig~¢'Clf,~·1Qn~J£{!!mmtml$: 

(l) ... 1C~~:K$,1l9"'Jom.<l'~f!;Mei¢'r~u~!lfYiI1g.qecla~~j, "llclertbeASU, That would be 
~ (QftQW~i~JflO~l,II;tJ(lI$tremedi~c{<T"54(2:1i(2,) fDEAAt~J art XIII,an~ (oJ Alternative A 
(60 ·e$'t("(!aricm'('~~Jtws.Jl'etlQt;l.flJ1pl!3mentecl ti:lro!il&h leg~latiQn~, 

(ttl. . Wlthte~e(tto !JQ;[j"Q!I~~l'l$I.I~tf;1ght$~nd(nter;es~sJ~helJk; sh~IMangnsuch rights 
\<\Iitb th!i'!~~s:tW'h~I¥.iMl:telotemati~nal.l)I)mml:mlty~ The U~"fleettillh"l$seEffias ou:t~f" 
tiliewrt~ mtel'lial1Ot'1l1!Q(lrmsi(}~*~~I*tlf1lflg;~nd~l1tiatl¥b<lr:rl'l'urtQalrtrnestrestrictfng 
eredlt}and:finanG!et:${ln~rl\lash'!litflSk), Ybefe~ot;$Kl,tftie~tlo.rffuisd~awnfireaterauentio[) 
t<tfhe pr~em tJftj1jelf~;'fleet !i~n:; 'tOOsJa~aiIQrecljcl~mrit,tiel'l t.!fl~C,art.39.sbo\,lld be 
agr~ed afl~r· II ~ficy.a~~.tlss~t;Pf\>titlsmattet, 

(iln W~~~.#Je OepaJ',j;m~r .. !:"s~ref'lt lntent'tohave 8seCOnEiCdnsultatton onlhi:! 
detlaratlollsfobe m<fq,'a'j1C!t~ ~~!':htJ~ttl')~II'rIPI~!\l)ent1I)giegf$tatlO[). We thlnJ(thauucn 
l~no~f1ec_~,.glvellthe'!:iladt¥;~What1s·neededtoensuf.e,.tne ·beneflts . .oftheTreaty, 
ancltfte eomjs~tit'fthefeQt;~b'~~I~il~tafth't~~,I.fWI§n~cess\lrvJ weem;qurage the 
gOVernmeJl.t~;.\,Indefta\e and ~~letetllatsecondstep.a.s.prbMp.t~as poSsiIJle. 

:rtn~nh·Yl!I}t·f~lr'~~,s.t~I:!'.rIRgtbtfsg~mmellt$, 

, , 
'. 



Pamela Shiith 
Managing Director 
Qeut$chetJankAG 

CC: PatrIck Kaufer, Managing Direttor, Del.its¢he Bank $t\!ct,lrltl¢s Inc. 
CC: Rlc;hard MO·Q(iv, .Qfrecror, ()e:utsche Ban\.<AG 



BIS call for Evidenoo- Convention ·011 fRtemati&nallmerea i"'lIIlllbil~ .EquipmeQt ~d 
Proa~1 thei'$toQn P!IJ~et6 specmctoAtret'8ftEqlJipme~(JuIY2f)101 

Reply submitted by:.Embr~ - Empr" F3ra~'~i~ ~ Aeronautie~S.A. 
Date: oetober~1fi2010 

This is a response to the ~V$~ldentifiedCalifor EV:ide~ . (the "Ce")in ~h~ion withtf!e 
g()~mment!sas~~ of ~Mr to. raijiy the Ccmvootion on International 1nt:lr9ets il1 
Mobile EquiprrJent·.{tI1e. "eQn~i011" or· ~!C') . and . the· .PffOOoottMreto on.· Matters .Spaciflc tlil 
Aircraft Equlj!ll'l'lent(the "P~I" or UP"). 1beCOlWe(\~lon ancrthe ProtQl3Olwiilbe referr6}(i to 
togatneras th4£l"Ct!"T~ Truty" or"T~. 

We have c.ut into this.r~e the q!Jestiel'lsG06tai~ in P$111l oftne CE,ano have seteut 
olJr replies thereto bElloW each such quei:;fion. 

To be clear at ··tbe:IiMOO1, andasrtotadln repIf to :qtmstiOO3~9, we sttongl,suppOtf 
rafificatlMOf~ .~. T~amluttJf3 tfH;Jyr;vern~tQdpsoaspmmptfy IJ$ 
IHJIiIIiI'l')kI· and with k;;ltrMd pflerlty. 

The Gape Town Treaty r~, al'ihanees, andim~natioJ;laltypromote$ basic concepts found In 
English law. That SMuldooi!},,~oogl'lenthe central rOleplaYedby the UKlhOOgottatil'lg and 
drafting the In$trum~"'If$. In f~Cl, the ~ra1ting C9mi1'littee atev~.interg()~mmantal meeting t~t 
neQQtiated, and at t~ diplomatic qQnf(WeofJethat adpPt~d,theC.ape Town Trealy was ohaired 
by a UK represeotatl.v&(either Sir Roy GOOda«)Jdord)or S~ Watch (S'S». The Treaty will 
redUce leQl':l.Irisk. ItWiUP~tACeeconomicbEln~it. 

mmportanee Of Profoocl.an III (RE!~ onlrisoJve~y) ..... AI~rm:s~ive A 

Vile rtotetl'le ~s ~ 10. ~fb~~1t:fese Matter$.wl\}wGlfldlikettl tfo 
that 



QUWQNS PQSERANpaEPYES 
3.1 Cross-border airQraftfil"ianqing ~ . leasing PQit'lotlally a1tJ'~ the law~()f different 

countries with differil1grules ,efl creditonrrlgbt&ami the pretectiOf1ofsecl;l~ity interests', 
To what extent do yoU~I!f .. __ tHl$ aff.; 
a) the oompl&xity~~transa~f\S; 
b) the prediotability. of Jsgal outeomes: 
c) the avaIllilbllity onf~brl~l\ingfacilitie~;or 
d) the cost? 

Repl!= The intemationality ofaf{cF~. oopng and~, ami. the ~$equent applicability of 
several non-harmooised laws, l.Int;k)ubtooiy produce complex transactiOO$. Lesat outOOmesars 
less prooi~l:iIe than they 9QUJd ~$houklbe. As ~jOnoo in CE. para 1.11, there is Ii 
particulariewlof uncertainty In El'Igll$h law clue to the application Gfthe lex eitusruleregardlng 
propertyri!ilftts in aircraft. The rOOElntWtl!:t~ oase ha$btoughtthal prob(em infO sharp foolls. 

All else equal, greater complexity al1d · .. 1eSs predictability result in higher trMsactiOn OOSts thall 
wOUld otheONi$e by tHfjcaSfj, At s~ POint OntheCOl'ltiollum.theSf3 factors impact me 
availability of financing. The foregOit1I isaxiornatie. It IS a ~·lel"let Gf law and acooomic 
thOOlY. Wh.lChis now wld~~te(J In pQf~makingreia..tingt()seeUr:edtn'\n$~ctIQns. 

A prime example of suoh coofll¢tcrieWSI$Sue$ relates torigtits jn~irqr~ eaigil'laS.i.aws differ 
Blgnifioantiy·rega. legaI.eff~. of'I~lling orremovingeflt)ines.which, given ~tional 
requirements, could ·en In any ~n. In same jurfsdlGtiMf.i;, these actions Impact COflli 
PI'()perty rights. 

Bayondcontlicts,thecO$t and ~1labillty of financing a1'El signifICantly impaot~ by th~ 
un~rtyjngsl.lbstm'lt.hte law, mmsspeclfk:ally,any impedimemscausoo by itaftectthe timely 
acooss to OOIleteral value. TimeIy.aCC0$$ to valuable. col!(itteraiiS the basis Of sooullK3 
tra~1"IS and defines the le4'Istog mtlQel. In fi~iaJ ~rme.timely a~ss to valYaP\1i! 
COIJatelaJ ·oftsets IOS$ (that is, reduces toe risk cr lois (to a crooltor)notwtthstamilngthe risk .I:if. 
default (by a debtor)). thus.pt'odlreirlQeffiCieOOle6. 

A prlmeexamp1aoosuch ~MtM!lI~W I~ue$ - as/l()too jnOE para 1.11 ... is ~a)' 
~nedby .il1$Qlvency laW. ~~ .tml.t. ~ay, 1lI~·Ja~~y:ql.l~ify or r~f!cl contra~ijQl 
(~ noo .. !nsolVanoy law) eoforeemtmt· ~·Dr impact .. prbIDert}'r~1S .. These pro$peatSSl'$ 
dir~y il"iconslste~wllh theoor:epnncitiles ut1aertyii'il9 ~t.;,fj~d:f~clng and lea,sil"ig. 

3.2 Ifao)/' of tile i~01'$1 apply, to What ellt~nt (J¢·Ybu ~id~f t~ me 
diffigylti~y(IU ... ... . . 
a) theratlf'l9ofalrftftt~~te$' 
b} the ~Of~~~lt~~. tl~~ 
c;) th~lC()St~f~«Itil$inlJl:lircral? 

_tv; .~~I3~oo.$,2(~. ~,{:~lfl'lW~tmSW!ilJ'ed ,w:ithUlfer~,~tffl~e~tlveal1C!1 pu!;>l~ 
avm\at)llillflf£ll'matlon.SUb.q~ tQ)ralsesme~l~1 ~i:1eerdj(\fEWlflaiity.i$Stles, andj 

tOOs, ne~tQ be;tl~dr~ed ~~~.{1Je~a1 ~!~. 

twP~l"i .~}(~IJt!~$ til~~tl:l' 
. Tl'le 9nIY~"'r~eat 

maflmt$, In thealAat.lofl 



aaf~~~rtifJd' .'. ..... .. 
the us t:i1Jtt1Qt.rnelJr~. 
ThtlS. the~tifi~cm Qftbe~T~ T 

(febtar:td.~ng, 
rGlliuitemants.Fbrdl~oootcther 

MOOst of ·~p<lItQ!'Sdit.is 'OYem~ 
"'. ".' .e~'iaUO.E~. 

Qf·too TreelY ~. with. a set of 
jUstmasaimaterial~otlon Inth~foo 

. tra~~~ifll~J~$~tprov~e . .' .. ' . '. mtleBtthaprililmplei 
U!'l~!\9 aasel based . . 'shoUld t\e'prmd k:iwer~n~~Y~t;.t~t di)not, .. ~ ..• ~ 
~tif~~, ttlEl$lZe Of !i!n~he ()fe(flt ,$landln~ Oftn$ 
bolt~ .1b~' .. ~k~th& . '. .' of d$fatllt},1fie I~r d'ie'" 
f~I!*n •. IJl'ldel'h.cMetltfe!tl'i$OffSL2Q10 1$0 
po~$!Qtl~~ilt1~ph~i~ .. Ttl· 
wrt~WfJ.glt1facaweia94bQls~t ... ' . '.. . ..._ 
1m.ltl&.not~~t11at ul'ldertteASlJ~e.t~"~RQ#~~ij".t~ I'J~ .'. ...... ... . 
~r~~$~~~, T~r~ ·~mlc'~m$ ~1Jt ·lRe_lJ<lt __ abQW falil~l", the .Iaw 
appt~eto rilhts.lnenginelit· . 



r*atI b'ansacmons. $e~~. ool'lfldehtiality(flfid.~lblY~6Qm~~titlQn .14~.~~jqe~~Jt~t\$ 
p~Ul1ediS"3I()S:LIr&:Qffantlsfl'lptiVatefll'\~Qh~l'f$, '. 

T~ ~, ~as·.~~. . .·.tIe ~1t~'J~I<'~efW~ ~u~tt~n~mlQn~t~~~~p~qV~ 
pd~tJg~~fmrmtl-. .' .... jsf,!l;i~l;,I~ dlaw·~eoooomjb$. ~t;is.fl.i)W~. 
.8r:I.~MadfaetaJ~ent8 .·.ef.·fh~thifikfn •• tir~~ ..... > . Cllf~, 
,~~ rltJng~Q1e~~"~O~ ~Wttti~.l'tQ~~e) .... U(tUI. 
fiiIr;$9u1at.,·~ andnity"~tan&:made.~_dit~~·of::flI1ta 

AMUy,,8: ~eword·ofl.tb:e1rr~ and"PfMl'of*oono.mibbe~tl!!tft\. The 

~~$f ~ble ~lJPer.(Jn a,\1d~n 
P~rs Amhony $~I'J.M!if" 
appIiad~lst& eM fIM1'i~ 

.8.8 l'heCon~lOn . and Pj'(ltocQl'~o/'~tt:l~~ .". •.. . .•.. '. f~t .tlte· ~~I 
petf~~a~~ltftJfillt~mat~~~Md.~~f~j .. ~t\l.t~~jlfilt 
ailidclP oons~stmha~ ~belp' ~ .. "efJJuee.any p~lemsyoo .ba\tI 
l(leiitifiad in f.0UI'~wsrl(jq!l$$,ttqil~.11 

1be terms of the C~~ Town: T~ Wj!I$~~tl~f ~If of ~~QCit~ in 
'.'< Fl~. it WUI $We~.a~y , ·th.~ ... /~.~ltu~.I\!J.e,/$~~. 

wltb_malwe A, it win sweep ~~ with ·~· .. nd 
1~1!met1t. That. in~m.. . . . '. . .... ,~. will '. ..' ' 
me~!i .~ .~sHyin9·"II'ld.me~lnlthelr~~of· 
~&ftj~1.1·~~ja~ 
~·oow~,OI') M·.I;! 
~.ne~ubt.that UK· 
oMs 10 i'at~ •• 1batwoultlatso.~·me 
QU_C:11l 9,fl ~. 

3.4 DQYQI,I; 

.. }~~that fhelnlMrnllti_ R~iiStl}i.· ¥ite"" Tiiil'lttt!tl· 



b) 00 you ffrld·1;OO .~~Ql'mJl~9n.m~ ~tint~~~st 'a\'l€Ur~atteiWJin{!} 
separately ftomthe:afdtame·helpiulQr ~e~~I'l~YOlJ.r·Eu:'I$Wer. 

Re3.4{e); Thalntematk9nal~r<fue:·Tfeety ~.RJ")·I$ ~te ret.l,~n~l(l~!5 
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BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

Reply submitted by: Engine Lease Finance Corporation 

Date: 08 October 201 0 

This is a response to the above-identified Call for Evidence (the "CE',) in connection with the 
government's assessment of whether to ratify the Convention on International Interests in 
Mobile Equipment (the "Convention" or "C'') and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to 
Aircraft Equipment (the "Protocol" or "P"). The Convention and the Protocol will be referred 
to together as the "Cape Town Treaty" or "Treaty'). 

j 

We have cut into this response the questions. c'ontained in Part ill of the CE, and have set, out 
our replies thereto below each such questi~n:'· 

Engine Lease Finance Corporation ("ELFC'') is one of the world's leading large commercial 
aircraft engine lessors / financiers and is a wholly owned subsidiary of BTMU Capital 
Corporation which is itself owned by Bank ofTokyo Mitsubishi UFJ. ELFC is headquartered 
in Shannon, Ireland and also has personnel based in Massachusetts and pklahoma, USA, 
Dublin, Ireland, the UK, Spain, Singapore and Hong Kong. 

With an owned / managed portfolio of over 200 large commercial jet aircraft engines, ELFC 
currently leases or manages the leases of 26 such engines to 6 of the UK's leading airlines, 
representing more than 10% of ELFC' s total portfolio. 

QUESTIONS POSED AND REPLIES 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security 
interests. To what extent do you consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity of the transactions; 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

Reply: The internationality of aircraft and aircraft engine financing and leasing, and the 
consequent applicability of several non-harmonised laws, undoubtedly produce complex 
transactions. Legal outcomes are less predictable than they could and should be. As 
mentioned in CE, para 1.11, there is a particular level of uncertainty in English law due to the 
application of the lex situs rule regarding property rights in aircraft. The recent High Court 
judgment in Blue Sky dne Limited & O'rs v Mahan Air & Ana'r [201 OJ EWHC 631 (Camm) 
has brought that problem into sharp focus. 

All else equal, greater complexity and less predictability result in higher transaction costs than 
would otherwise by the case. At sOme point A the continuum, these factors impact the 
availability of financing. The foregoing is axiomatic. It is a basic tenet of law and economic 
theory, which is now widely-accepted in policy-making relating to secured transactions. 



A prime example of such conflict of laws issues relates to rights in aircraft engines. Laws 
differ significantly regarding the legal effect of installing or removing engines, which, given 
operational requirements, could happen in any jurisdiction. In some jurisdictions, these 
actions impact core property rights. 

Beyond conflicts, the cost and availability of financing are significantly impacted by the 
underlying substantive law, more specifically, any impediments caused by it affect the timely 
access to collateral value. Timely access to valuable collateral is the basis of secured 
transactions and defines the leasing model. In financial terms, timely access to valuable 
collateral offsets loss (that is, reduces the risk of loss (to a creditor) notwithstanding the risk 
of default (by a debtor)), thus producing efficiencies. 

A prime example of such substantive law issues - as noted in CE para 1.11 - is delay 
occasioned by insolvency law. Beyond that delay, such laws may qualify or restrict 
contractual (and non-insolvency law) enforcement rights or impact property rights. These 
prospects are directly inconsistent with the core principles underlying asset-based financing 
and leasing. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties you have identified affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, andlor 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

Reply: Sub-question 3.2(a) and (b) may be answered with reference to objective and publicly 
available information. Sub-question (c) raises methodological and confidentiality issues, and, 
thus, needs to be addressed based on general principles. 

Re 3.2(a): "Aircraft receivables", in the context of the Treaty (which excludes general 
receivables financing), must refer to the rating of aircraft / aircraft engine-backed securities. 
The only source of publicly available information regarding their cost is public, capital 
markets .. In the aviation industry, these securities / transactions are known as "enhanced 
equipment trust certificates" ("EETCs"). There have been few EETCs in Europe and none in 
the UK, given uncertainties caused by applicable underlying insolvency law. In those 
transactions, two major European airlines paid materially higher rates, and had materially 
more restrictive terms, than less creditworthy airlines (closing transactions in the same time 
frame) in the US. The sole reason for such preferential US financing terms was the existence 
and application of section 1110 of the US bankruptcy code, a functional equivalent to P, art 
XI (remedies on insolvency) - Alternative A (with a sixty (60) day waiting period) 
("Alternative A''). This follows from the policies of international rating agencies, which 
have, based on years of data, used a system of "enhanced" rating (rating upgrades) where 
timely recourse to valuable aircraft collateral can be safely assumed. Based on underlying 
law, including insolvency law, that has been the case in the US but not in Europe. 

Thus, the ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK airlines with enhanced access 
to international capital markets, thus diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it will 
open public debt markets, providing UK airlines with another important option (in addition to 
bank debt and leasing, their traditional options) to help fund their capital-intensive aircraft 
acquisition requirements. For discussion of other commercial transactions, please see below. 

Re 3.2(b): The cost of export credit is governed by the OECD's aircraft sector understanding 
(the "ASU"). Under the ASU, all OECD countries (the UK included) plus Brazil have agreed 
that ratification of the Treaty - with a set of "qualifying declarations" (see reply to question 
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3.l0) - justifies a material reduction in the fee charged. l That decision supports the 
proposition that transactions in legal systems that provide higher levels of predictability and 
reflect the principles underlying asset based financing should be priced lower than those 
systems that do not. As to quantification, the size of the "Cape Town Discount" depends on 
the credit standing of the borrower; the weaker the credit standing (the higher the risk of 
default), the larger the fee reduction. It is noteworthy that under the ASU the terms of export 
credit are not attractive for spare aircraft engines. That reflects concerns about the point noted 
above regarding the law applicable to rights in engines. 

Re 3.2(c): This question raises the general topic of the relationship between hannonised and 
(see reply to 3.1 above, more importantly) commercially-oriented secured financing and 
leasing law, on the one hand, and the cost (and terms) of such transactions, on the other. It is 
not possible to provide definitive and precise information on this question, for two reasons. 
First, many factors go into transaction pricing (and the availability of financing). These 
include - in addition to credit and legal risk - more general and macro considerations, such as 
(i) general liquidity in the financial sector and the liquidity position of a particular financial 
institution, (ii) the impact of regulatory capital, (iii) comparative returns from other forms of 
lending, (iv) competitive issues that may lead a bank to consider longer-term and relationship 
issues in setting price, and (v) other sources of fees payable to a bank directly or indirectly 
linked to that transaction or related transactions. Secondly, confidentiality (and, possibly, 
competition law) considerations prevent the disclosure of terms in private financing 
transactions. 

That said, and as noted above, the direct link between reduced transactional risk and improved 
pricing and other terms - all else equal - is a foundation of law and economics. It is now 
taken as an established fact. Elements of this thinking are seen (beyond the positions of the 
international rating agencies and the OECD countries, noted above) in the terms of BIS II 
(rules for regulatory capital) and daily decisions made by credit committees of financial 
institutions. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if 
at all, do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1 ? 

Reply: The terms of the Cape Town Treaty will significantly address all of the issues noted in 
3.1 above. First, it will sweep away the problems associated with the lex situs rule. Secondly, 
with Alternative A, it will sweep away problems associated with insolvency delay and 
impairment. That, in turn, will provide UK airlines with enhanced access to international 
capital markets, thus diversifying and increasing their sources of funding. Thirdly, it will 
eliminate the above-noted legal issues associated with engine financing, though that depends 
on adoption by many countries. On that last point, while the Treaty is rapidly being adopted 
internationally, there is no doubt that UK ratification would provide a leading example to and 
justification for others to ratify. That would also serve the objective of the UK export 
community. See reply to question 3.9 below. 

The Cape Town Treaty, unlike most other international legal instruments, was purposefully 
designed to facilitate a transaction type, thereby producing benefits to the industry sector. The 
core role that the aviation sector - IATA (airlines) and AWG (financiers and manufacturers)-

The UK, France, Germany, Spain and the US currently follow the ''home market rule", which 
prevents export credit into these countries. The ASU is currently under review. A number of home 
market airlines, including some in the UK, are seeking to have this restriction eased or removed. 
To the extent that is agreed, the points above will apply in respect of UK carriers. 
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played in the process ensures that result. The Treaty elegantly solves the current legal issues 
in this field, and does so in a manner consistent with leading legal thought. There are no 
losers: the problems solved equally benefit debtors, creditors, and manufacturers. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
international interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with 
priority over unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please 
explain your answer. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine 
separately from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: Re 3.4(a): The International Registry under the Treaty ("IR") is already recognised as 
both ground-breaking and well-established. Approximately half of the world's new aircraft 
transactions are registered in the 1R. The system has run with virtually no problems since 
inception. There is strong supervision by ICAO. Users have direct input through an 
International Advisory Board. 

The IR (and the above-noted priority rules) is a significant improvement over current law and 
practice. First, the system is electronic and low cost. It is simple and effective. Closings are 
made easier. Interests may be registered in advance (''prospective interests''), which takes 
pressure off of (expensive) closing logistics. Secondly, the priority rules are clear and 
objective. In the context of aviation financing, clarity equals fairness. Parties can search the 
IR and detennine exactly where they stand. Litigation relating to "knowledge" will be 
avoided. There will be no need for legal gymnastics (such as priority notices), which seek to 
address the issues handled directly by the Treaty. Thirdly, the IR (through the Treaty) 
establishes priorities on an international basis. Any other system would be limited to national 
priorities. That is inherently inefficient, and leaves risks in transactions which can be reduced 
only at significant expense. In short, the Treaty, through the IR and the priority rules, puts an 
efficient international system in place to deal with international transactions and fact patterns. 

Re 3.4(b): The treatment of engines as separate property - and, correspondingly, the ability to 
separately register against them - is extremely useful. In most jurisdictions, it is not possible 
to register interests in engines separately from interests in aircraft. As noted in reply to 
question 3.1, the law applicable to rights in engines varies widely, and, in some jurisdictions, 
is potentially prejudicial to the right of property holders. That is exacerbated by the lex situs 
problem in the engine context. 

Engines are highly valuable equipment. They consistently maintain their value. They should 
therefore serve as excellent collateral, if the underlying law so permits. In addition, they are 
often separately financed (spare engines) and pooled and interchanged. From a commercial 
perspective, they are often hired out on a short-term basis, where strong property rights are 
particularly important in the absence of comprehensive contractual protections. For all these 
reasons, the treatment of engines under the Cape Town Treaty - as separate property to which 
the Treaty's clear rules apply - is a vast improvement to current law around the world. It will 
support advanced engine financing and use. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as 
from the time of registration of the prospective international interest without the need 
for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 
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Reply: As mentioned above, this is a significant advantage without any corresponding 
disadvantage. The absence of a required time period, and the ability to make a prospective 
registration, takes pressure off of closing logistics. While the priority "relates back", there is 
no unfairness to any party - since the registration only has priority from the time it is 
searchable. There are no secret interests. Any searching party can easily self-protect: all it 
needs to do is search the IR. It is then on notice that an interest, actual or prospective, might 
have a higher priority. That searching party would not close its financing transaction until the 
IR is cleared of any registration that could prevail over its interest. 

The priority notice concept under English law aims at the same objective, but achieves it 
using a heavier two-step, paper-based process. The Treaty simplifies and improves the 
process. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over 
such assets in a foreign country? If so, please give details. 

fulD!y: We do not understand the relevance oftms question - unless it is driving at providing 
an example and justification for other countries to ratify. See response to question 3.9. This 
question - what is the position (of a UK-registered aircraft) under foreign (substantive and 
procedural) law - would not be addressed by UK ratification. It would only be addressed by 
ratification by foreign countries (where the aircraft is located). And, if that is the optic, why 
limit the question to UK-registered aircraft? What about the position of a UK financier with a 
non-UK registered aircraft located elsewhere or a UK manufacturer who has problems 

. financing sales given foreign law? These are all analytically the same: what is the position 
under foreign law (N.B.: In many jurisdictions, there are significant repossession and 
enforcement problems.)? UK ratification will not address these problems, save to the extent 
others are thereby encouraged to ratify. That encouragement, however, is important, given the 
wide range of material UK interests in international aviation. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence 
of default, to obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do 
you consider this useful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: This provision C, art 13 ("ReHef Pending',), on which an opt-out is permitted (see C, 
art 55), and which is strengthened by an opt-in permitted under P, art X (see P, art XXX(2), 
was designed to provide countries opposed to non-judicial remedies with a court-based 
function equivalent thereof. 

The UK is not such a country. English law on non-judicial remedies is well-established and 
effective. The international financing community is comfortable with it. 

Thus, since the UK, reflecting its law, would be expected to permit non-judicial remedies 
through the mandatory declaration required by C, art 54(2) (permitting action "without leave 
of the court"), the Relief Pending provision is not necessary to reduce transactional risk or 
increase economic benefit in the context of the UK. The aviation community should be 
largely indifferent as to whether the UK, when ratifying, makes these particular declarations. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How 
useful do you consider these additional remedies to be? 

Reply: These remedies are essential. In light of the terms of the Chicago Convention of 1944, 
to effectively exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register that 
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aircraft. The Treaty not only provides these remedies, but adds the extremely useful IDERA 
clause ("irrevocable deregistration and export authorization"), P, art XIll. Most countries have 
opted into the IDERA clause (see P, art XXX(l)). An international standard is rapidly 
developing in favor of the use of IDERAs. (Even countries with very efficient de-registration 
systems (like the US) have made the IDERA election.) Underscoring its importance, the 
IDERA clause is an ASU qualifying declaration. Importantly, the use of an IDERA is 
expressly without prejudice to safety laws and regulations. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

Reply: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of 
the aviation industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK 
proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Re 3.9(a): 

The Cape Town Treaty reflects, enhances, and internationally promotes basic concepts found 
in English law and the UK. played a central role in negotiating and drafting the instruments. 
The Treaty will reduce legal risk and produce economic benefit. We strongly support 
ratification of the Cape Town Treaty. 

In connection with that ratification, it is essential that the UK. implement the economically 
must important provision, Alternative A. Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk 
reduction effected by the Cape Town Treaty is predicated on the applicability that provision. 
See also reply to question 3.10 re ASU qualifying declarations. 

Re 3.9(b): Ratification of th~ Cape Town Treaty (with Alternative A implemented through 
legislation) will reduce legal and transactional risk. It will produce economic benefit to 
airlines (by reducing cost and providing additional sources of financing), manufacturers 
(including through its impact on ratification by others, by promoting exports), and financial 
institutions (by reducing risk). Such direct benefits have important indirect benefits, including 
(from export enhancement) job creation and (from airline benefits) pass-through benefits to 
passengers. 

UK ratification will ensure that English law remains a preferred governing law of choice in 
aviation finance and leasing, and that London remains central in the aviation financing and 
leasing indnstry. 

Re 3.9(c): We would encourage the government to ratify the Cape Town Treaty as promptly 
as possible and with a high level of priority. Ratification by the UK has been delayed for a 
long time, given two matters unrelated to the core objectives of the Cape Town Treaty: ED 
competence issue and the Gibraltar-hold. These two items have finally been addressed. UK. 
companies should start to benefit from the Treaty as promptly as possible. In addition, the 
recent strains on the financing sector coupled with demand for modern, environmentally 
friendly aircraft and aircraft engines argue for swift action to help in these areas. Finally, 
while the UK has not yet ratified, many UK companies still need to comply with the Cape 
Town Treaty (e.g., register with the IR if they (i) buy aircraft equipment from a party located 
in a contracting state, or (ii) lease an aircraft from a financed lessor located in a Contracting 
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State). In other words, aspects of compliance are already required; ratification will permit the 
corresponding benefit. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Reply: We make following additional comments: 

(i) The UK. should make a set of "qualifying declarations" under the ASU. That would 
be as follows: (1) non-judicial remedies, C, art 54(2), (2) IDERA, P, art xm, and (3) 
Alternative A, implemented through legislation). 

(li) With respect to non-consen,sual rights and interests, the UK. should align such rights 
with those customary in the international community. The UK. "fleet lien" is seen as out-of
line with international nonns, over-reaching, and potentially harmful to airlines (restricting 
credit) and financiers (increasing risk). The recent case R (on the application of Global 
Knafaim Leasi'1gLtd and another) v Civil Aviation Authority and another has drawn greater 
attention to the problem of the UK. fleet lien. Thus, a tailored declaration under C, art 39 
should be agreed after a policy assessment on this matter. 

(iii) We note the Department's current intent to have a second consultation on the 
declarations to be made and the content of the implementing legislation. We think. that such is 
not necessary, given the clarity on what is needed to ensure the benefits of the Treaty, and the 
consistency thereof with leading legal thought. If it is necessary, we encourage the 
government to undertake and complete that second step as promptly as possible. 

END 
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E1U'opean Bank 
fOl' Reconstruction and Development 

Mrs. Rachel Onikosi 
Department of Business Innovation and Skills 
Legal Services Group, Legislation & International Policy Unit 
1 Victoria Street 
London SWI V OET 

rachel.onikosi@bis.gsi.gov.uk 

J 
,_ LOndon, 8 October 2010 

Dear Mrs Onik()si, 

Re: BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile 
Equipment and Protocol tliereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment 
(July 2010) 

We are writing to you in response to the letter you addressed to Frederique Dahan on 30 

July 2010 requesting views in connection with the UK government's assessment of 

whether to ratify the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and the 

Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircr~ Equipment (thereafter "Cape Town 

Treaty" or- ''Treaty''). We have been working with the Aviation Working Group for 

many years to disseminate the importance of the Cape Town Treaty in a number of 

jurisdictions and provide assistance, whenever requested, to them in the process of 

accession/ratification. This is in this capacity, respectively as EBRD Senior Banker 

responsible for aviation matters and Lead Counsel for financial law refonn, that we are 

expressing views. 

Olle Exchange Square, London EC2A 2JN, Uniteu Kingdom 
Tel: +,14 20 733116000 ,>r +44 2074966000 Fa:<: +44 20 7338 6]00 or +<1<120 7496 6100 www.elml.eom 



The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) was established in 

1991 with a mandate to promote the transition from command to market economy in 

the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The shareholders of the EBRD are 61 

countries, including the UK, the European Union and the European Investment Bank. 

Since its establishment in 1991, the EBRD has become the largest financial investor 

in Central and Eastern Europe. 

The EBRD is committed to undertaking operations throughout the region and has 

signed projects in each of its countries of operations. The EBRD is also committed to 

the promotion of transparent and efficient legal systems and has developed an 

important legal transition programme, with a dedicated team working on legal 

refoons. Through its involvement in the aviation sector, and in particular in support of 

Russian aircraft manufacturing, the EBRD has recognised the importance of 

establishing a level field for fwancing organisations. EBRD legal documentation is, 

by convention, subject to English law but for all the aspects that are likely to be 

subject to the lex situs, the EBRD obtains local law advice and prepares the 

documentation in compliance with local law. This applies in particular to all security 

rights that we would want to obtain (or that we would want our partners to have) to 

secure the financing. Often, the most valuable asset available is the aircraft itself. 

In this respect, the EBRD has become familiar with the Cape Town Treaty since the 

time where it was developed and negotiated, and aknowledged that the Treaty could 

have a major positive impact on the conditions of financing in the aviation sector, 

specially in the EBRD region where the questions of existence, validity, priority and 

enforcement of security rights remain largely untested. 

In close cooperation with the Aviation Working Group, the EBRD is currently 

providing technical assistance to the Russian Federation on its accession to the Treaty 

and have experienced first hand the importance and influence that other jurisdictions 

have in the proCess. There can be no doubt that Western countries are watched very 

closely by countries like Russia as a guide to the approach, including on the Treaty's 

declarations. 



We therefore would like to express the importance of the UK decision to ratify the 

Treaty with all the set of "qualifying declarations" contained in the OEeD's aircraft 

sector understanding. 

We hope that these views, albeit limited, are of use to the BIS. 

We remain available for any other query that you may have. 

Sincerely yours, 

I~.U - . 
Florence Baehelard-Bakal 
Senior Banker 
Banking Department 

Frederique Dahan 
Lead Counsel 
Office of the General 
Counsel 



GE Capital Aviation Services and its affiliated companies lease around 1,800 commercial 
aircraft to airlines in over 75 different countries, including the UK. 

Our affiliated company, PK AirFinance, headquartered in Luxembourg and whose legal affairs 
I also supervise, has financed a further 400 or so commercial aircraft, again operated by 
airlines in the UK and worldwide. 

GE Engine Leasing supplies aircraft engines to various airlines and GE Capital's Equipment 
Finance arm provides funding for general aviation, corporate jets and helicopters, including 
for example those used in the North Sea oil industry. 

The Cape Town Convention and its Aircraft Equipment Protocol have therefore major 
significance to us. 

GECAS is a member of the Aviation Working Group and the evidence, views and 
submissions put forward by the AWG on this subject have my full ~ndorsement. 

There are just a few extra points to add or stress: 

There is considerable focus in the call for evidence document on mortgages but it is important 
to understand that the Convention affects leasing of aircraft too and (whilst statistics on the 
subject vary) there is no doubt that the vast majority of commercial airliners are subject to 
lease, more than mortgage and indeed in many cases, the same aircraft may be subject to 
mortgages and leases. 

Whilst a view is sometimes expressed that the Convention I Protocol are really aimed at and 
will have the most impact, in developing I emerging market countries, rather than those like 
the UK , this overlooks and underestimates (1) the UK's leadership role, which other countries 
will follow and (2) the importance to the UK economy of being a centre for international 
dispute resolution in England under English law. 

1. Leadership: There is no doubt that the UK's decision on ratification and its subsequent 
choice of declarations under the Convention and Protocol will send a signal and influence 
other countries, particularly those in the Commonwealth, in their own consideration of the 
topic. Some of those countries desperately need foreign investment in their aviation industry 
to update to more modern, safer and more fuel efficient aircraft. Attracting that investment will 
be made harder without the Cape Town Convention and its Protocol. 

By way of background, last year I was asked by the Tanzanian CAA to assist it with the 
country's adoption of the Convention and Protocol. I was pleased and able to do that. This 
week I have been discussing the same point with a member of the Ugandan Ministry of 
Justice and Foreign Affairs. There is interest in such countries but guidance is needed and 
the UK has a real opportunity to help give a lead here. Conversely if the UK were to decide 
not to ratify, that would send a very unhelpful message, as well as incidentally leaving the UK 
behind other EU states like Ireland, Luxembourg and (this week) Malta who have adopted the 
Convention and Protocol. 

2. Choice of English law and jurisdiction: GECAS and PK AirFinance are not English 
companies but have in recent years chosen English law to govern their contracts (for 
transactions outside of the United States) and provided for dispute resolution before the 
English courts in London. This brings legal work to England. However the recent Blue Sky 
case, which you rightly feature strongly in the call for evidence document, demonstrates a 
weakness which has caused concern in the aviation finance. industry and a reassessment of 
whether English law is really the most appropriate choice. 

Blue Sky is a case in which PK AirFinance's English law mortgage over a UK registered 
aircraft was challenged on lex situs grounds in the English courts by an Iranian party who had 
used forged bills of sale to re-register the aircraft elsewhere. The decision that PK's English 



law mortgage over an English registered aircraft, created by an English incorporated owner 
and registered both on the UK aircraft mortgage register and at English Companies House 
was invalid because the aircraft happened to be in The Netherlands at the time the mortgage 
was created, has caused widespread comment. At the International Bar Association Annual 
Conference in Vancouver this week several Dutch lawyers expressed their bemusement at 
the English decision; if the Dutch courts had been asked to decide on the validity of the 
English mortgage, the Dutch courts would have upheld the validity of the mortgage. For the 
English court to say it was applying Dutch law to deny the mortgage effect was seen as 
illogical. This is an unsatisfactory and highly non-commercial result, which adversely affects 
the view of the suitability of English law to determine rights over aircraft, one of the most 
moveable and high value of assets. The judge gave leave to appeal this point but that means 
more cost and as some legal commentators have already noted, had PK selected New York 
law and jurisdiction for example the lex situs would not have been relevant at all. 

It would therefore be a big step in the right direction to promote certainty of English law and 
help support a continued choice by foreign parties for English law and jurisdiction, if the UK 
now ratifies the Cape Town Convention and allows for international registration of interests 
where the borrower, operator, lessee is an English entity. 

I would be happy to discuss these points and our experience of the Convention to date with 
you if that would be helpful. 

Yours sincerely 

David Bartlett 

GE 
Capital Aviation Services I PK AirFinance S.a.r.l 
Senior Vice President & Counsel 
Solicitor - admitted in England & Wales, The Republic of Ireland & The Hong Kong SAR. China 

Tel. + 352 34 2030 42 
Mob: + 352 691 910072 
Email: David.Bartiett@gecas.com 

5/F, European Bank & Business Centre 
6D route de Treves 
Senningerberg L-2633 
Luxembourg 

GECAS Luxembourg s.ar.! 



Goldman Sachs International I Peterborough Court I 133 Aeet Street I London EC4A 2BB I Tel: +44 (0)20 7774 1000 
AuthorIsed and regulated by the FinancIal Services Authority 

5 October, 2010 

Rachel Onikosi 
Deputy Head, Legislative and International Policy Unit 
Department for Business, Innovation & Skills 
1 Victoria Street 
London SW1H OET 

Dear Ms. Onikosi, 

BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on Intemationallnterests in Mobile Equipment 
and Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

This is a response of Goldman Sachs International to the Call for Evidence in connection 
with the government's assessment of whether to ratify the Convention on International 
Interests in Mobile Equipment and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft 
Equipment. 

As a leading global bank, we have a keen interest in the development of international capital 
markets and encouraging the widest possible access to issuers and investors. 

The ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK airlines with enhanced access to 
international capital markets, thus diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it will 
open public debt marketS, providing UK airlines with another important option (in addition to 
bank debt and leasing, their traditional options) to help fund their capital-intensive aircraft 
acquisition requirements. 

We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Treaty and urge the government to do so 
as promptly as possible and with a high level of priority. We strongly endorse the response 
of the Aviation Working Group dated 16 August 2010. 

Yours sincerely, 

James Wardlaw 

cc: Jeffrey Wool, Secretary General, Aviation Working Group 



Helaba Landesbank Hessen-Thuringen 

The questions below have been specifically designed so that you can provide us with the 
necessary evidence to help us identify whether the UK should. move towards ratifying the 
Convention and Protocol. We require this information to help inform our decisions, and for this 
reason ask that you answer the questions fully as possible providing any additional information 
that you think would be helpful. 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the prQtectiOl1~of security interests. 
To what extent do you consider that this affects: ~ 

a) the complexity of the transactions; quite highly 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; creates uncertainty 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or either unavailable or more expensive 
d) the cost? 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties you have identified affect: 

a) the rating of aircraft receivables, significant effect 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or NIA 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? Significant effect 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at all, 
do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have identified in 
your answer to question 3.1? Vel}' helpful. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
intemational interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, 
with priority over unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a 
disadvantage? Please explain your anSWflr .. Advantage. A common system engenders 
confidence amongst financiers and lawyers. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft 
engine separately from .the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your 



answer. Yes. As Aircraft Engines are hig/JIy interchangeable amongst airframes such that the 
respective assets can be in several jurisdictions concurrently. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as from 
the time of registration of the prospective international interest without the need for any 
additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? No. A certain time frame 
would be preferable. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over such 
assets in a foreign country? If so, please give details. No. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence of 
default, to obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do you 
consider this useful? Please explain your answer. Yes. It provides a financier with greater 
certainty in establishing his rights. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of 
deregistration 
(removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How useful do 
you consider these additional remedies to be? Very. An alternative user of the asset may need 
immediate use of the equipment. It also limits physical deterioration of the asset. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so Yes. 
b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of the 
aviation industry? Quite beneficial. 
c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK 
proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. As soon as possible to provide 
good example to other nations considering ratification. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? No. 
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Our Ref: DB/aes 

8th October 2010 

Re: Call for evidence in respect of the Convention on International Interests in 
mobile equipment and protocol thereto and matters specific to aircraft equipment 

This response is submitted by David Baggott, solicitor, as an individual. 

Background 

David Baggott has specialised specifically in Aviation related matters for more than 30 
years and during that period of time has acted in various transactions involving the 
purchase of both new and used Boeing and Airbus commercial aircraft; the sale of various 
commercial aircraft; the purchase and sale of both new and used Business Jets; the 
purchase and sale of both new and used Helicopters. 

David Baggott also has extensive experience of financing and leasing (both tax based 
leases and operating leases) for commercial airliners, business jets and helicopters. 

Response 

By way of response to this call for evidence, and in answer to the questionnaire, I would 
say as follows:-

3.1 When transactions involving Aircraft which can and do involve businesses from 
different jurisdictions, whether it be way of financing or leasing, one of the 
fundamental aspects of the transaction which is inevitably agreed early in the 
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discussions or negotiations, is the law that is to apply to this particular transaction. 
In most transactions involving UK registered aircraft, the legal system that is held to 
apply is usually English law and with the English courts as having the jurisdiction 
in any disputes. That is because English law has become recognised as reputable 
and reliable and English courts are considered to be equally reputable, reliable 
consistent and honest, coupled with the ability to act quickly if required. In 
addition, English is considered to be the language of the Aviation Industry and, 
therefore, disputes resolved in England, using English and the English system, is 
felt to be an acceptable position. 

This is inevitably the case even when monies are being borrowed from foreign 
jurisdictions, e.g. US banks; Germany banks and even in the case of leasing 
companies, when they lease on an operating lease basis aircraft into the United 
Kingdom inevitably UK law is the law that they are perfectly happy to rely upon. I 
would, therefore, disagree with your fundamental propo'sition that cross border 
aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different countries with 
differing rules and creditors rights and the protection of security interest. The 
Aviation Industry is an extremely knowledgeable and sophisticated industry in 
which knowledgeable and experienced individuals work, both on a commercial 
basis and on a legal basis, and they fully appreciate the benefits of identifying the 
legal system and the Courts under which any disputes should be resolved. 

Therefore, complexity of the transactions is irrelevant, as is the predictability of 
legal outcomes, the availability of finance or leasing and cost. One further point on 
predictability of legal outcomes is the necessity to avoid any suggestion that this 
Convention could prefer owners or banks to the detriment of airlines or other 
aircraft users. 

3.2 As I do not consider any of the factors referred to in clause 3.1 apply, for the 
reasons stated, it follows that because English law is recognised as a stable and 
benign legal system that no difficulties should be experienced by people dealing 
with the UK on the rating of aircraft receivables; the cost of export credit insurance 
and/or the cost of financing or leasing aircraft. 

3.3 Bearing in mind the current system that we have within the UK, and particularly 
with the Register of Aircraft mortgages that can also be registered at Companies 
House and the assistance that the CAA provides in noting interests on the aircraft 
register when specifically requested, I do not consider that it.is necessary for the UK 
to move towards ratifying the Convention and Protocol. I certainly do not consider 
that the Convention and Protocol would help to reduce any problems (if such 
problems exist) where UK registered aircraft are concerned. 

3.4 (a) We already have a system that recognises the registration of aircraft mortgages and 
the fact that interests can be acknowledged by the CAA and, therefore, 1 would not 
consider that there was any advantage in their being an international register system 
applicable to UK registered aircraft. 
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3.4 (b) There may well be benefit in a registration system for an aircraft engine separate 
from the airframe, but that is something that could easily be adapted and adopted by 
the CAA for the purpose of providing protection. 

3.s Time limits for the. completion of registration of any transaction are always sensible. 
I, therefore, do not consider it advantageous for the Cape Town Convention to set 
no time limit. That merely creates uncertainty and confusion for those who might. 
have different interests in the aircraft and with no impetus to register those interests 
as quickly as possible. 

3.6 I have not experienced any difficulty in repossessing UK registered aircraft in a 
foreign country, and would go further to say that I have not experienced any 
difficulties whenever British aircraft that have changed registry iI). a country and 
then had to be repossessed. Previous actions on my part have proved successful, 
but occasionally lengthy for the purpose of securing the release and return of the 
aircraft. 

3.7 I am not sure that this provides any benefit and believe that similar rights exist in 
the UK courts when, for example, seeking an interim injunction in the process of 
grounding an aircraft and following that with an application to recover possession. 

3.8 The nonnal procedure when dealing with aircraft financing and leasing is for 
deregistration power of attorney to be provided to enable the deregistration and 
export of the aircraft and, therefore, the Aircraft Protocol as such is merely 
following the procedure and practice that already prevails within the English 
aviation system. 

3.9 (a) No 

(b) I consider that if ratification took place it would create unnecessary red tape and 
administrative burden on those selling, purchasing, financing and leasing aircraft in 
the UK and for no real purpose or benefit. 

3.10 Discussing the Convention with others in, for example, the United States who now 
have to operate under the Convention, they find that the Convention burdens them 
unnecessarily and is considered a general nuisance. Please have regard for the fact 
that in the United Kingdom there is a sophisticated and well experienced aviation 
industry that has operated without in the main difficulty, certainly over the last 30 
years,without the need for this Convention. I have no doubt that in other parts of 
the world where the industry is not as so well sophisticated and experienced that 
this Convention may well prove useful, but that is not sufficient reason to impose 
this unnecessarily burdensome Convention on the United Kingdom at a time when 
the present Government has pledged to reduce red tape. 

Airlines have come and gone in the United Kingdom over the last 30 years or more 
and aircraft owners throughout that period have been able, with the benefit of the 
UK legal system, the registrar of aircraft mortgages, register of mortgage at 
Companies House and the general edict of English law, to recover possession of 
their assets when required. 
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Isolated cases no doubt cause difficulty from time to time, but they must be treated 
in isolation and such isolated cases should not be sufficient reason to impose on the 
UK aviation industry a further additional and unnecessary administrative burden. 

In addition to all this, there will, of course, be cost and that cost of the registration 
will involve inevitably the use of lawyers or agents who themselves will make a 
charge. This is an unreasonable further burden to impose on airlines; those that 
own or operate business jets and those that own and operate helicopters. 

I have heard this Convention described as a lot of hassle; the information on the system is 
not very helpful and apparently international interests are not considered to be mortgages. 

There is even a school of thought that this Convention is anti trust as at the present time 
United States is a signatory to the Convention and for the people who buy Boeing aircraft 
with the benefit of ExIm Finance, one" of the ancillary effects of registration under the 
Convention is that it reduces the fee that is paid or charged by Exlm Finance. 1 am inclined 
to say I do not have any personal information on that; it is merely a comment that has been 
made to me as I have prepared for this response. 

Hopefully you find this helpful and if you require any further information or comment, 
please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Yours faithfully 

J~~~ ({elf' 



BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

Reply submitted by: Maples and Calder 

(contact Mark Western - mark.western@maplesandcalder.com) 

Date: 17th September 2010 

Introduction 

This is a response to the above-identified Call for Evidence (the 'CE") in connection with HM 
Government's assessment of whether to ratify the Convention on International Interests in 
Mobile Equipment (the ·Convention") and the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft 
Equipment (the ·Protocol"). The Convention and the Protocol will be referred to together as 
the ·Cape Town Treaty" or "Treaty". 

We have set out in this response the questions contained in Part III of the CE, and, below 
each such question, our reply. 

The CE was forwarded to us by the Aviation Working Group ("AWG") which recognises the 
important role that Cayman Islands' entities have in international aircraft financing 
transactions. 

Our response is given from the perspective of Cayman Islands lawyers - the Cayman Islands 
have a particular interest in the UK ratifying the Treaty and extending it to the Cayman 
Islands for the following reasons: 

1) numerous aircraft financing transactions utilise a Cayman Islands entity ("C.I. SPY") in the 
ownership structure in order, amongst other things, to ring-fence the asset and liabilities and 
enhance the financiers' security position; in particular many transactions guaranteed by the 
European Export Credit Agencies ("ECAs") in support of exports of Airbus aircraft use a C.I. 
SPV owner of the aircraft (the ECAs comprise of the United Kingdom's Exports Credits 
Guarantee Department, France's Compagnie Francaise d. Assurance pour Ie Commerce 
Exterieur and Germany's Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG) as do traditional commercial 
based lending in airfinance transactions; 

2) Exports of Boeing aircraft supported by the Export-Import Bank of the United States 
("EXIM") have also traditionally utilised C.1. SPVs; 

3) the use of C.1. SPVs in EXIM backed financings. has been reduced as a direct result of the 
Cayman Islands not being a party to the Treaty and the majority of that work (including the 
incorporation of the owner) has gone to either Delaware or Ireland; 

4) as an Overseas Territory the Cayman Islands is dependent on the United Kingdom ratifying 
the Treaty before it can become a party to it. 

The importance of implementation of the Treaty for the Cayman Islands is illustrated by the 
fact that a law was passed in the Cayman Islands (the "Cape Town Law") to recognise the 
Treaty as if the Cayman Islands had ratified it; however the international finance community 
(and especially EXIM) do not view the Cape Town law as having similar standing to 
ratification of the Treaty and its extension to the Cayman Islands. 

MXW\999999\4012799v2 



We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Treaty and urge H.M Government to. 
do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of priority and to extend the Treaty 
to the Cayman Islands with the provisions discussed below. 

The Treaty as extended to the Cayman Islands should include Article XI (remedies on 
insolvency) applying Alternative A of this article ("Alternative A") as well as the other 
declarations highlighted in our response to 3.9 below. The aircraft financing market perceives 
the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction under the Treaty as being predicated on 
the applicability of Alternative A (with a sixty (60) day waiting period). Thus, it is essential that 
Alternative A apply in the Cayman Islands through its inclusion in the U.K.'s implementing 
legislation as extended to the Cayman Islands. 

Responses 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security 
interests. To what extent do you consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity of the transactions; 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

Response: 

a) Having to deal with conflict of law issues does make aircraft financing and leasing 
transactions very complex as the parties will often have to try and draft documents to deal 
with differing legal concepts and formalities - For example there are often differing rules for 
establishing priority or perfection of security granted in support of the financing; in addition 
financiers and lessors have to deal with the differing regimes that apply in relation to the 
ability to actually repossess and de-register aircraft ; 

b) whenever conflict of laws issues apply they lead to unpredictability. As mentioned in CE, 
para 1.11, there is a particular level of uncertainty in English law (which would be highly 
persuasive in the Cayman Islands) due to the application of the lex situs rule regarding 
property rights in aircraft. The recent Blue Sky case highlights the problems associated with 
lex situs issues and we want to highlight the predictability (or lack thereof) issues that can 
arise by pointing out the following: 

In the Blue Sky the case the judge (Beaton J) described one of the issues as giving: 

If ••• rise to questions of the validity of the mortgage which in turn involves determining their 
applicable law and whether the English choice of law rule as to the determination of title to 
moveables refers to the domestic law of the relevant country or also to its private international 
law and its choice of law rules (the "renvoI' issue)." 

In deciding the above issue Mr Justice Beaton stated that: 

"As a matter of English law both mortgages are valid and effective. It is common ground 
between the Armenian experts, Messrs Babadjanian, Khzmalyan, and Mouradin, that the 
mortgages are valid according to Armenian law. It is also common ground between the Dutch 
experts, Messrs Crans Falkena and Janssen, that a Dutch court would hold that the mortgage 
of the third aircraft is valid because it would apply English law as the lex registrii at the time of 
the mortgage. A comment in the table setting out the different positions a.ndthe joint view of 
the Dutch experts states "the experts are in full agreement that a Dutch court would use the 
substantive law of the country where the aircraft was registered as to nationality at the time of 
the creation of the relevant security interest". In the case of the third aircraft.this would be 
English law. However, they also agree that "where Dutch domestic law would apply the 
mortgage as contemplated in the mortgage and security assignment dated 21 December 
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2006 would not create a valid mortgage (hypoteck) under Dutch law." The issue is thus 
whether the English choice of law rule on this issue refers to the Dutch conflict of laws rules 
and permits the "renvoi" of the issue, or whether it refers to domestic Dutch law." 

Beaton J then goes on to state that in Berlitz International Inc. Millett J observed ([1995]1 
WLR 978 at 1008) that the doctrine of renvoi has only been applied in the field of succession 
and to legitimation by subsequent marriage. He stated: 

"It has not been applied in contract or other commercial situations. It has often been criticised, 
and it is probably right to describe it as largely discredited. It owes its origin to a laudable 
endeavour to ensure that like cases should be decided alike wherever they are decided, but it 
should now be recognised that this cannot be achieved by judicial mental gymnastics but 
only by international conventions." (at 1008) (Emphasis added). 

So Blue Sky itself illustrates that English law (and Cayman Islands law) needs instruments 
such as the Treaty in order to achieve uniformity and predictability. 

c) and d) The aircraft finance and leasing markets have had to spend a tremendous amount 
of time and resources dealing with complex cross border legal issues; in some circumstances 
this has meant that airlines in often poorer jurisdictions have not been able to avail 
themselves of leasing or finance products without paying more for them. In all circumstances, 
greater complexity and less predictability results in higher transaction costs than would 
otherwise by the case. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that 
the difficulties you have identified affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

Response: 

a) Unlike operators in the U.S., European/U.K. airlines have not been able to easily avail 
themselves of access to capital market instruments such as "enhanced equipment trust 
certificates" ("EETCs") which are largely issued and rated on the value of the aircraft secured 
rather than the credit of the issuer. The few European airlines (and it should be noted no U.K. 
airline has done so) that have successfully issued EETCs (and they have often used C.1. 
SPVs in the structures) have had to pay far more and accept more restrictions than U.S. 
airlines do; the price differential reflects the uncertainty that a financier to a European/U.K. 
Airline has that it will be able to access the relevant aircraft as security for the debt when 
compared with the greater protections available in the U.S. (as a result of the protections 
offered under section 1110 of the U.S. Bankruptcy code). Ratification of the Treaty with 
Alternative A will greatly enhance the ability of airlines in the UK and the Overseas 
Territories to access cheaper funding; 

b) It is relatively easy to ascertain the market view of what the difficulties referred to in 3.1 
cost in respect of export credit insurance and how ratification of the Treaty will reduce those 
costs. In the DECD's aircraft sector understanding (the "ASU") all OECD countries (the U.K. 
included) plus Brazil have agreed that ratification of the Treaty - with a set of "qualifying 
declarations· (see reply to question 3.9) - justifies a material reduction in the fee charged for 
obtaining export credit support. The size of the so called "Cape Town Discount" depends on 
the credit standing of the borrower; the weaker the credit standing (and therefore the higher of 
the risk of default), the larger the fee reduction. Under the current terms of the ASU, the range 
of discount (for large aircraft) is 20 to 150 basis points on the upfront fee charged. 

c) This is a more difficult amount to actually quantify as transaction costs for these products 
are affected by a number of issues including the overall availability of credit in the market, 
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capital adequacy requirements and aircraft values; in addition very little information is publicly 
available about financingJIease costs - however any actions taken that reduce a 
financiers'nessors' risk in relation to repossession must have a reductive effect on the costs of 
financing. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if 
at all, do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any'problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1? 

Response 

The terms of the Cape Town Treaty will significantly reduce the problems identified in 3.1 as it 
will: (i) address the problems associated with the lex situs rule and (ii) (if ratified incorporating 
Alternative A) remove insolvency delay and impairment issues. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
international interests in and sales of aiiframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, 
with priority over unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? 
Please explain your answer. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine 
separatelyfrom the aiiframe helpfol or not helpfol? Please explain your answer. 

Response: 

a) In evaluating the International Registry ("IR") we have the benefit of the fact that it is 
already in operation and that approximately half of the world's new aircraft transactions are 
registered in the IR. 

The IR (and the relevant priority rules) provides a significant advantage to the alternative of 
national registers as it is electronic, low cost and available 24 hours a day. Utilisation of the 
IR has made closing aircraft transactions easier. The fact that interests may be registered in 
advance ("prospective interests"), allows the parties flexibility (and cost savings) in relation to 
closing logistics. The priority rules are clear and the objective is that all parties to an aircraft 
transaction can search the IR at any time and determine exactly what their rights will be. The 
fact that the IR (through the Treaty) establishes priorities on an international basis is a 
significant advantage as it is far more efficient that relying on national priority rules. 

b) By allowing international interests to be registered separately against engines the Treaty 
very helpfully addressees a particularly thorny issue for engine financiersllessors (be they 
financiers of a whole aircraft whose engines are then used on a different airframe as a result 
of pooling or specialists in the field of engines). 

Engines are a valuable asset that are oftenfinancedlleased separately from the airframe they 
may be used on from time to time (for operational reasons airlines want to pool their engines 
or need to access spares). The financing of engines has been overly complicated by the fact 
that in some jurisdictions they are treated as part of the airframe to which they are attached -
this has often meant that financiers/lessors of engines lose their property rights in the asset 
they are financing or leasing which is inequitable and leads to higher risk and hence costs for 
airlines. 

Allowing for separate registrations in respect of Engines means that engine financiersllessors 
will no longer have to try and utilise artificial devices such as "recognition of rights 
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agreements" ("RORAs") to try and protect themselves. RORAs are a series of undertakings 
between persons interested in engines used by an airline to respect each other rights to 
specific engines. The main problem with RORAs is that they may only equate to a 
contractual obligation that may be frustrated by the insolvency of a counterparty and so they 
are very inferior to the rights that the Treaty would establish in respect of engines. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as 
from the time of registration of the prospective international interest without the need 
for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

Response· 

This is very advantageous as the absence ofa stipulated time period and the ability to make a 
prospective registration allows the parties much· needed flexibility in relation to closings. It 
should be remembered that aircraft transactions often span multiple jurisdictions and time 
zones and so anything that allows for the time at which a closing may occur to be as great as 
possible open-ended helps the transaction and reduces cost. As an interest only has priority 
from the time it is searchable no party is disadvantaged because all someone needs to do is 
to search the IR to ascertain if something is registered; if the search reveals an entry that may 
have a higher priority then the searching party would have then it will not close its transaction 
until the IR is cleared of any registration that could prevail over its interest. 

Both Cayman Islands and English law recognises the need for some type of protection of 
prospective interests through the utilisation of priority notices for mortgages over aircraft; 
which are registered in each respective jurisdiction. However, both countries currently use a 

. two-step, paper-based approach rather than the simpler process that the Treaty establishes. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing U.K. registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over 
such assets in a foreign country? If so, please give details. 

Response: 

We leave it to English law practitioners to respond to this issue. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence 
of default, to obtain early judiCial relief pending final determination of the case. Do you 
consider this useful? Please explain your answer. 

Response: 

We understand from other commentators that this provision was included in the Convention in 
order to provide countries opposed to non"judicial remedies with a court-based, functional 
equivalent thereof. 

Neither the Cayman Islands nor the U.K. is such a country and English and Cayman Islands 
law (which closely follows English law), on non-judicial remedies is well-established and 
effective; therefore the aviation community should be largely indifferent as to whether the 
U.K., when ratifying, makes these particular declarations. We would however expect that the 
declaration required by the Convention, part 54(2)(permittingaction "without leave of the 
courf'). would be applied to the Treaty as extended to the Cayman Islands. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How useful 
do you consider these additional remedies to be? 

Response: 
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A financier/lessor would view the ability to de-register as essential because of the terms of the 
Chicago Convention of 1944, which means that to effectively exercise remedies against an 
aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register that aircraft before being able to deploy and 
register it elsewhere. If the aircraft is not deregistered it is effectively worthless as it will lose 
the associated airworthiness certificate and therefore it is unlikely that it can be operated. We 
would also support the use of the provisions set out in Part XIII of the Treaty in respect of 
IDERAs or "irrevocable deregistration and export authorization". It should be noted that most 
countries which have ratified the Convention (including the United States which already has 
an efficient de-registration system) have opted into using IDERAs and that utilisation of 
IDERAs is a prerequisite to obtaining the Cape Town Discount under the ASU. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of the 
aviation industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the U.K. 
proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Response: 

a) We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Treaty and its extension to the 
Cayman Islands. 

As stated in the introduction, the Treaty as extended to the Cayman Islands must include the 
economically most important provision, Part XI (remedies on insolvency) - Alternative A 
(with a sixty (60) day waiting period) as most of the economic benefits and transaction risk 
reduction effected by the Cape Town Treaty are predicated on the applicability of that 
provision. 

b) Ratification of the Cape Town Treaty (with Part XI, Alternative A implemented through 
legislation) will reduce legal and transactional risk and therefore will produce economic benefit 
to airlines (by reducing cost and providing more availability of financing), manufacturers 
(including through its impact on ratification by others, and by promoting exports), and financial 
institutions (by reducing risk). These interests, including export interests, also have the job 
creation benefits. Extension of the Treaty to the Cayman Islands will allow C.I. SPVs to 
continue to be used in relation to aircraft financings and to support the aircraft industry. 

c) We would urge the government to ratify as prompdy as possible and extend 'the Treaty to 

the Cayman Islands. 

Ratification will support the continued use of both English law as the governing law of the 
transaction and C.1. SPVs in international airfinance transactions. The use of C.1. SPVs in 
EXIM transactions has been seriously effected by the fact that the Cayman Islands is not a 
party to the Treaty. 

Even if the U.K. is not willing to ratify promptly we would strongly urge them to engage with 
the Cayman Islands Government in order to put in place a mechanism by which the Cayman 
Islands can be made a party to the Treaty as soon as possible. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Response: 
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The Treaty is earning global appeal for the reasons outlined above. Countries which do not 
ratify are likely to be (and indeed are already finding themselves) at a competitive 
disadvantage, with negative knock on effects to their economy and business community. 

Moreover, it is essential that the Treaty as extended to the Cayman Islands includes the 
"qualifying declarations' set out in the ASU which are as follows: 

(1) non-judicial remedies, Part 54(2), 

(2) lOERA, Part XIII; and 

(3) Alternative A (60 calendar day waiting period, implemented through legislation). 

If you wish to discuss the above please do not hesitate to contact Mark Western who is based 
in ·our Hong Kong office and whose contact details are below: 

Mark Western 

Maples and Calder 
53rd Floor The Center 
99 Queen's Road Central 
Hong Kong 

mark. western@maplesandcalder.com 

Direct: +85236907407 
Mobile: +85290160076 
Fax: +852 2537 2955 
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Natixis Transport Finance 

I am answering this on behalf of Natixis Transport Finance, French Bank dedicated to aircraft financing. 

Question 3.1: This affects a), b) and d): Lending to an entity - or for the final benefit of an airline - which is 
based in a country were the Cape Town Convention has been ratified can enable the bank to look at a 
financing that it could not have looked at without Cape Town Convention: for instance in countries where the 
jurisdiction is not favourable to creditors if a repossession process needs to be set up, following a default 
payment of the airline. 

Question 3.2: b) Export Credit Insurance can thus be more expensive: the more complicated and the less 
favourable the jurisdiction, the most expensive the up front premium of the ECAs 

c) As for ECAs, the more complicated and the less favourable the jurisdiction, the more 
expensive the commercial debt available to the airlines and the less aircraft financing proposals they will 
receive. 

Question 3.3: Please see 3.1 

Question 3.4: a) It is an advantage for both the airline and the bank because it enables the airline to get 
better financing conditions and the banks better securities and the insurance that their securities will be 
better recognized 

b) It is helpful because banks sometimes only finance engines and engines are movable 
parts. So it is helpful to separate the different movable parts of the aircraft, all the more since, at the end of 
the economic life of an aircraft, the engine represent the most important value the aircraft contains. 

Question 3.5 NA 

Question 3.6 Yes, we know that some operating lessors and banks might have had issues to repossess in 
the past (especially in non cooperative jurisdiction) and thus we think the Cape Town Convention is a good 
thing in the aircraft financing industry (recognized by the ECAs since their up front premium are lower when 
the state in which the aircraft are registered has ratified Cape Town). Cape Town will certainly favour British 
airlines which wish to get financings for their aircraft both in terms of volume and pricing. 

Question 3.7 Yes this is useful. On a bank's perspective, if your client (the airline) is in default, you will 
want to have access to your security (the airframe + engines) as soon as possible. If the Cape Town 
Convention enables you to shorten the timing during which you cannot exercise your securities, it is 
obviously very useful. 

Question 3.8 NA 

Question 3.9 a) Yes indeed 
b) Positive impact enabling (1) certain airlines to have access to financings (for airline based 

in difficult jurisdiction where a local law mortgage is difficultly enforceable) and (2) other airlines to benefit 
from better funding sources (for instance, lower ECA premium). Also, the more securities banks have on the 
assets they finance, the less equity they will have to mobilize in their Balance Sheet to comply with the local 
regulations (Basel II, III ... ) and thus the more competitive their pricing will be which will lead for the airline to 
better margins and advance levels on their loans. 

c) As soon as practicable 

Question 3.10 We thank you for having asked us our opinion. We remain at your disposal should you have 
any additional question. 
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I am replying on behalf of Norton Rose LLP to the OBIS's Call for Evidence (CE) in relation to the possible 
ratification by the United Kingdom of the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and the 
Protocol on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (together the Convention). 

Norton Rose LLP is an international law firm and a market leader in aviation finance. We represent a large 
number of airlines (including easyJet and Flybe), lessors and banks. We are also on the panel of law firms 
that represent the Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD) in aviation finance matters. However the 
views expressed below are our own and not necessarily those of our client~. This reply has been prepared 
following consultation with the partners in the firm who are active in this field. 

We are members of the Legal Advisory Panel to the Aviation Working Group (AWG). The AWG has replied 
to you separately and we have indicated below where we agree with their views. 

As lawyers, we do not believe that we are qualified to comment on the possible effect of the Convention's 
ratification by the United Kingdom on overall finance costs for airlines or on lease rates actually made 
available to airlines in this country. 

We note that the CE does not request our views on the desirability or otherwise of the United Kingdom 
adopting Alternative A. The AWG has, however, covered this issue at length in their reply and we therefore 
make a short comment on this issue. We are not aware of any empirical evidence as to the effect that the 
ratification of the Convention with Alternative A has had on overall finance costs for airlines or on lease rates 
for airlines in countries that have done so. Any such benefits would need to be weighed against the loss of 
the benefits to airlines in the United Kingdom of the administration process. 

However, we do believe that the ratification by the United Kingdom of the Convention, even without 
Alternative A (if that is what the Government were to decide to do), would bring significant benefits for the 
reason~ described below. 

Replying to the questions raised in the CE: 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different countries with 
differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security interests. To what extent do you consider that 
this affects: 
a) the complexity of the transactions; 
b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 
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We agree with the replies of the AWG. 
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We would add that, under the provisions of the Basel 2 Accord on the International Convergence of Capital 
Measurement and Capital Standards and its enabling legislation in the United Kingdom, banks wishing to 
rely on the availability of security over aircraft to reduce the capital charge for any financing loan need to 
establish that they have legally effective and enforceable security over the aircraft in every relevant 
jurisdiction. That different jurisdictions have different rules as to how such security can be created makes 
this difficult, if not impossible, to establish in certain transactions. 

If banks cannot claim appropriate capital relief for aircraft security, it is inevitable that the costs of the 
financing will rise. 

The CE mentions the Blue Sky case. Another recent case decided by the High Court (Celestial Aviation 
Trading 71 Ltd v Paramount Airways Private Ltd [2010] All ER (D) 146) held (obiter) that relief from forfeiture 
might be a defence available to airline lessees under finance leases. This adds to the unpredictability of 
legal outcomes. Finance leases, negotiated between airlines and banks, by their terms permit lessors to 
terminate leases and repossess aircraft following the occurrence of an event of default. It will add to the 
uncertainty as to the effectiveness of finance leases as instruments of quasi-security if these contractual 
rights can be overridden by the court's equitable discretion. This is a problem that would be resolved by the 
Convention's ratification. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the difficulties 
you have identified affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or 
c) the cost of financing or leaSing aircraft? 

Paragraph (a): we have no comment. We would recommend consultation with a ratings agency on this 
issue. 

Paragraph (b): we agree with the reply of the AWG but note that the ·Cape Town Discounr applies to the 
minimum guarantee fee chargeable by an export credit agency. Whether that discount is actually applied 
depends on the identity of the agency. We also note that currently export credit financing for Airbus and 
Boeing aircraft is not available to UK airlines under the so-called Home Countries rule (though we 
understand that this is currently being discussed by the export credit agencies). We would recommend 
consultation with ECGD on this issue. 

Paragraph (c): we agree with the reply of the AWG and also refer to our comments on Basel 2 set out at 3.1 
above. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at all, do you 
consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have identified in your answer to 
question 3.1? 

We agree with the reply of the AWG save that we make no commen! as to the desirability or otherwise of 
Alternative A. . 

3.4 Do you: 
a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
international interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with priority over 
unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please explain your answer. 
b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine 
separately from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

We agree with the reply of the AWG. 
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In addition we would emphasise the benefit of separate registration of engines for those parties involved in 
the financing of spare engines, both lessors and lessees. Because of the property rights issues affecting title 
to engines identified by the AWG in their reply, this type of financing has historically been treated as 
effectively unsecured. To the extent that the Convention applies and lessorsffinanciers can track their 
interests in specific equipment, this enables these transactions to be properly secured and treated as such 
for Basel 2 purposes for the benefit of financiers and airlines alike. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as from the time of 
registration of the prospective international interest without the need for any additional registration. 
Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

We agree with the reply of the AWG. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or engines 
situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over such assets in a foreign 
country? If so, please give details. 

We have extensive experience of repossessing aircraft in many jurisdictions. Whatever problems we have 
encountered tend to be caused by the jurisdiction where the aircraft is located at the relevant time rather 
than by the state where it is registered. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence of 
default, to· obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do you consider this 
useful? Please explain your answer. 

We agree with the reply of the AWG. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register), and export. How useful do you 
consider these additional remedies to be? 

We believe that these are valuable remedies although we are unaware of any situation in which lessors or 
financiers have actually needed to avail themselves of these in the United Kingdom. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 
a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 
b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of the aviation 
industry? 
c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK proceed to 
ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

We support the ratification of the Convention by the United Kingdom but, as explained above, make no 
comment on the importance or otherwise of Alternative A. 

We make the additional comment that, given the frequency with which English law is used to govern 
contracts in the field of aircraft finance, it would be highly desirable for it to conform with prevailing 
international practice which we believe would be consistent with its ratification. 

We agree with the AWG in their replies to paragraphs (b) and (c). 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

No. 
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We are grateful for the opportunity to reply to the Call for Evidence and remain available to discuss any of 
the issues raised in this letter with you if you so wish. 
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Response by Rolls-Royce pic (Rolls-Royce) to Department for Business Innovation and 
Skills Call for Evidence on the Convention on International Interests in Mobile 
Equipment and Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment dated July 
2010 

Rolls-Royce sets out its views below on the questions posed by.the Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills (BIS) in its Call for Evidence on the Convention on International 
Interests in Mobile Equipment and Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment 
(referred to in this note as the Convention and the Protocol and together as the Cape Town 
Convention). We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Convention and urge the 
government to do so as promptly as possible and with a high level of priOrity. We are happy to 
provide any further information or participate in discussions with BIS on these matters. 

It is helpful to set out details of our business as background to our responses. Rolls-Royce is 
a world-leading provider of power systems, gas turbines and services for use on land, at sea 
and in the air, operating in four global markets - Civil Aerospace, Defence Aerospace, Marine 
and Energy. Rolls-Royce has four roles in the aircraft industry where ratification of the Cape 
Town Convention would be beneficial: as manufacturer; as financier, as lessor and as 
borrower. ' 

As manufacturer Rolls-Royce civil aerospace engines power over 30 different types of major 
commercial aircraft, with a fleet of over 13,000 engines in service and a market share of over 
30%. Rolls-Royce is a significant exporter of UK manufactured products and a key employer 
in the UK economy. 

As financier Rolls-Royce frequently agrees to provide backstop financing for airlines whereby 
Rolls-Royce finances the purchase of aircraft and engines by airlines if they are unable to 
locate funding in the commercial 7market. 

As lessor Rolls-Royce has a 50% shareholding in the world's second largest engine lessor, 
Rolls-Royce Partners Finance Limited (RRPF). RRPF has a portfolio of approximately 300 
aircraft engines with a combined value in excess of US$1.5 billion. Rolls-Royce also has 
shareholdings in other engine leasing joint ventures. 

As borrower, both RRPF and other engine leasing joint ventures source bank and capital 
markets funding, using engines as security collateral. 

Our responses to the questions posed by BIS in its Call for Evidence reflect our experience in 
the aircraft industry as manufacturer, financier, lessor and borrower. 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security 
interests. To what extent do you consider that this affects: 

(a) the complexity of the transactions 
(b) the predictability of legal outcomes . 
(c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities 
(d) the cost? 

In our experience the ability of cross border aircraft financing and leasing to potentially attract 
the laws of different countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of 
security interests significantly affects the complexity of transactions, predictability of legal 
outcomes, the availability of finance or leasing facilities and the cost involved. There are three 
issues in this respect: the lex situs rule; recovery in insolvency; and accession of title to 
engines. 

Aircraft and engine repossession rights are governed by the law of the jurisdiction in which 
the aircraft object is situated (lex situs) at the time of repossession. Aircraft are highly 
moveable assets and legal rights and remedies, and the time period and costs involved in 
repossessing an aircraft object vary considerably between different legal systems. It is 



therefore difficult for financiers and lessors to be certain as to the legal rights and remedies 
available, or the time period for recovery of aircraft objects, following default by an airline, 
resulting in uncertainty and unpredictability of outcomes. 

Financiers' and lessors' rights and ability to recover financed or leased aircraft objects on 
insolvency of an airline vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In the majority of jurisdictions 
financiers and lessors can not be clear as to the time period for repossession of aircraft 
objects. This uncertainty results in increased financing and leasing costs as financiers and 
lessors seek to price this risk into transactions. This risk is addressed in a few jurisdictions, 
such as the US, where section 1110 of the US bankruptcy code requires the insolvency 
administrator, by the end of a sixty day waiting period, to either give possession of aircraft or 
aircraft engines to the secured party with a security interest over that aircraft or aircraft 
engine, or to cure all defaults and to agree to perform all Mure obligations under the relevant 
agreement. Such legislation gives certainty as to the time period for repossession of aircraft 
and aircraft engines. However, the vast majority of jurisdictions, including the UK, do not have 
such protections for financiers and lessors of aircraft, giving rise to uncertainty and 
unpredictability of outcomes. 

In addition, in certain jurisdictions (for example, the Netherlands), title to engines installed on 
an airframe becomes vested in the owner and/or mortgagee of the airframe merely by the fact 
of installation of those engines on the host airframe. Financiers and lessors of spare engines 
(or aircraft from which the original engines are removed and installed on another airframe) 
may therefore lose title to engines installed on airframes. Engines are frequently installed on 
different airframes and there is a significant risk that title to an engine accede to another 
owner or mortgagee, thereby preventing or delaying repossession. Financiers and lessors 
~ek to mitigate these risks by obtaining recognition of rights agreements (RORAs) from the 
owners and mortgagees of host airframes; however, the need to obtain RORAs, potentially 
from many owners and mortgagees, adds complexity, delay and costs to transactions. 

Aircraft financiers and lessors therefore face uncertainty as to their ability to protect their legal 
rights and interests and the time period for recovery of collateral. Legal outcomes are 
unpredictable. The unpredictability of legal outcomes leads to greater complexity in 
transactions as parties seek to minimise that risk - for example by implementing complicated 
and costly financing structures. This uncertainty and unpredictability reduces the availability of 
financing, particularly from the capital markets. Pricing of aircraft financing and leasing 
reflects this uncertainty, resulting in increased costs for borrowers. . 

Of these three issues, the lex situs rule and accession of title to engines issues are more 
acute in engine financing. In many jurisdictions it is not possible to register interests such as 
leases of or mortgages over aircraft engines with the aviation authority, meaning it is 
impossible or very difficult to grant effective security over aircraft engines. This results in 
higher funding costs, as banks seek to reflect the increased risk in their ability to repossess 
aircraft assets by increased pricing. The recovery in insolvency issue is identical in respect of 
engines as for aircraft. The accession of title to engines issue-is a significant issue in respect 
of engine finanCing and leasing: an engine lessor or financier risks losing his entire collateral 
through accession of title to engines. 

The Cape Town Convention solves the lex situs rule, recovery in insolvency rule and 
accession of title to engines issues and it is important that the UK ratifies the Cape Town 
Convention in order to address these issues, thereby reducing the complexity and 
unpredictability of outcomes in aircraft finance transactions, increasing availability of finance 
and leasing facilities and reducing cost. 

3.2 If any of the factors In question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties you have identified affect: 

(a) the rating of aircraft receivables; 
(b) the cost of export credit insurance; and 
(c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft. 



We are not personally familiar with the rating of aircraft receivables. However, the rating of 
aircraft-backed securities (enhanced equipment trust certificates or EETCs) is publicly 
available. These indicate that pricing of EETCs issued by European airlines has been higher 
than those issued by lower rated US airlines. This is thought to be as a result of enhanced 
creditor protection through section 1110 of the US bankruptcy code, which addresses the 
recovery in insolvency issue identified above. 

The difficulties identified in our response to question 3.1 clearly affect the cost of export credit 
insurance. This is reflected in the discounts given by export credit agencies where these 
difficulties are addressed through ratification by the relevant Country of the Cape Town 
Convention. Under the Aircraft Sector Understanding (ASU) export credit agencies in the 
OECD and Brazil offer significantly lower priced credit insurance (between 20-150 bps, 
depending on the creditworthiness of the airline) where an airline is situated in a country 
which has ratified the.Cape Town Convention. 

We consider that the difficulties identified in our response to question 3.1 significantly 
increase the cost of financing or leasing aircraft. The cost of aircraft finance and leasing 
reflects the risks involved, and the uncertainties in aircraft finance and leasing are reflected by 
increased pricing. . 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international Interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at 
all, do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1? 

We consider that the Convention and Protocol would reduce to a Significant extent the three 
issues (lex situs rule, recovery in insolvency and accession of title to engines) identified in our 
answer to question 3.1. 

The Convention and Protocol create a simple and inexpensive way to register mortgages and 
leases of aircraft objects. Mortgages and leases registered with the International Registry are 
recognised by banks and financial institutions as creating fully perfected security, resulting in 
greater availability and cheaper funding. International i,nterests registered with the 
International Registry are recognised by other jurisdictions which have ratified the Cape Town 
Convention, thereby removing the uncertainties arising from the lex situs rule. 

The Cape Town Convention allows Contracting States to address the recovery in insolvency 
issue by opting for a special insolvency regime in relation to aircraft objects. Under Article XI 
of the Protocol Contracting States may choose Alternative A or Alternative B as regards 
remedies on insolvency, or alternatively Contracting States may make no declaration under 
Article XI, in which case national insolvency law applies. 

Alternative A requires the insolvency administrator, by the end of a waiting period specified by 
the Contracting State in its declaration, where a creditor has a international interest over an 
aircraft object registered with the International Registry, to either cure all defaults and agree to 
perform all future obligations under the relevant agreement or to give possession of the 
aircraft object to the creditor. This is functionally equivalent to the protections given by section 
1110 of the US bankruptcy code. Alternative A gives creditors certainty by ensuring that within 
a specified and binding time-limit the creditor either secures recovery of the aircraft object or 
obtains a curing of all past defaults and a commitment to perform the debtor'S future 
obligations. The debtor and other creditors are· not disadvantaged by the rights of aircraft 
financiers and lessors under Alternative A provided the waiting period is sufficient to allow the 
debtor or insolvency practitioner to consider restructuring options for an insolvent airline or 
lessor. 

Alternative B requires the insolvency administrator, by the end of a waiting period specified by 
the Contracting State in its declaration, where a creditors has a international interest over an 
aircraft object registered with the International Registry, to either cure all defaults and to agree 
to perform all future obligations under the relevant agreement or to give possession of the 
aircraft object to the creditor subject to any additional step or the provision of any additional 



guarantee that the court may require as permitted by applicable law. Under Alternative B 
recovery of aircraft objects by a creditor rnay depend upon a discretion exercised by the 
national court in accordance with applicable domestic law. English law imposes moratoria in 
insolvency procedures, including liquidations and administration, such that an aircraft 
financier or lessor would require court or insolvency practitioner consent in order to repossess 
an aircraft object. There is no time limit under Alternative B for assumption of the agreement 
or return of the aircraft object. Alternative B does not resolve the recovery in insolvency issue. 

A Contracting State may opt to apply Alternative A or Alternative B to all types of insolvency 
proceeding or only to some, and it may apply Alternative A to some types of insolvency 
proceeding and Alternative B to others, or apply one of these alternatives to all or only some 
types of insolvency proceeding and make no declaration to others (in which case national 
insolvency law will apply). The majority of Contracting States have applied Alternative A to all 
types of insolvency proceeding. We recommend that the UK apply Alternative A though 
alignment of national law with Alternative A to all types of insolvency declaration, with a sixty 
day waiting period, which is consistent with that adopted by the majority of other Contracting 
States. 

The Cape Town Convention removes the accession of title to engines issue by allowing 
aircraft lessors and financiers to register international interests with the International Registry, 
evidencing title to and security interests over engines. Registration of international interests 
with the International Registry overrides local law as to title preservation, thereby protecting 
the interest of engine lessors and financiers against the risk of accession of title to engines. 

Ratification of the Cape Town Convention by the UK will not only assist in resolving these 
issues where there is a direct link to the UK, but will also set an example to other countries. 
Both ratification of the Cape Town Convention by the UK and global ratification will have 
significant benefits for our business, the aircraft industry and the economy generally. 
Cheaper and more available funding allows airlines to purchase more and newer aircraft 
eqUipment, encouraging the manufacture and export of UK manufactured aircraft assets such 
as Rolls-Royce engines. Cheaper and more available funding reduces operating costs for 
UK-based airlines and lessors and therefore greater competitiveness of UK-based airlines 
and lessors in the global marketplace. 

3.4 Do you: 

(a) consider that the International Registry system, which provides for 
registration of international interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft 
engines and helicopters, with priority over unregistered national interests, 
is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please explain your answer. 

We consider that the International Registry system is an advantage. The International 
Registry is easy and cheap to use. The International Registry is available online and filings 
can be made, and searches carried out, simply and quickly, 24n. International interests 
registered on the International Registry are recognised by financiers and lessors as creating 
effective security interests, resulting in greater availability of funding and cheaper finanCing. 
Interested parties can quickly and easily check international interests registered against 
aircraft objects and parties can be certain as to interests over aircraft objects. 

The International Registry has significant advantages over local aircraft registries. Aircraft 
registers tend to be open only during business hours in the relevant jurisdiction, potentially 
requiring expensive and inconvenient closing processes to ensure that aircraft transactions 
occur during the opening hours of the relevant aircraft register. Prospective interests can be 
registered in advance which further facilitates closing of transactions. 

(b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft 
engine separately from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain 
your answer. 



Yes, we find this very helpful. As noted in our response to question 3.1, the lex situs rule; 
recovery in insolvency; and accession of title to engines issues are problematic for aircraft, 
and even more so for engines. Registration of international interests against an aircraft engine 
enables a financierllessor to protect its interests by registration of an international interest with 
the International Registry and to protect against the risk of accession of title to engines. 
Adoption of A1temative A enables financiers and lessors to have clear legal rights within a 
specified time period. 

Ratification of the Cape Town Convention would result in lower pncmg and increased 
availability of funding for aircraft engine financing. We would quantify this in the region of 50-
150 bps, a significant differential. Engine lessors based in jurisdictions which have ratified the 
Cape Town Convention have a competitive advantage through access to more available and 
cheaper funding, a significant disincentive for engine lessors to be based in the UK. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and 
registration of transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered 
international interest as from the time of registration of the prospective international 
interest without the need for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be 
advantageous? . 

We believe that this offers an advantage; however in our experience of engine financings and 
leasing filings with the International Registry are made simultaneously with creation of the 
relevant interest. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered 
aircraft or engines situated In a foreign country or (b) exercising other default remedies 
over such assets in a foreign country. If so, please give details. 

Repossession of UK registered aircraft or exercise of other default remedies over UK 
registered aircraft outside the UK is rare. Aircraft registered on the UK aircraft register are 
likely to retum regularly to the UK. As the UK is a country where repossession is relatively 

. easy, quick and inexpensive, creditors generally tend to favour repossession of. UK registered 
aircraft and exercise of other default remedies over UK registered aircraft in the UK. We are 
not aware of any specific examples of repossession of UK registered aircraft situated in a 
foreign country. 

This question is also largely irrelevant to the question of whether the UK should ratify the 
Cape Town Convention. The value in the UK ratifying the Cape Town Convention is the ability 
for creditors to register interests on the International Registry, which are then recognised by 
otlier Contracting States. This is only indirectly affected by UK ratification of the Cape Town 
Convention through the fact that ratification of the Cape Town Convention by the UK may 
influence other countries in deciding to ratify the Cape Town Convention. Ratification of the 
Cape Town Convention by other countries then protects title to and security interests over 
aircraft objects and greatly facilitates repossession of aircraft objects located in. those 
countries at the time of repossession. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing 
evidence of default, to obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the 
case. Do you consider this useful? Please explain your answer. 

In a number of jurisdictions it is necessary to repossess aircraft via court procedures. In the 
UK it is possible to exercise self-help remedies outside insolvency and it is not necessary to 
obtain a court declaration to repossess aircraft. The ability of creditors to obtain early judicial 
relief is therefore of limited benefit in the UK. 

3.8. The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of 
de-registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register) and export. How 
useful do you consider these additional remedies to be? 



We consider that the remedies of de-registration and export are essential. In repossessing an 
aircraft or engine it is important for the creditor to redeploy the asset as quickly and easily as 
possible. De-registration and export of the aircraft or engine allows a sale or lease of the 
aircraft or engine to occur - without these remedies the creditor simply has an asset which it 
is unable to deploy and therefore has limited value. 

3.9. In light of your answers to the above questions: 

(a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 
(b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your 

sector of the aviation industry. 
(c) If the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the 

UK proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

We strongly favour ratification of the Cape Town Convention. We consider that ratification of 
the Cape Town Convention will have a significant positive impact on availability and pricing of 
financing, particularly In relation to engine leasing and financing, with no drawbacks. 
Accordingly we believe the Cape Town Convention should be ratified as promptly as possible 
by the United Kingdom. We consider that the UK should adopt national law equivalent to 
Alternative A of Article XI of the Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment, 
with a sixty day waiting period. 

We consider that ratification of the Cape Town Convention will benefit all participants in the 
aircraft and engine industry, and will assist in encouraging UK exports and making the UK an 
attractive location for airlines and lessors. 

Failure to ratify the Cape Town Convention, including Alternative A, will result in serious 
disadvantages for airlines and lessors based in the UK and a loss of competitiveness of UK 
PLC in the global marketplace. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

We would also like to add that we do not believe that a second consultation on the details of 
legal opinions and the changes required to UK law is necessary. 

We are happy to provide any further information or participate in discussions with BIS on 
these matters. 
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Cr~ifs,!1!nds~¢!1!11y Ute I\!leSundet the .... ... .. .... NJtSEIPlQt Und~nding 
rAsUnl. W\1ile tt\e()QStpf ~rtcredit support (Whether by .~. ofgl.larantee or in$Ural1(le) 
~epends~Qn~ep$lng ofthf;llQansfrom banks in paltloipatingS~tes (or tnclrerecentl}t. 
tl:lePf~ngofbonds ·I$$Ulild· onthel;lasis;ofasovereign ~port. . guarantee frempattiCular 
~t~l, tl;je~lsal$o a~bythefeerw other charge ImpOSed I;)ythe re1evantexportcredit 
age~y provldjngtltesupportfcl.the~n$adion. 

A&banksQ~ring~rtcreditbaekedfl~anaJy$a tf)ese tm 
nature and quality oftltae~ oredltag~ support.. . ...• 
~erth$nby refEirence lethe credlfWOttblnessof theun~yiliga 
our .respon~ to. Question S.1areprl:lt'labJytessretevantthan fOr 
nQn.e~creditsupported Ioani rwanppatatiligtessotleestngan 

However, lbe le:'V'eldHheexpottcredit~n~sfeeisalJectedby 
~d furthem'l.Ofe. a diScoumonsUC;b fee· jsa~ifab!e 011 trailS 
operator is. ~ In. a CO.Ufitry .wrncht\as adopted the Cape 
fegi$teredlnsuch countlyJ. 

In ·relatiOn to Question 3.2(0). pteaseseeo~ response to Cl'ues1f01'I a 

:U. The. Convention alf(j Pfr)t6ca! eipbQc11FJPitJ(~ionaJ~1 
and ptidfityoffnmmational rl1~'f1l1rj~~'fJ" ... Tq 
$Ucha mglm& WOUldheJp to.~ al1Y.~Iii1ll1$.yqu,b$.WI·iden 
S;1? 

If.prOfJel1y ~ted .I;ly .~ •• "~I m8S$" of·~n~W9r1tiw1de, . 
contribUte slgnifidlilntIY. towanm.the. ~rmon~tiOn of 'the 
reist/onto aircraft lealSin9 ~na.·flhal1c1ng:,.jnel~jng··the lOut. 
thel'lbllity of~ anl:llenders to~and d~i.r 
. insolVency ,if AltemawE!AofArtItleXIIS·~by ISI,IQhcoul"lliles 

'ns bY reference to the 
it fn the tt<iln~o.n), 

ins, thllissyes<!l$cUssed in 
offeting acomrntroial, 
to tltesubjectairline. 

16SU~, under the.ASU. 
where thel,ll\denYl'ns· 

Yteaty (ortlte afrcraft: is 

iorthecmafJoll, wrf~tlon 
if at all. dO fOIl . .consIder 

In your answer to Question 

For example, me·~ptdf an .iTllem1i.ltlofla'·in~~.~·ttJ netltm. 
IsstlEls. 

Fl.lrthfilr,a ~llen~o'1I'!$~ ~~.proVlsllJl'l o'lll~ fotairotaft, 
underArtlek!iXI, a.pd pa~Ji;lflY, "Alte~tNeA~, A, WhiGh 
Il1e1Udeaspeedy and ceftaln.J:i~ by 'l(hieh tl;je ~l' . its asseion a debtdr 
iflSOlljency~areclearJy setoirt ·add~key sot Creditors, as do the 
'treatytulesoointf.fl1m re1i$falld . . .. .. .... . ....~, ~itor had cerulinty.that 
thf;I alretaft'would~ret~ Jot ~.assU~)~tJle.el:l ofa setti~ period. (as 
contemplated»)' _~A}ir! l~!'Is(e,ot JtleUK) toWhichtliey.arele:asin~ 
air~ (If . . .ij9k.(lO$tS I$~ aboVe should be 
.I$'J~. . ... . .. ..}~on ~ . !loUIa bemitlgfltad by the 
·insOlV~P~. .. ~II~~~ ~'. funding In lndSe 
jUfiSdiC1lCl'nsWtlichl1ave aQPlStedtf:le~ a!'ltl 

add~.bythe~tyi 
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3.5. 

I 
8) consJd(;Jr . thattfle IJ1tflmittk1l1aIRegl$t¥ .. system. which I provid&s ({Jr. regi$fr8tron. Of 

ItttematkJnaJ inteTfl8ts .inand _1ef;G! iJlrfmmelJ. af~ft . helicopters. with 
pdOrJty ()wrun~1!Jl'<)d flatkmallnWfe$t$.is ~"sdvanta or a di$8wantage? Please 
eitplalfl your answer. 

b) Do you lind .th~abi1ify to ~ /:In intfN'f/atJoni:1lintere Iflgainst an alrcraft engine 
~tate/ytrom thff<iirfra~ hefpftJldrnotehelliful? Plea e)fpJaln your answer. 

The International RSgistly $yst~m ~~blishesa priorjty reyime. 
forreglstrabfe·interests. Tfjls Is tisefUl(ot creditors to seGlfch 
{i) esfablishprior closillg~ether there~"'nyjntematiollCll 
~9lstertheir own interests, from aR~ pe~lvean4to 
search thereglster, 1I1acfdition the Int~nal Regi$try 
basis - other systernsarlittimltedtonatiQnCJlpri~. 

With Regard to Question $,4 (Q), please s~ our earliet responses 
to engine finanCinQ(orany iillrcraftleaseor fif\anclng transaction 
swapping) ... AninternSttklnalreg~onsystEtrn which Qllc!WS ind!Md 
interests in·such engloes to be recotdedis 9islgnific<lntbenefit ta 

Th&CBpeTown (')onvfJlfticm ~ets notifn(3limit for ti1f1complet1on a 
and co'mp/et/Orl fJNtJS fJfiqrJtytq :tfIeregi8ter6d mtemational 
f$fJl$fratloi1 of.ttre .. ~eir$mat!onal irlt~Withciut 
tegisttatlQ1j.Oo YOl!con$l(jerth/$ tp be ~<mtageoqs.? . 

1"l1ere .!~ no .. n~ for B. tlme limit fgrcornpletion ofregfSfratfon, 
In(iElntivise. till"l£ilY reQi$tra~n.$.l<:tte·1illfIQSmay rasult ina loss of a 
dQllot ~ullln· an·e~ngiji~hmentOftheinterest. 

ThisJs,~u~et'E19I$tr:ation @$ nOt affect validity olthe relevant 
It$hould ~ nqtedthat tUne relevantcont/1:lt:tlQSstatehS$adopied 
thenar.egl$fer!¥lintere$twlII givethlit credltorthere'rnetfleSul'lder 
·orotherin$Ol'!enQYo~raManyo~r.~. 

aneleetronie I'lOtlce.filinQ. 
or financed assets to 
higher priority and (ii) 

other parHeswho may 
priorities on· an international 

airling the Issues relating 
allows engine pOoling or 
nglnesto be tracked and 
financiers. 

tegisttation of transactif;)t1lJ, 
rrest· as from the time ()f 

need fol' any additiQnal 

attainment of prltllijywUI 
tentialprlOrity ~ltjoil, bl.It 

only prioritY. althQ-ugh 
.... .. .~fifl$OfVeneymles, 
rules, ·agljlinst a liquidator 

3.eoQ·ycwMo'll, Qtf!~~sex/(!f!rle.n~in(e)rep~mgUK rJ.istererJ affcmft ore1lfJipf#s 
SltI,l;fJl«!1t( ~01'Prftip(Jr,KJ{Intry()r{l») ex~rc/$lngotheN:JefatJIt~;es . Yersl;t;c;h as. irIa f:or:e,ign 
COlJhttVJ f!sq. please gNfi> ctetails. 

Firstll',\t .$ilo~,ld'be:rElCEllledtha~~n .. b)i the> UK Of the Cepe T 
spl.ytrQrl to I;I.I'JY $1,!Qhdifficultlesj .in.andofJtSelf. 

flor ~PIJI'f!<l" Of this response weassume~ttlle ClfrUne is Iil'-1K entity. If the UK ratified and 
irnpl.emer:lteathe 'treaty, inCluding AltematW~A.abd .1fle IJKl:Iifflll~s ~nt.the.n ~ a 



3.7 

matter pf English laW,lheoornestlcatedtteaty would alloW the 
daysoftfls Insolvency and de-reglster the all'Craft from the<UK eM 

Ho~v~.theextel1t to Whkih .the G/'editor. ctJuld 1akepol'>~ion f theaITCl'aft . in the foreign 
lUI'i$d/etioll of k:;oatiOnQrexe~ any other default ~m~ under the~n~ction 
dO(luments(on an .lnSOOeRoY ot. OtheJWise)WQl.Ildde~d em laWs of that 
Jl,lri$dfcti(lI'I, FOf exampla,tberulesrelating wrecoguitionoffo~jgn • ents in that c:;ountry, or 
ifanyinsQlven(IY orothet rulasprevent enfol'CElmentof thecreditQi' (e.g. If another 
interest::holderin that jurisdidlOnasaettsaC/aimon Cb as under a POSSessory 
lien).lftheforeignooui'ltry h8$ adopted the treaty, $OmeofttleSe i uas may not arise,. however, 
Ifthetteatyissl.IbjecttonatkmallaWS,tbSn well .jssuel3 may still Pe levant 

Th.s 1S.i1 treyexatnplaof theim~of "fUrhatrl'lGnlSati9n .. il$ tt;ltifl~on of .tllE!. treaty will 
notaddrass lSsuesulldetthe laWS of the fo~lpll CO!.!otry. Ht~ver" ratification by the UK may 
result i.n the Intangible barlefit ()f ellCduraglhg.Othef ~tott;ltlfy to fOllow the l)K'I1!00geJ 
oflm~ntation). 

ThecapetoWII Cdnvenfjo{J oohfetSon ~cteditCjl' tMr{ght 00 
obtaIn eariy jl,li:JfcfafifJ/fefpr;tldingfinf1l det~ination of thetsase. 
PJaal!e exj)/tlin your answer. 

jag evidence of d~tal,llt. to 
you consider thl$ J/l!efui? 

I 
Ass ~tlfeOc;ler! RB$AO Is of the·. tt!eHhlsls of enormous ~nanolal benefit, esit QIIows 
the. .. .... . ........ ~!V&the v_oftbe ~in(laSe df efault aodIor insolvency. It 
pre\l'entsa . . .. ...d_rioraljbl'lin con(.n~n oUlle $irqafiaod p the removal of valuable 
erij;Jlnesall(,l paJt$Whltb .oaI'l.lmPaCt ·thevalueand ma*~t.aJ;jllty collateral. However. as UK 
laW alreadY ~it$ $I.Ich no","jUtiiclal. re~, th~ lsl'lQt an ~, 

Th.9 AJrcraJtPrC~ copf~ on .the .~.theClI;/(j/tJQn~ d./fJ romedies of cfe.'f'egitStratiotl 
(ro/rlOvalof anail'Cft#fl·ftoma aatiOna/lJyrogisteiJ· 8I'1d~:xport. How do you consider these 
8(jditkJ.m~lf:$rnegl(J$tQ tJiJ? I 

Wertf.ertl.O+If respo~.ve,lnwHlCl'l·we· e"pIabl ~ttht abilltyoblainspeedy and CElrtain 
~~l'I al)dr~eplQyment ofan.~ftls crucial w.a OI'e1~itolr, as.reoovaty costs ate 
mmimj~~J the. (l~r$~miQ ··~.··ftomthe~r.atQt's :dafal.lit tnltigated· by r&'mark~ng 
thea~Wal'l.QHler \.ISler an~·· theaJf(I~ft'$ is preserved. An aircraft 
~nnot .~ . Pflany·· if it IS still 
Yeg!$teJEj(,l creditor 
"~sw!il(> . ..... . . . to WlyWher"titl~ ~. ~ for , repair 
and va!lIq~n. ~r ~~U1e new ()~.rawriSjn.·anoth«rr~· las must be 
availal)leo~ an~n~J'{e~. Q' ·.the . O~9I', Wh:lCl'lwill. de.~!i· the operator's statedf 
i"co~i1an(f~$la~iQf~iS~Jion alsoadc.mt,iJl9~~. 
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3.9 
I 

111/i{Jfltoi.YQ/,IralJsw.fl~ fatht;>abr:tlle questiOnS· I 
8) d,OYQl:(fqVQUfratificqtfonQtthe Convention antlF'rf::ltoCoJ; JfS~' 
b) 

0) 

I 

Wh, stirn:, 'P, actdoyotJCDnsiderthese InstnJments willhaV9 OIJ Your~Ofthe aviation 
ffJdosffy? I 

I 
ifthaanswerto q09St, ion 3.9(aJi$fe,' ,s, with, I,'n, wh, attimesca"j' shOUld tfleUK proceedtp 
ratificatJOrl'l P~give ~eS<:insfofjIC(jr answer. ' . . 

Yes, RBSACstrOliQly faVours ~ti()11 of ~ConVfJntlon and PrbtOOPI as&Wiftly aspPMiljle. 
fQ\'the reasOns dl~. aboVe. "RBS also, cpnsidef$Jt assentialthat the UK Implamentthe 
eccmomicalw moStimportantpl'OVlSldn, being ArtiCIe)U 'Qf the Pro~1 .... AltemativeA, With a 60 
daywaitiOgpe,rlod. i 

I 

i 
The UK should makea$elof·q~lifyin9cSef:lararlQfls" under the ASIJ. That would be as fOlloWS: 
(1) non-judicialremedies, C,art 54{2~. ~) It/ERA., P"artXIII, and(~) Alternative A (60 calendar 
day waiUngpe~.IIfIPlEtmented thrpugh legislati()n). ' 

With res~ tonon'«lfJsen!)uE:}1 rights and interests,th\'iUK should I align such rights with those 
custQrnarv in the,intemationalcornmunity, The UK "fleet llen" Is seen as out-of..Jine, With 
intei'Tlstkmal norms;OVIi9'~aching. and potentiall}iharmfOlto airljnes (restricting credi,t)and 
fjnan~ (lOCff.la/ilng risk). The: recent GKL ,~fgation haS drawn gre:~r attention to theproble:m 
of the UK fleetllen, TI'II,I$, a tailored ~ ul'lder C, 0039 shd.uld be agreed after a polley 
as$eS$rnentonthililmatter, i 

END 



DEPARTMENT FOR BUSINESS INNOVATION & SKILLS 

CALL FOR EVIDENCE 

QUESTIONAIRE ANSWERS PREPARED BY TOBY CRAMPTON & AILEEN MARSHALL 
SINGERS CORPORATE ASSET FINANCE LIMITED 

Questions 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different countries 
with differing rules on creditors rights and the protection of security interests .. 

To what extent do you consider that this affects. 

(a) The complexity of the transactions 

Answer: Each cross border transaction would definitely be more time consuming, complex and 
expensive however to date Singers Corporate Asset Finance Ltd have not entered into any cross 
border deals. 

(b )The predictability of the transactions: 

Answer: Unpredictability reduces our ability to assess the risk and is to be avoided whenever 
possible. 

(c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities or 

Answer: We do not offer cross border finance because of the complexity, cost and perceived 
risk. 

(d) the cost? 

Answer: If we were to enter this market we would pass the Legal Fees and Registration Costs 
onto our customer. 

3.2 

If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply to what extent do you consider that the difficulties you 
have identified effect. 

(a) the rating of aircraft receivables. 

Answer: No experience 

(b) the cost of export credit insurance and lor 

Answer: No experience 

(c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft 

Answer: Yes this would have a large bearing but only on the customer's side. 

3.3 The convention and protocol embody and intemationallegal regime for the creation perfection 
and priority of intemational interests and outright sales. To what extent, if at all do you consider 



such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have identified in your answer to question 
3.1 

Answer: Reducing risk would be extremely helpful and reassuring for us. 

3.4 Do you. 

(a) consider that the international registry system, which provides for registration of international 
interest in and sales of airframe, aircraft engines and helicopters, with priority over unregistered 
national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please explain your answer. 

Answer: We consider that our interests in the General Aviation market are currently well 
protected by the UK CAA and US FAA Registers. We also recognize that an International 
Register could protect our interests if an aircraft was distained abroad. 

(b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest againstan aircraft engine separately 
from the airframe helpful or not helpful? 

Answer: We can envisage that it would be helpful in the Business Jet and Commercial sector. 

3.5 The Cape Town convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as from the time 
of registration of the prospective international interest without the need for any additional 
registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous. 

Answer: We ar.e ambivalent on the time limit as we would always register our interest 
immediately. The question of giving priority to the International Register over interests registered 
on other national registers would cause concern to us. 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing uk registered aircraft or engines 
situated in a foreign country or (b) exercising other default remedies over such assets in a foreign 
country? If so please give details. 

Answer: Some years ago a Spanish company blocked our repossession of our UK Registered 
aircraft they were renting from a UK company. If the aircraft had been registered on the 
Intemational Register we may have had a better chance of forcing the Spanish authorities to 
assist us rather than hindering irs collection. 

3.7 The cape Town convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence of default 
to obtain early judicial relief pending final determination of the case. Do you consider this useful? 
Please explain your answer 

Answer: We can envisage that the possibility of obtaining early judicial relief could be helpful and 
reassuring when dealing with a business or individual that had sought Court protection from 
creditors. 

3.8 The aircraft protocol confers on the creditor the addition"al default remedies of de-registration 
(removal of an aircraft from a nationality register) and export. How useful do you consider these 
additional remedies to be 



Answer: Although our documentation includes the right to 'de-registration' in the event of default 
we recognize that any additional rights to remove an aircraft and export would be helpful. 

3.9 In light your answers to the above questions 

(a) Do you favour ratification of the convention and protocol: if so 

Answer: Yes, although we would require assurance that our registered UK CAA interest could 
never be overtaken by an International Register interest registered at a later date. We consider 
that all applications to the International Register must be ratified by the UK CAA or relevant 
national Register. If this assurance is not available we do not recommend ratification. 

(b) What impact do you consider instruments will have on your sector of the aviation industry? 

Answer: We are financing aircraft in the General Aviation market and it is unusual for the aircraft 
to be used abroad therefore it would be unusual for the instruments to have any impact. If we 
extended our activities into the Business Jet and Commercial aircraft market then the 
Intemational Register would be essential for us. 

© If the answer to question 3.9 (a) is yes within what time scale should the UK proceed to 
ratification? Please give reasons for your answers 

Answer: Subject to the comments above, we consider that ratification is required now. 

Prepared by Aileen Marshall & Toby Crampton 
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BIS Call for Evidence - Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (July 2010) 

Reply submitted by: The Boeing Company 

Date: October 7,2010 

This is The Boeing Company's response to the above-identified Call for Evidence (the "CE'') 
in connection with the UK government's assessment of whether to ratify the Convention on 
International Interests in Mobile Equipment (the "Convention" or "C") and the Protocol 
thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment (the "Protocol" or "~"). The Convention 
and the Protocol will be referred to together hereinafter as the "Cape Town Treaty" or 
"Treaty''). 

Our replies to the questions contained in Part ill of the CE appear below the inserted text of 
each such question below. 

As indicated in our reply to question 3.9, we strongly support the [[K's ratijiclltion of the 
Cape Town Treaty and urge the government to do so as swiftly as possible and with a high 
level of priority. 

The UK played a central role in negotiating and drafting the Cape Town Treaty, and it should 
come as no swprise that the instruments reflect, enhance and promote basic concepts found in 
English law. In fact, the drafting committee at every intergovernmental meetiJ1g that 
negotiated, and at the diplomatic conference that adopted, the Cape Town Treaty was chaired 
by a UK representative (either Sir Roy Goode (Oxford) or Bryan Welch (BIS». TheCape 
Town Treaty will reduce legal risk and produce significant economic benefit. 

Importance of Protocol, art XI (Remedies on Insolvency) - Alternative A 

Most of the economic benefits and transaction risk reduction under the Cape Town Treaty are 
predicated on the applicability of Alternative A ("Alternative A") of P, art XI (remedies on 
insolvency) (with a sixty (60) day waiting period). See Economic Benefits of the Cape Town 
Treaty, 2009, by Professor Vadim Linetsky, a leading authority on the financial modeling of 
secured transactions. See also "Cape Town Treaty in the European Context: the case for 
Alternative A, Article XI of the Aircraft Protocol", by Jeffrey Wool/Andrew Littlejohns. 
These materials can be downloaded at www.awg.aero. Curiously, the CE does not ask a 
question about what is undoubtedly the single most important provision of the Treaty 
economically. It is therefore essential that Alternative A apply in the UK though its inclusion 
in the UK's implementing legislation (that mode of application is required given agreements 
relating to EU competence). See Unidroit, "The European Union and the Cape Town 
Convention", DC9 / DEP, Doc. 8, June 2010 at Annex ill. 

We note the Department's willingness to meet to discuss these matters, and The Boeing 
Company welcomes that opportunity .. 

• 



QUESTIONS POSED AND REPLmS 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the laws of different 
countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and the protection of security 
interests. To what extent do you consider that this affects: 
a) the complexity ofthe transactions; 
b) the predictability oflega! outcomes; 
c) the availability of finance or leasing facilities; or 
d) the cost? 

Reply: The cross-border nature of aircraft financing and leasing, and the consequent 
applicability of several non-harmonised laws, combine to produce complex transactions. 
Legal outcomes are less predictable than they could and should be. As mentioned in CE, para 
1.11, there is a particular level of uncertainty in English law due to the application of the lex 
situs rule regarding property rights in aircraft. 

It is axiomatic that greater complexity and less predictability result in higher transaction costs 
than would otherwise by the case, all else being equal. These factors eventually impact the 
availability of financing. 

One of the best examples of such conflict of laws issues relates to rights in aircraft engines. 
Laws differ significantly regarding the legal effect of installing or removing engines, which, 
given operational requirements, could (and do) happen in any jurisdiction. In some 
jurisdictions, these actions impact core property rights. 

Apart from conflicts, the cost and availability of financing are dramatically impacted by the 
underlying substantive law, and more specifically, any impediments caused by it affect the 
timely access to collateral. Timely access to high value collateral forms the basis of asset
based financing and leasing. Timely access to such collateral reduces the risk of loss (to a 
creditor) notwithstanding the risk of default (by a debtor), thus producing efficiencies. 

The delay occasioned by insolvency law is a good example of such substantive issues. 
Furthermore, such laws may qualify or restrict contractual (and non-insolvency law) 
enforcement rights or impact property rights. These prospects are directly inconsistent with 
the core principles underlying asset-based financing and leasing. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.l apply, to what extent do you consider that the 
difficulties you have identified affect: 
a) the rating of aircraft receivables, 
b) the cost of export credit insurance, and/or 
c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

!!m!v: Re 3.2(al: "Aircraft receivables", in the context of the Cape Town Treaty must refer to 
the rating of aircraft-backed securities. The capital markets are the only source of publicly 
available information regarding their cost. In the aviation industry, these securities I 
transactions are known as "enhanced equipment trust certificates" ("EETCs"). Given 
uncertainties caused by applicable underlying insolvency law, there have been few EETCs in 
Europe and none in the UK. In those transactions, two major European airlines paid 
materially higher rates and had materially more restrictive terms, than less creditworthy 
airlines (closing transactions in the same time frame) in the US. The existence and 
application of §lllO of the US Bankruptcy Code, a functional equivalent to P, art XI, 
Alternative A, is the sole reason for such preferential US financing terms. This follows from 
the policies of international rating agencies, which have, based on years of data, used a system 
of "enhanced" rating (rating upgrades) where timely recourse to high value aircraft collateral 
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can be safely assumed. Based on underlying law, including insolvency law, that has been the 
case in the US but not in Europe. 

The ratification of the Cape Town Treaty will provide UK airlines with increased access to 
international capital markets, thereby diversifying their sources of funding. In particular, it 
will open public debt markets, availing UK airlines of another important financing option (in 
addition to bank debt and leasing, their traditional options) to help fund their capital-intensive 
aircraft acquisition requirements. For discussion of other commercial transactions, please see 
below. 

Re 3.2(b): The OECD's aircraft sector understanding (the "ASU") governs the cost of export 
credit. Under the ASU, all aEeD countries (the UK included) plus Brazil have agreed that 
ratification of the Treaty - with a set of "qualifying declarations" (see reply to question 3.10) 
- justifies a material reduction in the fee charged. I That decision supports the proposition that 
transactions in legal systems that provide higher levels of predictability and reflect the 
principles underlying asset-based financing and leasing should be priced lower than those 
systems that do not. The size of the "Cape Town Discount" depends on the credit standing of 
the borrower; the weaker the credit standing (the higher the risk of default), the larger the fee 
reduction. Under the current terms of the ASU, the range (for large aircraft) is 20 to 150 basis 
points on the upfront fee charged. To give an example, a 100 basis point reduction (a "B" 
rated airline would receive a 94 basis point reduction) on a USD 100m aircraft financing 
equals USD 1m. That the terms of export credit under the ASU are not attractive for spare 
aircraft engines underscores the point noted above regarding concerns over the law applicable 
to rights in engines. 

Re 3.2(c): This question raises the general topic of the relationship between commercially
oriented secured financing and leasing law, on the one hand, and the cost (and terms) of such 
transactions, on the other. For two reasons, it is not possible to provide concrete information 
on this question. First, in addition to credit and legal risk, several factors go into the pricing 
of transactions and the aVailability of financing. These include more general considerations, 
such as (i) general liquidity in the financial sector and the liquidity position of a particular 
financial institution, (ii) the impact of regulatory capital, (iii) comparative returns from other 
forms of lending, (iv) competitive issues that may lead a bank to consider longer-term and 
relationship issues in setting price and (v) other sources of fees payable to a bank directly or 
indirectly linked to that transaction or related transactions. Second, confidentiality (and, 
possibly, competition law) considerations prevent the disclosure of terms in private financing 
transactions. 

Nevertheless, it is well established that improved pricing and other terms are directly related 
to reduced transactional risk, all else being equal. In fact, this is a foundation of law and 
economics. 

Finally, The economic assessment and related academic work on the Cape Town Treaty is 
extensive. We direct your attention to two major studies (see www.awg.aero), each of which 
took into account available information and research. The authors, applied economists and 
finance specialists, were of the highest possible caliber (in addition to Professor Linetsky, 
Northwestern University, they are Professors Anthony Saunders and Ingo Walters (lNSEAD 
andNYU). 

The UK, France, Germany, Spain and the US currently follow the ''home market rule", which 
prevents export credit into these countries. The ASU is currently under review. A number of home 
market airlines, including some in the UK, are seeking to have this restriction eased or removed. 
To the extent that is agreed, the points above will apply in respect of UK carriers. 
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3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, if 
at all, do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1 ? "'" 

Reply: The tenns of the Cape Town Treaty will address all of the issues noted in question 3.1 
above. First, it will solve the problems associated with the lex situs rule. Second, with (with 
P, art XI, Alternative A implemented through legislation, it will solve problems associated 
with insolvency delay and impairment. That, in turn, will provide UK airlines with enhanced 
access to international capital markets, thereby diversifying and increasing their sources of 
funding. Third, it will eliminate the above-noted legal issues associated with engine 
financing, though that depends on adoption by many countries. In this connection, while the 
Treaty is being adopted internatioually at a rapid pace, there is no question that ratification by 
the UK. would provide a leading example to and justification for others to ratify. That would 
also serve the objective of the UK export community. See reply to question 3.9 below. 

Unlike most other international legal instruments, the Cape Town Treaty was deliberately 
designed to facilitate a transaction type, thereby producing benefits to the aviation sector. The 
core role that the aviation sector -lATA (airlines) and AWG (financiers and manufacturers)
played in the process ensures that result. The Treaty solves the current legal issues in this 
field and does so in a manner entirely consistent with leading legal thought. There are no 
losers here: the problems solved equally benefit debtors, creditors and manufacturers. 

3.4 Do you: 

a) consider that. the International Registry system, which provides for registration of 
international interests in and sales of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with 
priority over unregistered national interests, is an advantage or a disadvantage? Please 
explain your answer. 

b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest against an aircraft engine 
separately from the airframe helpful or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Reply: Re 3.4(a): Approximately half of the world's new aircraft transactions are registered in 
the International Registry under the Cape Town Treaty ("IR"). Since its inception, the IR has 
run with virtually no problems. There is strong supervision by ICAO. An International 
Registry Advisory Board gives users direct input. 

The IR (and the above-noted priority rules) is a significant improvement over current law and 
practice. First, the system is electronic, notice-based and low cost. It is very simple and 
effective. Closings are made more convenient. Interests may be registered in advance 
("prospective interests',), which takes pressure off of closing logistics, which tend to be very 
expensive. In international (and national) law reform circles, the starting point for any 
discussion about registries systems is the IR, which is viewed as ground breaking and well
established. Second, the priority rules are clear and objective. In the context of aviation 
financing, clarity equals fairness. Parties can search the IR and determine exactly where they 
stand. Litigation relating to "knowledge" will be avoided. There will be no need for legal 
gymnastics (such as priority notices), which seek to address the issues handled directly by the 
Treaty. Third, the IR (through the Treaty) establishes priorities on an international basis. 
Any other system would be limited to national priorities. That is· inherently inefficient and 
leaves risks in transactions which can be reduced only at significant expense. In short, the 
Cape Town Treaty, through the IR and the priority rules, puts an efficient international system 
in place to deal with international transactions and fact patterns. 
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Re 3.4(b): The ability to separately register against engines under the Treaty (as separate 
property) is extremely useful. As noted in reply to question 3.1, the law applicable to rights in 
engines varies dramatically, and, in certain jurisdictions, is potentially prejudicial to the right 
of property holders. 

Engines are high value assets that consistently maintain their value. If the underlying law so 
permits, they should serve as excellent collateral. Increasingly, engines are separately 
financed (as spare engines) and both pooled and interchanged. Of necessity (e.g., AOG 
events), they are routinely hired out on a short-term basis, making strong property rights all 
the more important. For all these reasons, the treatment of engines under the Cape Town 
Treaty - as separate property to which the Treaty's clear rules apply - is a considerable 
improvement over current law around the world. The Cape Town Treaty is designed to 
support advanced engine financing and use. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as 
from the time of registration of the prospective international interest without the need 
for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

Reply: As mentioned above, this is a distinct advantage without any corresponding 
disadvantage. The ability to make a prospective registration takes pressure off of closing 
logistics. While the priority "relates back", there is no unfairness to any party, since the 
registration only has priority from the time it is searchable. There are no hidden interests. 
Any searching party can easily protect itself by searching the JR. It is then on notice that an 
interest, actual or prospective, might have a higher priority. That searching party would not 
close its financing transaction until the JR is cleared of any registration that could prevail over 
its interest. 

The Cape Town Treaty is an improvement over (and a simplification of) the priority notice 
concept under English law, which is aimed at the same objective but achieves it using a more 
cumbersome two-step, paper-based process. 

3.6 Do you know of difficult!es experienced in (a) repossessing UK registered aircraft or 
engines situated in a foreign country or (b), exercising other default remedies over 
such assets in a foreign country? If so, please give details. 

Reply: Unless this question is directed at providing an example and rationale for other 
countries to ratify the Cape Town Convention, we question its relevance. See response to 
question 3.9. This question - what is the position (of a UK-registered aircraft) under foreign 
(substantive and procedural) law would not be addressed by UK ratification. It would only be 
addressed by ratification by foreign countries (where the aircraft is located). And, if that is 
the point, why limit the question to UK-registered aircraft? What about the position of a UK 
financier with a non-UK registered aircraft located elsewhere or a UK manufacturer who has 
problems financing sales given foreign law? Analytically, these are all the same: what is the 
position under foreign law. (N.B.: In many jurisdictions, there are significant repossession and 
enforcement problems.) UK ratification will not address these problems, save to the extent 
other countries are thereby encouraged to ratify. That encouragement, however, cannot be 
overstated, given the wide range of material UK interests in international aviation. 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on adducing evidence 
of default, to obtain early judicial relief pending [mal determination of the case. Do 
you consider this useful? Please explain your answer. 
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Reply: This provision C, art 13 ("Relief Pending"), on which an opt-out is permitted (see C, 
art 55), and which is strengthened by an opt-in permitted under P, art X (see P, art XXX(2), 
was designed to provide countries opposed to non-judicial remedies with a court-based 
functional equivalent thereof. 

The UK is not such a country. English law on non-judicial remedies is well-established and 
effective. 

It is anticipated that the UK would elect to permit non-judicial remedies through the 
mandatory declaration required by C, art 54(2)(Permitting action ''without leave of the 
court"), reflecting its law, and consequently, the Relief Pending provision would not be 
necessary to reduce transactional risk or increase economic benefit in the context of the UK. 
The aviation community should be largely indifferent as to whether the UK, when mtifying, 
makes these particular declarations. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registmtion (removal of an aircmft from a nationality register), and export. How 
useful do you consider these additional remedies to be? 

Reply: These remedies are critical. Under the terms of the Chicago Convention of 1944, in 
order to effectively exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register 
that aircraft. The Cape Town Treaty not only provides these remedies but adds the extremely 
useful· IDERA clause ("irrevocable deregistration and export request authorization"),P, art 
XIll. Most countries have opted into the IDERA clause (see P, art XXX(l)). An 
international standard is mpidly developing in favor of the use of IDERAs (even countries 
(like the US) with very efficient de-registmtion systems have made the IDERA election.) 
Underscoring its importance, the IDERA clause is an ASU qualifying declaration. 
Importantly, the use of an IDERA is expressly without prejudice to safety laws and 
regulations. 

3.9 ill light of your answers to the above questions: 

Reply: 

a) do you favour mtification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on your sector of 
the aviation industry? 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK 
proceed to mtification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

Re 3.9(a): We strongly support ratification of the Cape Town Treaty. 

ill connection with such mtification, it is paramount that the UK implement the economically 
most important provision, P, art Xl (remedies on insolvency) - Alternative A (with a sixty 
(60) day waiting period). Most of the economic benefits and tmnsaction risk reduction 
effected by the Cape Town Treaty depends on the applicability that provision. See materials 
by Linetsky and Wool / Littlejohns referred to above. See also reply to question 3.10 re ASU 
qualifying declarations. 

Re 3.9(b): Ratification of the Cape Town Treaty (with P, art Xl, Alternative A implemented 
through legislation) will reduce legal and tmnsactional risk. Airlines will benefit from 
reduced financing costs and access to additional sources of financing, manufacturers will 
benefit from increased exports and financial institutions will benefit from reduced risk. Such 
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direct economic benefits invite indirect benefits, including job creation (as a result of 
enhanced exports) and pass-through benefits to passengers (as a result of airline benefits). 

UK ratification will ensure that English law remains a governing law of choice in aviation 
finance and leasing and that London remains central. in the aviation financing and leasing 
industry. 

Re 3.9(c): We strongly urge the government to proceed to ratification as swiftly as possible 
and with a high level of priority. The ratification by the UK has been delayed for a long 
time, given ED competence issue and the Gibraltar-hold, two matters which are unrelated to 
the core objectives of the Cape Town Treaty. These two matters have now been addressed, 
and UK companies should begin to benefit from the Treaty as promptly as possible. In 
addition, the recent strains on the financing sector coupled with demand for modern, 
environmentally friendly aircraft argue for decisive action to help in these areas. Finally, 
while the UK has not yet ratified, many UK companies still need to comply with the Cape 
Town Treaty (e.g., register with the IR if they (i) buy aircraft equipment from a party located 
in a contracting state, Cir (ii) lease an aircraft from a financed lessor located in a Contracting 
State). In other words, aspects of compliance are already required; ratification will permit the 
corresponding benefit. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Reply: We make following additional comments: 

(i) We encourage the UK to make a set of "qualifying declarations" under the ASU. 
That would be as follows: (1) non-judicial remedies, C, art 54(2), (2) IDERA, P, art xm, and 
(3) Alternative A (60 calendar day waiting period, implemented through legislation). 

(ii) With respect to non-consensual rights and interests, the UK should align such rights 
with those customary in the international community. The UK "fleet lien" is seen as out-of
line with international norms, over-reaching and potentially harmful to airlines by restricting 
credit and to financiers by dramatically increasing risk. The recent GKL litigation has 
focused greater attention to the problem of the UK fleet lien. Thus, a tailored declaration 
under C, art 39 should be agreed after a policy assessment on this matter. 

(iii) Given the clarity on what is needed to ensure the benefits of the Cape Town Treaty, 
we see no need to have a second consultation on the declarations to be made and the content 
of the implementing legislation. If the Department is intent on having such a consultation, we 
encourage the government to undertake and complete that second step as promptly as 
possible. 

(iv) Major UK-based airlines, like most other major European airlines, have historically 
relied heavily on the commercial bank markets to provide the majority of financing for new 
aircraft acquisitions. The fmancial market crisis of 2008 and the severe contraction of the 
international bank markets resulted in a much diminished supply of equipment financing for 
even the top quality airline credits. US airlines on the other hand have long had access to the 
deep US capital markets. This was not because of their credit quality, which is arguably 
lower overall than the major European airlines. Rather, US airlines' access to the US capital 
markets has largely been due to the existence of § 111 0 of the US Bankruptcy Code, which. 
provides llssurance that in the event of a bankruptcy, creditors will have the ability to quickly 
repossess aircraft collateral. UK ratification of the Cape Town Treaty (with P, art XI, 
Alternative A implemented through legislation) would make the US capital markets open to 
the top tier UK airline credits and provide them with a valuable financing alternative to 
relying only on the commercial bank markets. 
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.Ref: AIRIl3/2 

SeclIIIBriIIl SIJm1IIr FaQImd. blaods 
T""'--l.,11438 
~(_)Z1J8t 
s.-il! ............ Jk 

22 October 2010 

Dear Ms Onikosl 

Gr. fgr Eyldanla on ... CgnyenIIgQ on ,.,....,....... h' m,., Ig Mobile 
EquIpmenI .. PlDlOCqI 1M., OIl"''' 1M "'Sto -111ft 
Ego __ I.IuIJ 20181 

The Falkland teIands Government wek:omes the opportunity to formally 
I'88pOI1d to lie Call for Evidence on !he ConventiOn on lntwnationallnteRlS1S 
In Mobile Equipment (the "CanvenIon") and Protocol thereto on Watters 
$pedIc to Aira1Ift ~ (the "PI'OIocoI") I8$ued by the DepadJnent fOr 
&.Ieiness. InnavaIIon and $Icnr$ ("818"). 

we 818 especially Qtat8tld fOr)'OUt" wrtlten conl'in'nation hit BIS had irItendiId 
for this call for E.vidanc:e 1D be 8ldanded to all Ovaraeaa Ten1loIies. 

Theleb'e 1hIs letter of re&pOIl8e Is illleIJded. to serve the purpoea of outIrdng 
~ position of the Falkland IaIands Gc:NerrIrnent In the knowtedge that you 
~received detaIed respoI111l1S from legal and fillI!If'ICta Inns in Cayman 
and Bermuda. 

-- 'The Falkland 1sIand$ Govemment supports the ratlicatlon of the CoIwention 
and the PIotDcoI. We do so on the condition that HUG agree to assist 8I1d 
advise in relation to the most apprapnate methOd of its Implementation, 
preferably by the productlon of model legiSlalion fOr implementation by the 
OTa. 

For U. pLlrposea of Artiefe , and Chapter XII Of the Cepe Town ConventiQn, 
the Falkland Islands woUkl seek to declare that all COI.I1S with competenI 
jLfri8dictian under the laws orthe Falldand IBlands are the relevant courts. 



The Falkland Islands are cunriy not utilised for aircraft financing atructures. 
This IS tI'lefefc:n a matter of preparatiOrl for possible fUture development within 
our aviation and bulinea sectors. However, becaUse r6 our political stahI& as 
an Overseas Territory, we are wholly depelldent 00 H.M. Govemment's 
intervention regarding this mauer. 

DrTim~ 
Chief Exec""" 
Falkland "Janda Government 
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TUI Travel House, 

Crawley Business Quarter, 
Aeming Way, Crawley, 

West Sussex RH 1 0 9Ql 
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Fax: +44 (0)1293 645701 

www.tuitravelplc.com 
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The TUI Travel PLC response to the Department for Business Innovation & Skills call 
for evidence on the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment and 
Protocol thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft Equipment: 

TUI Travel PLC is the world's leading international leisure travel group operating in 
approximately 180 countries worldwide. It serves more than 30 million customers in over 27 
source markets. Headquartered in the UK, the Group employs approximately 50,000 people 
and operates a pan-European airline consisting of 143 aircraft. The company is organised 
and managed through four business Sectors: Mainstream, Specialist & Activity, 
Accommodation & Destinations and Emerging Markets. In the financial year ended 30 
September 2009 TUI Travel had revenues of £13.9bn and an underlying profit before tax of 
£366m. The TUI Travel European airlines are: Thomson Airways - UK; TUIFIy - Germany; 
TUIFIy Nordic - Sweden; Arkefly - Netherlands; Jetairfly - Belgium; Corsairfly - France and 
Jet4you - Morocco: 

General Comments: 

The TUI Travel approach to sourcing aircraft is to acquire aircraft through purchase (for 
purchased aircraft we either hold the aircraft ownership in, or execute a sale and leaseback 
financing transaction) or lease the aircraft into an in house leasing company and then sub
lease the aircraft to one of our seven airlines. We often seek to move aircraft between 
airlines either from one of our owned airlines to another or sub-leasing excess capacity to a 
third party carrier .. Under the current regime the transactional costs of changing leases and 
securing the appropriate. securities and rights very high, thus any changes to the legal 
regime that will both simplify the process and reduce costs is welcomed by TUI Travel. 

Our airlines operate on behalf of the TUI Travel Tour Operators in a highly competitive 
marketplace and one that requires the utmost fleet flexibility, especially between our 

. operating carriers where we may move aircraft between our own airline fleets to meet such 
market demands. This is typically achieved between Winter and Summer seasons. Such 
switching of registration creates additional burdens and costs, with the inherent legal 
uncertainties that are outlined in the introduction paragraphs of the call for evidence, thus 
we are supportive of the creation of an international registry to enable us to register our 
interests. 

One significant part of our business model is that we wet lease or aircraft into non-EU 
aviation markets during the European winter period, our off-peak season, to areas such as 
North America and Canada where their 'peak season' requires additional aircraft capacity to 
Caribbean destinations. We have suffered over the years with the collapse of our airline 
partners, most recently Skyservice in 2009, and delays in getting aircraft released back to 
our airlines due to the regulatory and legal process involved. It therefore appears to us that 
the default remedies for creditors of security arrangements would be highly beneficial to 
our operations. 

Responses to specific questions: 
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We do not propose to respond in detail to each question but will identify those that we 
believe would have a significant positive impact if the convention were to be ratified by the 
UK. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an international legal regime for the creation, 
perfection and priority of international interests and outright sales. To what extent, 
if at all, do you consider such a regime would help to reduce any problems you have 
identified in your answer to question 3.1? 

We believe that the terms of the Cape Town Treaty will address many of the issues and 
concerns that we have. In particular it will remove the problems associated with the lex situs 
rule. Were Alternative A to be adopted it would remove problems associated with insolvency 
delay and impairment That. in turn, will provide TUI Travel PLC with enhanced access to 
international capital markets, thus diversifying and increasing our sources of funding. 

We also believe that it would eliminate the legal issues associated with engine financing. 
though that depends on adoption by many countries. The Cape Town Treaty, unlike most 
other international legal instruments, was purposefully designed to facilitate a transaction 
type, thereby producing benefits to the industry sector. 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion and registration of 
transactions, and completion gives priority to the registered international interest as 
from the time of registration of the prospective international interest without the 
need for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be advantageous? 

TUI Travel believes that setting no time limit is a significant advantage without any 
corresponding disadvantage. The priority notice concept under English law aims at the same 
objective, but achieves it using a heavier two-step, paper-based process. The Treaty 
simplifies and improves the process. 

3.8 The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default remedies of de
registration (removal of an aircraft from a nationality register). and export. How 
useful do you consider these additional remedies to be? 

In light of the difficulties TUI airlines have faced when attempting to recover an aircraft in 
circumstances of the lessee carrier insolvency we believe that these remedies are essential. 

3.9 In light of your answers to the above questions: 

a) do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 

c) if the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale should the UK 
proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for your answer. 

TUI travel PLC supports the ratifiCation of the Cape Town Treaty as soon as practically possible to 
enable our continued aircraft acquisition strategy to proceed with more legal certainty and reduced 
costs. 

Conclusion: 

TUI Travel and its UK airline Thomson believes that ratification of the Cape Town Treaty should be 
done within the UK utilising alternative A in order to remove problems associated with insolvency 
delay and impairment We will be encouraging other member states also to ratify the Treaty. 
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TUI Airlines are grateful for the opportunity to comment and would be pleased to respond to any 
questions or clarifications that may be required. 

Submitted on behalf of the TUI Travel PLe and Thomson Airways by: 

Eddie Redfern 
Head of Regulatory Affairs (Aviation) 
TUI Travel PLC 
TUI Travel House 
Crawley Business Quarter 
RemingWay 
Crawley 
West Sussex 
RH109QL 
UK 

Tel +441293645945 
Email: eddie.redfem@tuitravel.com 



unite 
the UNION 

Unite the Union response to OBIS call for evidence on the 
Cape Town Convention 

This response is submitted by Unite the union. Unite is the UK's largest 

trade union with over 1.5 million members across the private and public 

sectors. The union's members work in a range of Industries including 

manufacturing, financial services, print, energy, construction, transport, 

local government, education, health and not for profit sectors. 

Introduction 
Unite recognises that there are legal impediments in certain countrieS" that 
restrict the availability, or increase the cost, of aircraft finance. The Cape 
Town Convention creates an intemationallegal framework that solves many 
of these problems. It gives predictable rules that facilitate the financing and 
leasing of aircraft and engines by reducing risk and legal uncertainty, 
particularly in bankruptcy. 

This legal predictability is crucial as it allows lenders to rely on access to, and 
the value of, the aircraft on an airline default. Financiers wanting to lend to 
airlines in legal systems without the Cape Town (or equivalent) legal 
framework are forced to make lending decisions based largely on the credit of 
the airline. This is a problem for airlines that do not have a strong credit, 
particularly those in developing countries. 

The Cape Town Convention was signed by a number of countries, including 
the United Kingdom, in 2001. To date, nearly 30 countries have ratified the 
Cape Town Convention, including China, India and the United States. The UK 
has yet to ratify this Convention. Ratification by the UK will accelerate the 
widespread adoption of the Cape Town Convention, which will lead to 
increased availability of financing to overseas airlines thereby increasing sales 
of aircraft and engines manufactured in the UK. 

The Cape Town Convention is a mixed treaty in which legal competence is 
shared between the European Community and the European Member States. 
In April 2009, The European Community acceded to the Cape Town 



Convention. Accession by the European Community has cleared the way for 
ratification by the European Member States. 

3.1 Cross-border aircraft financing and leasing potentially attract the 
laws of different countries with differing rules on creditors' rights and 
the protection of security interests. To what extent do you consider that 
this affects 

(a) the complexity of the transactions; 
(b) the predictability of legal outcomes; 
(c) the availability of finance or leaSing facilities; 
(d) the cost? 

Unite understands that the need to analyse differing creditors' rights and 
security interests in cross-border transactions affect all of the issues raised in 
(a) to (d) above. 

Unite also understands that (i) greater complexity and cost in structuring a 
transaction; and (ii) less predictability and availability of financing, all create 
an environment whereby it is unnecessarily difficult to achieve sales/export -
hitting the bottom line for UK companies, leading to inevitable additional 
concerns for Unite members in the current economic climate. 

3.2 If any of the factors in question 3.1 apply, to what extent do you 
consider that the difficulties you have Identified affect: 

(a) the rating of aircraft receivables; 
(b) the cost of export credit insurance; 
(c) the cost of financing or leasing aircraft? 

Unite understands that the difficulties outlined in 3.1 above have a detrimental 
effect on financing costs; making it more difficult to finance the purchase of 
aircraft and aircraft engines in an environment where the UK administration 
should be doing all it can to promote the success of UK exporters and airlines. 

3.3 The Convention and Protocol embody an International legal regime 
for the creation, perfection and priority of international interests and 
outright sales. To what extent, if at all, do you consider such a regime 
would help to reduce any problems you have identified in your answer 
to question 3.1? 

The Convention and Protocol creates a regime which has the effect of 
mitigating. to a very great extent, the issues raised in 3.1 above; whilst having 
no corresponding disadvantages. Given the potential benefits, Unite members 
are very firmly in favour of prompt UK ratification. 

3.4 Do you: 

(a) consider that the international Registry system, which 
provides for registration of international interests in and sales 
of airframes, aircraft engines and helicopters, with priority 



over unregistered national interests,is an advantage or a 
disadvantage? Please explain your answer. 

(b) Do you find the ability to register an international interest 
against an aircraft engine separately from the airframe helpful 
or not helpful? Please explain your answer. 

Unite has no experience of the International Registry and therefore cannot 
pass comment 

3.5 The Cape Town Convention sets no time limit for the completion 
and registration of transactions, and completion gives priority to 
the registered international Interest . as from the time of 
registration of the prospective international interest without the 
need for any additional registration. Do you consider this to be 
advantageous? 

Unite has no experience of registering international interests and therefore 
cannot pass comment 

3.6 Do you know of difficulties experienced in (a) repossessing UK 
registered aircraft or engines situated in a foreign country or (b) 
exercising other default remedies over such assets in a foreign 
country. If so, please give details. 

Unite understands that the difficulties highlighted in this question are aspects 
which do exist and must be taken into account when structuring an aircraft or 
engine financing. To the extent that the Convention and Protocol has the 
effect of mitigating the issues which have a direct effect on UK exporters and 
airlines, Unite members consider this to be a compelling reason for prompt 
UK ratification. Even if mitigation is only partial, with no downside to 
ratification, why would the UK government not take advantage of the 
potential? 

3.7 The Cape Town Convention confers on the creditor the right, on 
adducing evidence of default, to obtain early judicial relief 
pending final determination of the case. Do you consider this 
useful? Please explain your answer. 

Unite does not feel suitably qualified to provide substantive comments on this, 
but understand that this specific right is of limited value in the UK. 

3.8. The Aircraft Protocol confers on the creditor the additional default 
remedies of de-registration (removal of an aircraft from a 
nationality register) and export. How useful do you consider 
these additional remedies to be? 

Unite has no direct experience of the matters referred to in this question; but 
does understand that providers of asset backed leasing or financing place 
considerable value in the remedies. 

3.9. In light of your answers to the above questions: 



a) Do you favour ratification of the Convention and Protocol; if so 
b) what impact do you consider these instruments will have on 
your sector of the aviation industry. 
c)lf the answer to question 3.9(a) is yes, within what time scale 
should the UK proceed to ratification? Please give reasons for 
your answer. 

Unite members that work in the aviation industry favour ratification; and Unite 
therefore strongly favours ratification. 

At a time when the economy has been subject to the worst recession in recent 
history, ratification by the UK of these instruments would show to our 
members that all measures are being taken to provide the best possible 
chance for the industry to recover and grow further in the UK. 

To the extent that ratification would provide a level playing field for UK airlines 
and manufacturers in the industry (as against countries that have already 
ratified the convention) through, amongst other things, financing from an 
increased number of sources, we believe that ratification must be completed 
as soon as possible by the United Kingdom. 

3.10 Do you have any other comments you would like to make? 

Unite has no further comments:trot~would welcome'theabilit)t,ta,'meetwtth 
.".cj~,dsia.t0!~_tiW1e1ine'feF1'at~~'Y· '. 

Bernie Hamilton 
Unite National Officer 
Aerospace & Shipbuilding 

29th September 2010. 
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BIS - Call for Evidence - Convention on Intemationallnterests in Mobile Equipment 
and ProtocOl thereto on Matters Specific to Aircraft ,Equipment 

REPLIES BY VIRGIN ATLANTIC AIRWAYS 

(a) The complexity of transactions does increase where the laws in different countries 
conflict However, this is seldom the case as it depends on the countries involved in 
the transaction. In the majority of cases, especially where the UK and its laws apply, 
there is little or no complexity involved. 

(b) The predictability of the legal outcome is usually quite clear under UK law. Problems 
are more likely when the legal system used is not English or a mature and 
comparable regime. An example often given of such conflict of laws issues relates to 
title of aircrafl engines. Laws can differ regarding the legal effect of installing or 
removing engines. Under English Law there are ways to overcome such issues such 
as the use of a Recognition of Rights Agreement for the asset owners. 

(c) The availability of financing and leasing facilities is not generally a problem for UK 
airlines because the UK Register and legal system is probably the most highly 
respected in the world. There are far bigger issues such as the state of the financial 
markets and the availability of capital. The "Home Country Rule" is a much bigger 
obstacle than anything related to cross-border financing. 

(d) The cost for UK airlines is not a problem. There are some challenges when airlines 
lease out aircraft to an overseas airline in less mature jurisdictions. The adoption of 
The Convention in these countries is important as it brings the legal system toa 
standard closer to the UK. The cost for financiers is optional, more a function of 
which countries they choose to carry out their business. 

(a) Aircraft receivables are affected by a huge range of issues. Somewhere on the lisl is 
the risks of the aviation registry and law of the habitual base of the operator. The 
reality is that VAA is a UK airline has never been an issue raised by any financing 
party that has been involved in any aircraft or engine transaction. So this is not a 
issue for lessors and financiers doing business in the UK. 

(b) Purely being able to access Export Credit would remove a severe competitive 
disadvantage for UK airlines (and others in Germany, France, Spain and the USA). 
The fact that the export credit agencies choose to differentiate their pricing to those 
airlines in certain jurisdictions could be considered an act of bribery. However, in the 
event that the Home Country Rule disappears, it is unlikely that the UK would suffer 
discriminatory pricing, with or without CTC. 

(c) There are undoubtedly risks and costs associated with the differing legal practices in 
various countries. This is not a problem being based in the UK as the law is one of 
the most supportive for an asset or security holder. Therefore once can conclude that 
the costs of financing or leasing in this respect are zero or certainly lower than almost 
anywhere else in the world. 
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The GTC will bring many benefits and solve many issues if adopted in many other countries. 
Ratification by the UK is almost immaterial in this respect. 

(a) The CAA register in the UK works perfectly well and we never have any issues with 
lessors or financiers regarding its use. The International Registry is on balance a 
disadvantage for a UK airline. It introduces yet another level of unnecessary 
bureaucracy and duplicity with all of the costs and inefficient administration. 

,(b) See 3.4(a). There are other methods available to protect engine title as described 
previously. 

It is beneficial by reducing the pressure on closing logistics to have no time limit for the 
completion and registration of transactions. The same goes for the ability to make a 
prospective registration. 

The priority notice concept already applies under English law. 

Recent examples are difficult to find. The subject of UK ratification is unlikely to .have any 
bearing on these situations regardless? ' 

It is difficult to determine the relevance as English law on non-judicial remedies is established 
and is considered effective . 

These deregistration remedies are important to a title of security holder. To effectively 
exercise remedies against an aircraft, a creditor must be able to de-register an aircraft. In our 
view UK law in this respect is already sufficient. 

(a) We cannot identify enough positive reasons to support the ratification of the 
Convention and Protocol in the UK. The law is already highly protective of the rights 
of investors, lessors and financiers in respect of aircraft assets. 
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(b) These instruments will burden airlines with extra costs, duplication, bureaucracy and 
administration with very little, if any, benefit. What will effectively happen is that there 
will be a levelling down effect at great cost to the UK. By its ratification, the UK 
economy will therefore effectively end up subsidising the implementation of the 
Convention across the world. 

(c) Although our response is "no', it is important to realise that there are other major 
issues facing the industry, not least the implementation of ETS. If The Convention is 
to be enforced, a sensible timeframe is requested to ensure the resources are 
available to manage the massive amount of administration that the introduction would 
bring about. 

In the situation where the Home Country Rule is no longer effective, there could be a slightly 
different view taken to a few of the questions. 

English law is already the most highly favoured by all parties in respect of aircraft financing 
and leasing transactions.. Careful consideration needs to be given to ratifying a treaty that 
could compromise this situation. 

The UK has established and well-regarded methods of registering security interests over 
aircraft and aircraft assets both at Companies House and via the CM Register of Mortgages. 
The CTC is of greatest benefit to jurisdictions where registration of security is difficult or 
impossible. 

Similarly, English law and the English courts already provide for a relatively rapid and 
effective means for creditors to enforce their security in a default situation - a situation which 
is recognised across the aviation and aviation finance industries. Again, the provisions of the 
CTC are of greatest benefit in jurisdictions where the status of creditors is uncertain and the 
enforcement of security is difficult or slow, and in a UK context add an additional level of 
legislative complexity. 

Given the relatively recent adoption of the CTC in those countries that have implemented it, 
how effective is the CTC in practice and is it being applied uniformly across jurisdictions that 
have acceded to it? Or is it still something of an unknown quantity, in which case why should 
the UK rush to implement it and instead not adopt a wait and see approach? 

The International Registry website is the main portal for registration of international interests 
and prospective international interests but from experience it is not a user friendly website 
and its rules and procedures are not in keeping with its supposed status and purpose. 

Fees for registration of interests are high, as is the cost of registering and maintaining a 
registration as a transacting user entity. Lenders, creditors and lessors usually expect airlines 
to meet these fees themselves. These are additional costs the UK aviation industry simply 
does not need. 

In summary, from the perspective of a UK airline, there is little evidence to suggest that the 
implementation of the CTC in the UK form a priority for the current government. 
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